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patents... While,: a patentee in. the UnLted States has one. Y,ear
from the datie :0£ thepublicatic,:mJIl.whichto file'.a patent
applicationw~i~h:mayresult-in-ayali~patent,_the r~quire~
ments of many otherimpor~antcountriesis 5llchthatno valid
patent can.issue if there' has been pu~lication prior to fil~

iog of an.applicati?niri any'one cOuntry. For this reason,
in order·to_protec~theGovernmentlsright t?' file foreign
patents in all ceees ; the agencies which have. -thi.s concern,
demand as a 'contractual obligation' that each proposed publica~

tion bereviewedpr~6~ to release ~or;publicationandprovide
-that permission for'publication can be withheld until a patent
application has been filed. Taken by itself, this requirement
would not be difficult if individual universities could conduct
their OWn review, quite quickly, and bring agencyattenti6n to
reportable inventions alluded to in proposed publications.
However, at least one important'agency requires submissiori of
proposed publications to it, subject to its review and release.
Such requirements can result iri lengthy delays: and are highly
distasteful to the academi~ commuriityas a deterrent to free
and early publication~ ,The a7tu~lfact is that only a very
small perc~ntag~' of proposed scientific publications contain
'reportable inventions and that only avery small percentage of
repor~able inventions are such as to warrant any concern over
any fo~eign patent coverage. It is my estimate that large sums,
in terms of money, man~hours of effort, paperwork and red tape
are expended' in this effort and that the values to be protected
do not warrant the,efTortor :expenditure~ It would be,interest~
ing to 'determine from' the' .var-Lous Federal 'agel1cies how much is
expended in terms of effort and in the actual cast of procure~

ment af foreign patents and to compare such expenditures with
the dollar 'reburn "tio " the Government or to' seirne'appraisal of
the value of other benefits that the Government: might derive.

In view: of'the, foregoing, if I'were' to make zeoornmenda
tions for possible improvements in the areas of this discllssion,
such recommendations would be: '

1. The:deyelopment of a truly: unif6rm,mapdatory'G6vernme:ht
policy ,,for Universities and amak'LcbuaLneaa as to the
'handling of title topatentswi~h title and transfer
responsipility to rest in the contractor.

2. Ea~iI1g:of,the,requiremetit.forreporting·conceptual
invention~,preferablytied ~o some 'understanding
of feasability or possibility that completion of
the invention is contemplated •

. 3. Provision'in theprocurementregulatibris for ,recog~

nition·of the fact that certain types of research
projects should not require patent provisions but
merely require publication of the results.

4. The eveilution of a policy and regulations concerning
the protection of the Government's right to file
foreign'patent applications· which limit the require
ments to those cases in which they are appropriate.
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TABLE 3

DARRIEUS HIND TURBINE ~lANUFACTURERS ..

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
ALCOA CENTER) PA .. 15069
D. K, AI) P, N, VOSBURGH
412-339..,6651

DOMINION .ALUMINUM FABRICATING LTD·,·
3570HAVlKESTClNE ROAD

. MISSISSAUGA) ONTARIO) CANADA L5C2V8
C. \100D

416-275..,5300

DVNERGY CORPORATION· .
P. O.Box 428
1269 UNION AVENUE
LACONIA) NJ 032tl6
R. B. ALLEN
603-524-8313

TUMAC INDUSTRIES
650 FORD STREET

. COLORADO SPRINGS) CO 80915
J. R, r1cCONNELL
303-596-4400 '

..
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face mounting inflation, unbelievable interest.fates, and,
~he constant threat of product liability--~ though we

only~ industrial supplies.";;-we·'aon·-i::'-;mii1i.l.faCd:'~iethem.

As the Mayor of my city, ,1 became acutely awar e of

the strong need inoui::ArnerlCan ci.ties tb:uhaergiFd"";the

efforts of our business cbmmurtities--particularly small:

. business--in a conb Lriufnq ref Eor E to keep our tax"ba.se

strong .and viable and to be vLes s and less dependant "upon ,

State and Federal funds.

This, indeed ,s11oiild be 'your ':,thrust:forsmall business.

Guide us-c-don 1 t r equ Lat;e us. Give US-': less-goverilmei1t-":';n6t

mor~. Listen to us~~d~n't preach to'us~ 'Welve been through

it. We've 'coped with taxes, --OSHA~ more and-mor e -government

"',,5 that cost lis an-arm and-a'leg :'in t rme tandnoney.

You have' heard .this"before-':'-hom"·my good friend George

Lockwood who grows abalone in Monterey ana who testified at

your very first combined; meeting '-inWashington, and from

l-1ilt Stewart""'~my-good-fiLendie Lao-i--a nd >a:£riend of all'~

business. 0Both-of·them are-comp~etely dedicated to the basic

American premise that small business>is irideed-basic to our

u.s. Economy.

Let me go back in history -fo r a .Eew-mcment.a tand-Ye.Latie

an, incident as told' to me by Arthur Levitt,:fbr'mer Chairma,n

of the Board"of the American Stock Excha'nge,~-'':-.dJ;l the autumn
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terns, which goes back oyer a hundred years, which is the Agricultural
-Extension Service.

Mr. :KING. Yes. . :. ..... '
Mr. BROWN. And a key focus there was on the direct transfer ofthe

newly generated knowledge .from the. laboratory of the university
directly to the user through a trained person, the extension agent, who
could follow.through with that and see that it was working properly.
We are not doing that. '"

Mr. KING. No.
And part of the problem you asked the question concerning thefund

ing levels. To give you an example in the period of 10 'years in that
programth.e actual amount of increase in. the Federal side is less than
20 percent over that .period. That doesn't even cover the inflationcycle,

Now, it is also in the NASA Application Center program we have
a requirement to generate fees. OK. From the industrial side. And .in
our case we structure that fee program on the basis of Ourvariable costs
of the computer, printout cost, and etcetera. .... . .

But unfortunately this then restricts what we can do, because you
only have a limited amount ofbase funds.. .' .'

So we have had to concentrate those activities into the retrieval and
dissemination, but by then making these same services available to the
funded programs that deal on a one-on-one basis youcan now make
that same resource available to through the SBDC's to the university
center programs who are working directly. They are funded on a basis
of packaging working right with them, and we find this has started
to work very well. . .' . . . ,. ." .•

Mr. BROWN. Let me ask one more question, You have indicated.and
it is obvious we are on the verge of a new information revolution really,
I want to know how substantial is your computer data base, and is it
networked with other data bases so that you feel you could do a com
prehensive search or that you could acquire data from whatever source
it might be in, or have we not moved to that stage in Our capability to
transfer information once it is located.. . .... .

Mr. KING. We definitely. network. We use .the existing systems,
Lockheed system, SBDC's :Medlars-. Of course, we have the direct
lease line to the NASA computer researching on line over it 150-some
data bases right now, and I think one.of the things that is very inter
esting and in the beginning in1976 in conjunction with Denver Be
search Institute we started a .program of cost-benefit analysis as it
relates to information, and on the basis ofcomparing the perceived cost
and the perceived benefit from having used the information services.

What we are now seeing is that back 4 years ago the number of the
percentage of clients that .had a benefit from an information service
was about 50 percent. That now is increasing on the samples from 1979
to "bout 88percellt.· '. .' .... . .,'. '

This. is partially because ·of the fact that the informationbases
themselves are getting better; You have more system, You have lligller
speedequipment, lower costs, and we are getting better trained search
ers, .plus 'w awareness that is growingon the business side of the value
of using information,- -. ",,',.: '"

Mr.BRowN.¥OU network through land lines ]'presufi)e,and I
have. been kicking around the idea of a dedicated satellite link that
might be useful for networking purposes.
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Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Lujan !
Mr. LUJAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .
One of the things that we have here that has proved very advan

tageous to the area, both from Los Alamos and from Sandia, IS former
employees going in and establishing abusiness.Ts it very difficult to
do that! It seems to me like that is an excellent way of having tech
nology transferred into the private sector, letting the guy that has been

. doing the research at the laboratory go out and start his own business.
It is an automatic transfer oftechnology.How difficult is it for some
one to leave Sandia and .go.and start their own business with some
technology they have perhaps put together or together with others!

Mr. BRANDVOLD. Well, it must not be difficult at all because we have
experienced some amount of that happening. In the energy area, we
welcome it. Perhaps you will remember the example.ofthe novel auto
mobile engine configuration which the fellow devised a few years ago.
Thatengmeer after a couple of years which. resulted in making a
laboratory model engine, was hiredaway by a Detroit company and is
now working with them attempting to apply that kind of technology
to their engmeproduct line. We welcome-that. I think that, as you
said, is one of the most effective ways of getting the word out.

Mr. LUJAN' How. about loans from industry to the laboratories or
vice versa! We have that in Government where you take somebody
from some department.send them to the State to, well, I don't know,
to interpret whatever thefeds are trying to put across, then after a
while they go onback, Would or does that go on within the labora
tories!

Mr. BRANDVOLD. We do have that. We can more effectively do it by
industry people coming to us than we can have people going to indus
try at the present time. We do have ongoing programs that have been
in place about 4 years that are open to all comers for either short or
extended periods of time, people coming into the laboratory where

. we give them office space, full technical support. They work with an
assignment exactly like one of our engineers. They have. full access
to the services of the laboratory and the other technical talent.

We have less success at this point in time with programs to provide
laboratory experts to go to some of the industries.We do that aIot
in point of fact on the contracts we have with the various industrial
firmaOther thanthosecontractual.ways, we have more difficulty.

Mr. LUJAN; How about moonlighting, do you find that maybe some
one in the laboratory-has a particular expertise that a local company
could use, does that happenl That seems like an excellent way to use
this technology.

Mr. BRANDVOLD. It turns out that it doesn't happen very much. I
think it is partly because in contrast with the kind of technology
that Mr. Babbwas mentioning in the previous panel, which is.essen
tially the available now technology, the kind-of work that we are
principally doing is in the very advanced technologies. In those areas
there really is limited community demand.
. What we do try and provide assistance with, and I guessI would
reiterate it is a very big problem, is assistance to the consumers and
the businessmen about information that is available.It is the toughest
thing in this country to find, to wade through the massive amount of
material. and pick out the nuggets of information that are useful to
a particular individual or to a particular company.

66-2280 - 81.- 27
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nesses and the disadvantaged business firms and try to,help Glen find
these kinds·offirmsi

I have already turned ina statement. I think you have a copy of it.
I will just give you a little brief on it. . . .

We started our small business program way back in the 1950's and
in the early 1970's, about 1971,we started an aggressive disadvantaged
business program..Our current figures, you can-see them there in the
report, shows that we are placing about 53 cents out of every dollar
that wespend with the small business firms and about 6 cents out of
every dollar goes to disadvantaged business firms.

We work with .labor .surplus area firms and also women-owned
businesses. ..

I am spending about .40 percent of my time out in the community
working with the National Minority Purchasing Council.i f am also
on a committee, at the chamber of commerce. We are trying. to look
at some of the problems of smal! business firms in New Mexico.

When a small business firm comes into Sandia, I am usually the
first one that shakes hands with him and try to find the correct buyer
to talk to him about his commodity. Since Sandia is a high-technology
company, we do get into some areas where we have difficulty finding
the capable small business firms and the disadvantaged firms to put
into the quoting process. ,.' . .

I did hear (me statement made, earlier that about 97 percent of the
energy dollars. are going to large business. Much of that. does filter
down to the small businesses., but if you look at our numbers in the
solar area, only about 61'percent of thosedollarsgo to the large busi
ness and the small business firm is sharing about 35 percent and the
disadvantaged about 4 percent. .

So we think it is working in our company. We are aggressively
looking for them. We are using theSBA PASS system to do some
searching, There is not enough registered in the PASS system yet,
but we are. working cooperatively with the Regional Office in Dallas
and are goinf to all the 8,300 firms that we have listed in..our direc
tory as smal businesss firms. We are sending them an application
asking them to get into the PASS system because not only will it be
good for us, but it.willbe goodfor other agencies so they can locate
them. .

I would say that if we have had any successes, much of it has to
be dependent upon the technical staff accepting the program. I think
you just heard some of that from Glen. .
If it is not acceptable. to the technical staff, the poor. buyer is not

going to make the program work.. .
In our company, apart of the .buyer's performance.: is based on,

how heworkswith the small business and the minority.business firms
in giving opportunities for givin~ them an opportunity to quote,

Now, one of the questions that IS sure to come IIp is how you make
this program really work. I don't knowhow YOll legislate motivation,
but 'Ye.seemto.have.that kind. of a spirit gomgatour company. We
think that motivation is one ofthe things that makes it work

Oneof the programs we have been working very closely in is with
the Small Business Administration. They havea program where the
prime contractors are invited to nominate their best small-business
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A small example. Somebody in the shoelace business perhaps look
ing for a new way to bind plastic to string to make a better shooelace.
We know that NASA has been in the adhesives business for a long
while and we have a number of ways that we try to retrieve the in
formation and put the technology into the hands of the person who
needs it.

We do this in the Rocky Mountain Region in general. NASA has
an additional six such organizations, most of which are located at
universities around the country. The way we get. the information out is
through a terminal at the university. We then supply the raw informa
tion in the form of a computer printout, if that is so desired by the
customer, or we will engage in a technical evaluation of the informa
tion that has been retrieved. This is where we believe that we are quite
different than most of the technical information centers around the
country who are in the business primarily to retrieve information and
without any value added put it into the hands of the user.

Another technique that we use that we have found to be very useful
is through a technology coordinator. We actually have a person at
the Johnson Space Center in Houston whose job it is to help us re
trieve information that is actually not yet printed or in a retrievable
file. This has been ..very successful. I might give a brief example. It
didn't actually come out of the Technology Application Center, but
one of our sister organizations. You may be aware of wire that has
memory and has been used for orthodontics. You can preshape the
material and put in into a youngster's mouth and heat it up to a certain
temperature and it assumes a predetermined shape. It is very useful.
NASA didn't develop it as an orthdontics material, but it has been
modified to fit that need.

The information for that actually came from or through the Tech
nology Coordinator System. Most of it wasn'twritten down, It was
actually in the minds of the peopleworking at NASA laboratories
and it was retrieved by putting the user in touch with the people
who had it floating in their mind.

We also engage in short courses. We have heard from previous
witnesses that education is a very big part of innovation and the
acceptability of technologies. We try to find those technologies that
are of particular interest or seem to have a broad interest and host
short courses, seminars, executive briefings, that kind of education.
An example in that area would be the energy conservative housing
symposium that we held here in Albuquerque 2 or 3 years ago. The
audience that we were attempting to attract at that time were in the
building trades, also in the municipal government because we knew
that codes would be involved. We find that these are rather successful
endeavors. Unfortunately we don't have the personnel or the funding
to engage in a heavy load of such short courses and seminars.

I think with that that I would like to entertain questions.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Morain followsr]
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Mr. LUJAN. Does the average firm have much interplay with the
laboratories! For example, if you found anew metal that wouldre
fleet better, something like that, could, that-firm out there pick it up
and be able to change the materials that they are using in acollector or
some other product that they are marketing! , , '

Mr. BRANDVOLD. In the areas that we work in-s-which is high-tech- '
nologysolar areas,high-technology geothermallogging~wehave got
a lot of examples of that. The industry people have very quickly picked,
up the things that we have worked on. We workedonahigh-tempera
ture capability logging tool for thegeotherinal well business. It is a
little business, maybe less han 50 geothermal wells are drilled a ,year
as compared to 40,000 oil and gas wells. Soa 'market which is not
attractive for a well logging company to spend a lot of specific money
to develop well logging and completion tools for. We took some high
temperature electronics capability, made some prototypes, and now one
of the existing well logging companies is about to come on the market
with a 5000 F. capable set of logging tools which they will sell to the
industry. So we see that happen.

, Mr. LUJAN.What can we specifically in the Congress doto encourage
all of the things that you learned to research in Sandia, other than
making weapons, that are available to anyone outthere-.-I know the
patent process and all that has some problems-c-butis there anything
that you can see what: we in this committee could pose to make it more
readily available! That is the purpose of these whole hearings. , ;

Mr. BRANDVOLD. Absolutely: By far the best thing that could be
done is to, I believe, mandate some improvements in the information
dissemination system. Right now we have a single national center in
the country, theNational Technical Information' Service, which all
of the Government agencies are required to submit their reports to,
and, in fact, are prohibited by Government regulations from doing
otherwise. We have Government Printing Office restrictions on how
many copies of reports ,can be printed and we are prohibited from
printing enough copies to provide them directly to people who ask
for them. We refer them to: the NationaLTechnical Center. Their
response time, and, I am sure, for a variety of reasons, is less optimum
than,Ithink,could be achieved. I believe also the country is too
darn big and the technology areas are too diversifiedto expect a single
place-to be able to keep current in every single technology field.

So one of the first things that I, would-say is to take the major
consumer areas, assign that responsibility more broadly, set up a better
network of local and-regional centers to access thatinformation ,sys
tem, and that single thing would be the biggest benefit that we could
provide.,:",':,

Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Roth!
Mr. ROTH. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate .very much the testimony

of Mr. Brandvold, butT think that I will wait and see how much
time we have 'left at the end. '

STATEMENT OF JAYHUGHES, SMALL BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
SANDIA LABORATORIES

]11:~:HUGHES. I am the small business representative from Sandia
Laboratories. lam the .Iiaison officer. I try to look after the small busi-
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using this vast, network -anditstrai:ne.d ..staff, TAC is amply_

qualified"to.extend'its eexvfoee lind skills ,i,ntomany fie+ds

of expertise. Its, contributions- in technology. -transfer.,

informing the nation about new ,developments i~ energy, assisting

small businessmen-.to better meet competition, aUdits"involvement

in the remote sensing field are nationally recogniz~d. Organiza~

tionally, TAC has the;fol~owing prpgrams and capabilities:

1. Information Retrievalc- Just a few years-ago the number of

available computerized information reso~rces .cQuld be

countiedion : the fingers afone-hand. The .vdnformat.Lon

explosion.'~' of- the 1970,' shas changed- this"solitary si tuati.9:n.

TAC;has keptin:stepwith-this:happening,~ndcurre~tly it

employs afull~time,informatiQnscient~stto man~g~,~50

computerized :information fiLes containing 35,OQOj,OOO repo~ts

developed during the last '12 years • The _files are used

interactively on adaily:basis- thrQughthe use of modern

electronic terminal equipment: ,insta,lled in TAC's fac'!li ty ~

The .end is not yet 'in ,sight ,and, TAC anticipates a,_lO-20%

growth in new automated files during-l980. The information

program provides informational support to-the entire TAC

organization.

2. Informationfinalysis ~Industryis a major connoisseur to

technical informationand,is constantly~concerned_aboutits

availability, qual! ty; and,' quanti tsy , Fortunately, TAC_~ s

staff understands the nature-of indust~ialinformation

requirements and d s . prepared to handle evenrche-mosc vcomp.Lex

of technical situations. TAC, ,functions as:,a,full: service
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firm of the year, the one that they thinkis the best. We have been
fortunate that out of the last six times our nominee has won the re
gional honors and has gone to national. They have not won the na
tional yet. I think it should be emphasized that in this program the
small business firm who wins even regional honors gets a lot of pub
licity out of it from the Small Business Administration: 'and a lot of
them use it in their brochures. It opens doors for them into the large
agencies. ..;

In our local area and in the New Mexico Minority 'Purchasing Coun
cil, we are conducting, sales training programs for disadvantaged
entrepreneurs. They attend for 12 weeks and get 2'hours a week on how
to sell themselves, how to sell their product, and how to keep their
books. So we do have some of-these kinds of benefits in the community,
as well asour local buying group that works very closely with machine
shops in this area; Each. year we conduct two sessions on a' position
dimensioning course which aids the small business machine shop in
his inspection procedures. This results in the' product having less
rejections. That saves themtime and-saves us money.

These are some of the, kinds of activities we are trying to dotohelp
get the small firms involved in our awards process. i

"That is just a brief and T would .be happy to answer any questions.
Mr. LUJAN. I just wanted to make a comment, Mr. Chairman.
As you know, I keep pretty close tabs on that program and the

success of that program.Is just great as far as Sandia is concerned.
We are very pleased with it and think you doa good job with the pro
gram. If there is any criticism, and I hate 'to 'say it in front of my
friends fromWisconsin 'and California, it is that not all the small
business firms are just in New Mexico. We would like to do something
about localizing it aIittlemore, but we think that you are doing an
excellent job. We can let Wisconsin and California have a little bit
of the business, but not too much; '," , '

Mr. LLOYD. Even with thsabundanceof the goodthings-youhave
here, you .are always willing to share; right,

Thank you. '

STATEMENT OF DR; STAN MORAIN, 'TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION
CENTER

Dr. MORAIN. Thank you.
The Technology Application Center, I should indicate at the begin

ning, is apart -of the University of New Mexico. Therefore, it is a
not-for-profit organization. We are also funded by NASA under a
NASA contract and have been so funded for the last 15 years or so.

We like to describe ourselves as 'brokers in technology, remember
ing, of course, this is a not-for-profit kind of brokerage. '

What we are attempting to do under the charter from NASA is to
discover within the space program those technologies that might be
altered in someway and utilized ill a secondary fashion'in the private
sector. So we are really in the business of trying to locate potential
technologies, on the one hand; and broker thosein such a way that we
can find somebody in the user community who can utilize that
technology.
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and conducting customized training "and,short oouz-se sv.Eoz-

specific-interest groups.

Project oz-Len tied se2;'v;ic~s 0t'the: ,~~ot_e,fl.ensing:Pr()gram

include applications of remote se~s~n~,~(): land use,

forestry,energy,resou:r:ce, idnetification and developmeI?ot,
:' .. ,.' ::: ".',:, ",",' ,., .: ",' ';/': '.

environmental studies, heat loss surveys and other earth

resources p~oblems. The Remote'Sensing,program is also a

designated representative of NASA for the dissemination,

nationally and:int~rn~tionaily, of'ali:~arthdri~ntedspace

photography for Skylab, Apollo, and Gemini space flights.
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Technology Application Center
EFFORTS IN PROMOTING INNOVATION AN:)

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Briefing MOlerial
for

HouseCommitlee on Science (Ind Technology

March 21,1980



TAC'S CQMPUTERIZED LIBRARY
Sample literature Search CitationTAC has assembled _I~e world's larges! computerized

library, containing over 30,000,000 citations to articles,
patents.vpapera, technical reports, proceedings, and
reports of research In progress. By.accessing.nlne corn
putera throughout the Unlted States, we can quickly
perform a literature search and locate articles' on. ~Ir·

luaIlY:'sny' subject;- The search ,Is'a retrospective ex
amination of the literature available In a SUbject ,srea.
The Initial result of the computerized search Is a collee
lion of bibliographic citations with annotations or
abstracts which can be expanded 10 Include, run
eruciee on that subject. References 10specialists work·
ing in the field are also obtained.

ACCESSION
NUMBER
TITLE

AUTHOR
SOURCE

ABSTRACT

SUBJE:CT
TERMS

7BA26S23
SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION_REDEFINING THE
WORLD
McHUGH;D.
POLTTECHNIC ENGINEER, V, 1B, P. 6'17,
NOVEMBER 1977
SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION HAS aEEN DEFINED
AS THE USE OF THE PROPERTIES OF THE SPACE
ENVIRONMENT ISUCH AS WIDE OVERVIEW. HIGH
VACUUM, VARIABLE GRAVITY. INTENSIVE
ENERGY; OR THE· USE OF MATERIALS FROM
EXTRATERRESTRIAL. BODIES,· LIKE THE MOON)
TO PRODUCE UNIOUE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES
WHICH CORPORATIONS, GOVERNMENTS, OR IN·

.DlVIOUALS WILL PAY FOR. ATIENTION IS GIVEN
TO GEOSYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE SOLAR
POWER STATIONS, LARGE PuaLIC SERVICE
PLATFORMS IN SPACE, BIOLOGY·RELATED
ADVANCES POSSIBLE ON THE BASIS OF NEW
SPACE PROCESSING TECHNIOUES. THE DEVH·
OPMENTOF A NEW MATERIALS SCIENCE UNDER
SPACE: CONDITIONS, THE EMPLOYME:NT OF
LUNM MATERIAL FORTHEBUILOING OF SPACE
BASED STRUCTURES. THE CONSTRUCTION OF
CYLINDER COLONIES IN SPACE, ADVANTAGES
AND POSSlaILiTIES· OF ASTERIOID MINING,
GENERAL ASPECTS OF SPACE COLONIZATION,
FUSION RE:SEARCH IN SPACE. AND THE CRE·
ATION OF HIGHLY MoalLE: HABITATS CAPABLE:
OF RE:ACHING AND OPERATING AROUND THE:
FURTHESTPLANHS
E:XTRATERRESTRIAL RESOURCE:S, SPACE:
COLONIE:S,SPACE:MANUFACTURING

MAJOR DATA BASES

NASA's Imernatlonal Aarospace Abstracts and the
Scientific and Technical Aer~spaca neoon«: Covering
the period 1966 to present, this multidisciplinary data
base Is the repository of all NA~A-fun,de.d proJect~_ork,

The Department of Energy's Energy Data Base. Cover
ing the period 1974 to present, this file containS cita
tions 10articles on all energy fields.

Enginaaring Indax, 1970 to present. This file. Is the mao
jor resource for all aspects of engineering.

Chemical Abstracts, 1970 to present. The basic
depository of Information for all aspects of chemistry.

Biological Abstracts and BioResearch Index, 1969 to
present. The major data base in the life sciences, cover
Ing8,000 Journals from over 100countries,

IFUPlenum Index to Chemical, Ganer<!l, Elactrical, and
Machanical Patants, co~ering chemical patents from
1950tc present and all others from 1971 to present.

World Patant Index, 1964 to present. Amajor reecurce
confalnlng citations to. patents Issued' around .tne
world.

National Technlcat Informal/on Service, 1964'to pres
ent. This lile contains' citations to all government
funded. research. in all fields of Interest .tc the U.S.
Government

Library of Congress Blbliograp/Jlc Data Base, 1965 to
present. This liIe is.essentlally the Library of Congress
card catalog.

Pradicasts Market Abstracts, 1972 to present. The basic
resource file for business, industriai, and economic
articles.

Psychological Abstracts, 1967 to present The malar
depository lor articles In all areas of psychology.

Smithsonian . Science tnformation' EXChange. current
reports ot onqotnq.reaearch in all scientific and tech
nical fields.

Mechanical Engineering, 1973 to present. The basic
resource Ille for articles in mechanical engineering.

American Petroleum Institute Cenlral Abstracting and
Indaxing Sarvice, 1964 to present. The major data base
covering literature relating to me petroleum refining
and petrochemical Industry.

Amarican S}atisl/callndex, 1973 to present. Statistical
coverece-ct the entire spectrum of social, economic,
and demographic data collected and analyzed by all
branches and agenc:ies of the U.S.Goyernment.

Congressional Information Service index, 1970 to pres
ent. This file covers pubilcations emanating from the
work of commrttees and subcommittees of the' U.S.
Congress: Hearings, Reports, Committee Prints, and all
other documents,
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Section 1

Executive summary

Although a maj?~i~~ ~~Ame~i~ans c~n quickly relate to NASAls

landing of spacemen on the Moon! ss'ti.rta.ce.or the flybys of Jupiter

and Saturn, most do not realize 'that the adv~n~ed technology'

developed as a result of these spacefli~~~s is,being-apPAieq

daily in alinostevery field of human ,endeavor. It might':3-1so

surprise many Arnericans to _.learnth,at .they have easy access to

this vast storehouse of knowledge regardless of the size and

nature of their business, the kinds of ~roducts they produce,

or the types of services they offer.

The congressional directive"which formed,"NASA in 1958 required

that the results of all agency-funded resea~ch-and deve16pm~nt be

published and made generally. available. To,'9,arry out; .thi.a directiye,

NASA created its Technology Utilization Qfficewith seven regional

centers to assist the"p\lblic'in accIIiiting andad.apting'the>results

of agency funded R&D. Since then, thousands o~ commercial applica

tions for the.,deveI9pe:d i::ec:t?-nology have been discovered by non

aerospace companies. The:Technology Applicati~n Center (TAC) at

the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque is One of these seven

regional centers. It has emerged as the single largest information

facility in the ROcky Mountain Southwest. During the past fifteen

years it has served all segments of the private and public sectors

in this region.

It employs a multidisciplinary stQff capable of interfacing

the most complex of organizations as well as interacting with the

world's latest and most advanced computerized information networks.



""'"

AERIAL AND SATELLITE
PHOTO. SEARCHES

TAC 15an affiliate to the National Carlogra'phic lntorma
lion Center and provides computerized photo search
services. Through access to the vast amounts of carlo·
graphic data stored In the data base at the EROS Data
Center in Sioux Fails, South Dakota, TAC searches can
locate photos from the SKYLA8, APOLLO, and GEMINI
manned missions as well as LANDSATImages for any
location on Earth. NASA high altitude photos and lower
altitude photos from such agencies as USGS, BlM, and
the Bureau of, Reclamallon are also searchable. Copies
of photos retrieved by a search can be ordered through
TAC lor reasonable prices. Searches may be initiated
by a telephone call and cost $10 per March.

NASA COMPUTER
··PROGRAMS

Like ,hardware technology, computer programs have
secondary applicability: programs developed for one
purpose can often be adapted to another. NASA has
created a library of over 3,000 programs with appnca
tions such as structural analysis; energy management,
electronic cirCUit design, fluid system design, .com
puter graphics, data base management, etc. These pre
grams are available for sale at reasonable prices.

The Technal ogy A ccttcenon Center can help you locate
the computer program you need to make your operetton
more efficient.

NASNSTECHNOLOGY
COORDINATORS

TAC'sApplication Engineers are ready to begin wo:rkon
your problem nowl Call or write today and let us help
you find solutions.

Manaqer ct Client Services
Technology Application Center
University of New Mexico
Atauquerque, NM 87131

za

Inaddiliontothe information retrieval and analyais ser
vices described above, TAC also provides clients with a
unique, informal Information service through Its teen
nfcal.coordinator. at-the .sobnscn Space Center in
Houston.

NASA has created an active network of veteran engl·
neers at each field center to supply names _ana
telephone numbers of Individuals currently working In
your problem area. These coordinators colleotlnforma·
lion that has not yet. been published or added to cern

. puter data bases thereby providing the very latest
"state·of·the·art" technology.

This teature.eets the NASA Industrial. Applications
Centers apart from most other Information retrieval aar
vices. This vital part of TAC's attempt to help solve your
problelD Is offered at no extra cost.
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organizat"ic;m--'arid directs'-al-l: Lnformac'Lon "details 'from the

definition to interpretation and'applidation; TACis proud'

to have served some charter ,'firms information requirements

since:1965 and this speaks'wellforTAC's performance and

its ' quality products. Rates and delivery times are reasonable

and competitive~

3. The Energy Docunientis Program "'"'TAC 'was'active'lyp'erforming

energyinformatidn retrieval and studies Icing before most

organizations-realized an 'energy_ crisis was eminent. The

federal goverIirilentused TAC' s-energy information retrieval:

capabilities to develop state"'"'of-the-artreports' arid· for

advanced research', support Lncarees. :suchas: coal gasificationi

gas turbin:es,'-':geothe:rmal, and :photovoltaics. Today:TAC

provides 'quarterlYDibliographies~toa nationalaridience in

solar thermal, hydrogenenergYi heat:pipe ,technology, and

the remote sensing of natural resources; including minerals;

petroleum, and geothermal phenomena; Workshops ,have been

conducted ''-reqularlyiri:' heat p'Lpes ;: -coeL :gasification, 'hydrogen

gas prOduction, storage and'distribution, energy conservation,

and heat purnpsfor cooling andr.hea.t.Lnq ,

4. The Remote Sensing Program - The Remote Sensing Program"is

involved in eareh c-esource survey'technology,withi'particular

emphasis on its application by the industrial and governmental

communities. Activity focuses on (1) performing:feasibility_

studies which evaLuet.e- specific remote: sensing:;techniques

for-resource inventory; (2)":performing resource inventories

of specific,' aceaevunder- client,contract; and- (3) 'organizing
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Section 2

Information Resources

TAC'g Information Resources

We hear -the quest-ionsfrequeritly,' -.,.-.:

Where and how does TAC,g~tallof its information?

What kind of information i$,.ayail'able toTAC?

All of the information' uaed by:'TAC: to' answer que'a t.Lcria for

its clients comes from computers~ N~erouscpmp~te~~~aroundthe
nation are connected to TAC's office via tie.Lephone lines and a

computer terminal. Each computer .Elt:~reS,nta:n;_diffe+el1tsets of

information, or files, on a given 'subject which-can be quickly
accessed through the terminal by using ,"keywords". This process

might be compared to the visual use of an index in a.textbook.

These keywords can also be combined~? narrow a fi~~d of interest

so that only information pertinent to the question, is retrieved.

The informationretrieval'specia~istsat;TAC.~re experts in

the process of selecting the proper computer data bases and then

using the most logical keywords when looking for answers to clients'

questions.

A complete lisp::.pf:.ap; ':the computer files available to TAC is

included with this article. ~he files are:organi~ed:bygeneral

categories such as Engineering, 8usin~s.~,.Medicai~·~tc:. Each

file contains thousands of ••• 6{ta:tions"to ar.ticles,';p,itents, papers,

technical reports, and pr-oceed.inqa, ('T()t~l: ~yaila.ble.number is

well in excess of 40 million citationsr~

TAC encourages its 9lients to re~d,:th~ lis.t;~f'''£'i.les available;

so that together we can preVent overloo~ing a: source that might

have some potential. A complete exp~~~~~ion ?t:~ach'file and its

contents is available upon requesc.

66~228 0 - 81 - 28



TAC'S INFORMATION SERVICES

Through its Technology Utilization Program, NASA seeks \0 promote wider use of Its vast technological resources.
The TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION CENTER (TAe) Is one of seven NASA Industrial Applications Centers located
across the country. TAC's goal Is to help your company save lime and money by lapping the world's largest com
puterized library of technical Information. By taking advantage of TAC's services, your company and the nation can
benefit through Increased Industrial efficiency and productivity.

NI\SI\

Exhibit A

The price 01 the Unevaluated Literature Search is set at
$75 for the ttrst data base searched and $50 for each
additional data base searcneo. The average price Is
$225.Delivery is made In two weeks.

The Current Awereness Service_The Current Aware
ness Service Is a personal, teohnioal updaie designed
to provide you with monthly or quarterly reports regard·
Ing all new articles In your speclfio field, Our engineers
program various computers to search thousands of
new citations and to select those whloh contcrm to
your customized proftle. The Current Awareness ser
vice Is priced annually at $150 forthe first data base and
$75 for each additional data base programmed.

The Unevaluated Lltarature Search-The search report
is a computer printout of citations resulting from the
TAC Applicallon Engineer's computer literature search.
The Application Engineer can often supplement the
search report wah a list of specialists working in the
problem area.

The Document-on-Demand Service-The Document
on' Demand Service provides you With documents,
reports, and articles identified through the searches.
Many of these publications cannot easily be obtained
from traditional library sources; but, on a cost recovery
basis (plus a $3 handling charge per order}, we are
happy 10 serve as your personal agent to retrieve
desired publications quickly.

A DIVISIONOFTHE INSTITUTEFORAPPLIEDRESEARCH SERVICES
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

4io

for

THE PRIVATE SECTOR

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SERVICES

NASA's Technology Application Center
provides

The Comprehensive Study-TAC will pUI one or more
of its Application Engineers to work on your technical
problem. After consultation with your staff, the TAC
Application Engineer will conduct a wide-ranging cern
puterlzed literature search. He will review the search
resutts and order reprints of articles and ccvemment
reports which are potentially relevant to your problem,
Following thorough study of these documents and
telephone conversations with NASA engineers with ex
perlence in the problem area, the Application Engtneer
will prepare a report. This report will ccntetn the
literature search reSUlts, reprlnts of relevant docu
ments, a commentary on his analysis of the documents
and his conversations with experts, and will provide
recommendations for your future action. The price of
each Comprehensive Study is quoted Individually. The
average price Is $2000.Delivery Is made In six weeks.

The El'aluated Literalure Search-This search report Is
a bound bibliography In whloh a TAC Appllcatlon
Engineer has reviewed and categorIzed each citation
retrieved according to topic and relevancy. In many
cases, the Application Engineer will supplement the
computer search Witha manual search and with a list 01
specialists working In the problem area.

The price 01 the Evaluated Literature Search Is set at
$150 for the first data base searched and $100 for each
additional data base searched. The average price is
$450.Delivery is made in three weeks.

[IJ
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secedon ~

DocUments and Publications

The Solar·Thermal Bibliography

Onecf the rnostpopular technical subjects today is the thermal

application of solar energy. The Solar Thermal Bibliographies,

published and updated quarterly by TAC, provide abstracts of

articles concerning most of the areas of solar energy research
and development.

TAC's Solar Thermal Bibliography is'divided into the three

major volumes of "Power Generation," "Solar Thermal Components,"

and "Heating and Cooling." These volumes contain author, subject,

and keyword indexes.

"Power Generation" includes thermal, wind, and photovoltaic

production of electricity, total energy systems, and solar energy

overviews with national and international perspectives.

"components" contains information concerning component.develop

ment and production. It is not a catalog of products available

to, the solar industry. It does cover articles published on such

subjects as'solar collectors and their performance, heat pumps,

heat exchangers, solar ponds, distillation, process heat, and

pumps.

"Heating and 'Cooling" contains abstracts on design, construction,

and maintenance considerations for solar heating and cooling. It

lists national demonstration projects, individual design processes,

and computer evaluations. This volume also includes special

categories for the ever expanding field of passive solar energy

systems.

Anyone interested in this excellent series of bibliographies

may call or write for prices and additional details:

Technology Application Center

Documents and publications Section

University of New Mexico

Albuquerque, NM 87131

(505) 277:-3622
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Section 4

Small Business Acti;.vit.i.E!~·'and Sub,scriber Benefits

•

TECHNOLOGY APPUCATiON"c:£NTER '
. -,' 'UNIVERSITY OF: NEW :MEXICO 0"2500 CENTRAL AVENUE SE

. _ .. AU3UQi!ERQljE•.,NEW' MEXICO B7Ut" O'TEi.fP~O~:_(,5.o5),277.36_2.~

The TechnCllogyApplication Center (TAC) Oat the
University of New Mexico is pleased to introduce its
Business Informati on As-s i stance "Servi ce JBIAS),~

BIAS,_ j s:an ,j n"format'ion;~trr~va'i~'-:s~~_vice'~ffere'dby
TAC to l;upport "nyorganization which fits the SBA
definition aLa .smal Lbus tnass , ('fACts- capabilities
are descri bed in-greater detai 1 in the attached
brochure. )

The benefits to be gafned from BIAS "are as var~'edas

the interests of- sma11 bus; nessas , Many users 'choose
to apply the information to improve products and
services in order to be more compett tf ve, Qth~l~s.:use

tt to develop new producta end servtces ,

TAC- will provide one,.,.iUneva'l uated Literature:'Search u

(seebrochcre-vevereca price $2250:00) at no' charge
throughit~'BIASprogram~:The client may also'
purchase additional services,. if des i red, at the same
rate as other TAC industrial 'users.

If interested, simply fill in the attached card and
return it to TAC. You may also call or drop by TAC
at 2500 'Centra1 SE inA1buquerque l New Mex'i co.
(telephone: 277-3622)
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Exhibit G

Case L' ~PIUlllbi.nq and Hea.ting Firm,' Farni.i'n9'ton'

Subject--Boiler Flushing and Maintenance

Information-'provided bY'TAC showed client bow to improve boiler
cleaning procedure's 'andte'ch~~qU:es. Both cleaning ti.rile" arid
frequency'of"maintenance were.:.reduced. Fi.rst, yei:lr saving,s
labor cost was $1,000. '. .-

case '2,~ Construction Company, Albuquerque

i.:~ub.~ec~-,,"Inst~llati~~:o,~Rebar ~~' ~()lldw q?i':e,;~soni'y'walis

Informa'tion; provide'd by TAc'was, implemented, through. several
architectural firms and the',construction"firm. Construction
cost savings was several thousand dollars~

~. Home Finance Company, Roswell

Subject--Inf0rrrt~tion"cm.:R:esiClE:!'ntialConstruction Costs
As a result of information,·provided .by TAC,--tile finance company
was able to reduce appra:i,s~l costs by anywherEFfrom $35 to $60
per residence.

Case 4. Individual Entrepreneur, Roswell , .

Subject--Hydroponic Greenhouse Techri,o;l~;~y:;

Individual was interested in establishing a small .scafe conunercial
greenhouse operation <lsa~ addi-t;,i()D,t() I;xisti~9business activities.
Using TAC information" _l1e'·;b1J.i1t:.ah~d:t:'o,?oD:~C::9'reenhousefacility
which grossed $8,000 in theffist~yea~ofoperation.

~. Furniture Restora.tion-CompanYiDeming~

Subject--Faststripping,' of;~ Furnitruxe

Utilizing 'TAC-supplied !nf'qrmation,,_~is_company grossed $5,000
the first year on the stripping-process'alone.

Case 6. Electronics Company,'Albuquergue
Subject--Metal Oxide Semiconductors

This is the largest identified TAC benefit in New Mexico~ (Our
largest overall benefi~~a~ a,$lOO mil+ion,s~v~ngsonth~Alye~ka

pipeline). The .compeny, "working, .under- contract, to Kirtland.Air
Base Used TAC information in two 'instances relating tothei~·p~Oj~9t.
The manager of the company I s Electronic systems Depar.tment;,es.tlma:~ed

the dollarp,¢:!1et:i; at:::~re, tha~ $250,000. '

66-2280 - 81- 29
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Exhibit G

Case 1. plurnbi:nq :and :He'atlb.Cj':Firrii): Farmington

Subject--Boiler Flushing a~d;~ain~~nance

Information provided byTAC showed client how to irriproveboiler
cleaning procedures, and techniques. Both cleaning tim~and

frequency of maintenance were reduced. First year savings in
labor cost was $1,000.

Case 2. Construction Company; Albuquerque

Subject--Installation of Rebar in Hollow Core Masonry Walls

Information provided by TAC was implemented through several
architectural firms and the construction firm. Construction
cost savings was several thousand dollars.

Case 3. Home Finance Company, Roswell

Subject--Information on Residential Construction Costs

As a result of information provided by TAC, the finance company
was able to reduce appraisal costs by anywhere from $35 to $60
pel' residence.

Case 4. Individti~'i''Entr~p're:rieui:/"'Ros'weit

Subject-~HydroponicGreenhouseTechnology
Individual w"as ':i:nt~resfed.,:i:n :',establis;hinga' small ,scale >6cmunercial
greenhouse operation .a:san addition to existing business activities.
using TAC information,' he built a hydroponic greenhouse facility
which grossed $8,000 in the first year of operation.

~. Furniture Restoration Company, Deming

Subjest-~~astStrippingof :urniture
utili2ing TAC~suppliedinformation,this ,company grossed $5,000
the first year.on the stripping process alone.

Case 6. Electronics Company,'Albuqu~rque
Subject--Metal Oxide Semiconductors

This is the largest identifiedTAC~enefitin New Mexico. (Our
largest overall benefit was a'$lOO,million savings on the Alyeska
pipeline). The,company; workirig under ,contract to Kirtland Air
Base Used TAC information in two instances relating. to their project.
The manager of the company's Electronic Systems Department estimated
the dollar benefit at more than $250,000.
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Mr. LUJAN. Would you have the answer to a question.euch as nave
got sufficient waste materials on my farm to be able to supply ,a small
gasohol plant or alcohol fuels plant. Can you tell mejbased on the'
material that I have, which is the best pl";itt given this amount of ma
'terial, how much, alcohol could I ,get from it and :whobuildsthat '
plant! Could you solve that problem for me if I came to you! , '

Dr; MORAIN. Your use of 'the word "solve" is difficult for me.
Mr. LUJAN. I want you to tell me where to go to buy the plant, too.
Dr. MORAIN. We would be more than happy to work on that problem

if you were to bring it to us, ye~. Th~ way we would nor)llallyoperate
is .to.retrieve all of the available information and thenretain the 8erv~

ices,of experts-in that area who would then 'prepare a document for
you with Tecornmen"ations; Weare advised by NASA that we are
not in-the business to, solve problems: Weare iit·,thebusinessto supply
information and make recommendations. We don't like to solve prob
lemsin thatsense because wedon't want-to-be in competition with the
private sector. " " " ' ,

Mr. ,LUJAN. How .many 'technical centers are there across the'
conutry!

Dr. MORAIN. There are seven today sir.
Mr. LUJAN/SO it couldbe.regionall
Dr; MORAIN. It.is now regionalized.
,I might draw your attentiontoexhibit G, which is the loose page

unboundin your document, because the one that is bound in-your doeu- '
menthas an error in it. This simply IistsLltcases for smallbusiness
activities in the State of New Mexico, The university cost-shares. the
contractwith NASA. The money that the university cost-sharea.we
have .set this aside as a: business assistance program in New Mexico
so.that small businesses can come to our facility and ask a question, a
technical question, which .we will then, search and supply informa-
tion-on. .

Mr. LUJ'AN.F[owmuch didit cost incase No.1 to .get the informa
tionfrom you.so he could save $1,0001. '

Dr. MORA,IN. Well, the cost, which we don't pass onto the client, it is
"a free service for small business enterprises in NewMexico,

Mr. LWAN. That is the best kind.
Dr; MORAIN. You bet. We hope,of course.fhathavingsampled our

products and services that the firm will comebackon a paying basis
because' we would like to be able to service as, many small businesses
inthe State as we can. We also utilize on occasion people from SCORE
in the SBA offices. To answer your question, I think the current price
has an equivalent value ofabout $225:

M,.LuJAN. Thankyou.

STATEMENT (IF LA1l.RY KEHOE, ENERGYANDMINE1l.ALS
DEPARTMENT, STATE OF NEW MEXICO

:Mr. KEHOE. I would like to thank this committee for the oppor
tunity to he here. ,I havesubmitted testimony, which I hope, will be
part of this record. '

M:r.LLpY». It will be accepted into the record without objection,
Mr. KEHOE. If I could, Mr. Chairman, I would like to make several

comments about five specific points dealing with the problems the
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EXHIBIT H

Subscriber Benefits --------
'. ·"PJiIJU.!Xpioid 117ftw:~ haH,grMter rtuXlTtir

tJum hig!wJIJYIJHntlifkd;-~ t/IOIU4tlds"

The IUC<:eS!l' of oUf 'progr.lDlS can','bestbemwunid
by subscriber attitudes towards our products, and
that in turn, by the dollaf'!l or time we save them.
Wctherefon: have a major on.going activity,_.to
track .the ..fa,te ofinformatioJ:1. suppliedt~ our
suf»eribcrs. Since we deal with all sectors of
private, corporate and governmental society, -we
find that the ultimate uses of our information are
equally diverse,... starting new business~, resclv-'.

iag Iegal-questions, rec(ucing labor _eost!J~_aUi5dhg
iDYeStmen,tdecisions, solvingdesignproblcltU; in,';
creasing efficiency,or just :,pl~~stimul,aling

· thought.

Our subscri_b~~ hllveexpressedtheir reaeti~ns far:.
bettel'thiui-wecould, so we imposed mildly-on

• their generosity and requested permission .tc quote
lOme of tb'em. _We hope you enjoy rea~ingthc

rolloWing'~exeerpts as much as -we enjoyed and
appreciated receiving them .: ,
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. Sandiajs doing some goodthings in.that area, 'I'hey have those
sorts of seminars ,andcJasses to help them dothose sorts of things.
We need to do it atth~Statelevel.n . ",.
". One example, though, I think, WaS that we last year gave out
$200,000 for-grants ingeothermal.BDM,l think, competed and-won
one of those grants, It tookusto this month to get thatpropoSi11
through'POE. A, little State money, with BDM'sexp~rtise,it went to
the feds,but by the time DOE finally got us their portion of the match,
it took us closeto a year. That processsomehow has to,be cut. We have
to cut down on that process. .' • '.i·':

The third point is how do we assist the smallbusinessman, Again,
here in Ne,W Mexico, their competition is not' so:much thebig firms,
it is the universities. We need to put the small firm on the same foot
ing with-universities and large corporations. I think .we as a-State
should help the small businesses. Unfortunately when you are dealing
with nationalissues,it is not quite that easy because we. as asmall
State, a little, over a million peoplewe can develop processes a lot
easier than we Can develop things that are national ill scope..' "

The, fourth point, is how to get this information out to the .average
consumer. If we can get it out to the average consumer.wecan talk
about the benefits.of doing .something. He can see.the tangible benefits
as far as .dollar amounts and-costs to him, Once you geHhat informa
tion, out to him, be it a farmer or a gasohol .plant Or a .consumer
lookingat the advantages of a solar heating system for his house, you
create the.demand,you createthe.market.Bomeone has to have some
c,redibilit:y.~o.go out there and ~il:Y this is ,,;hatyou can ,gain, Without
that credibility, the average citizen IS gomg to.be.fearful.' Govern
ment may not have that much credibility, butit has morethan.a sales
man off the streets. Lthink that ..is a role that Government can play.

The fifth thing that I just want to mention is consumer confidence.
It ties into this question of education and information. In 1977 we sat
down and when we were working on our solar institute one of the
things we put into that solar institute here in New Mexico was the
necessity for developing standards to protect the consumer. What hap
pens if New Mexico sits down and develops a set of standards for
solar equipment without regard to what is going on in California or
Florida or New Jersey or any place else, it is going to be very hard
to make those standards stick. We will put small firms working in
this State or selling products in this State at a disadvantage. We need
some uniform standards that are applicable nationwide. We cannot do
it as a State. We need someone else to take the lead.

Many of the comments I am talking about are similar to what we
are talking about, gasohol, solar, geothermal, across-the-board. The
idea that was mentioned of the clearinghouse is a good one. It would
have to be national in scope, it would have to be addressed to the par
ticular issue we are talking about. A farmer is not going to feel
comfortable going into, say, the SBA office and getting information.
He is more familiar with dealing with the Cooperative Extension
Service, Farmers Home, Production Credit Bank, those sorts of things
that he knows about, is aware of, is familiar with them. Small busi
nessmen could use SBA. Those things have to be geared toward tho
clientele.
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Section'S

BUdget and Finanqe

EXHIBIT I

Source of Total Operating Funds
($548,215)

.source ofProject Funds
($149,454) "

~pElnditure of Funds
~8,215)

OtherDirectCosts
$155,562

(28%)

TotalSalaries
$230,733

(42%)
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Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Lujan!
Mr. LUJAN. I don't mean to be asking all the question, but since

I am familiar with the program, were you here when we had the gaso
hol panel!

Dr. MORAIN. No, I was not.
Mr. LUJAN. One of the problems when talking about the Technical

Applications Center at that time, is the availability of information
on gasohol plants and the various products they may have to turn
into gasohol.Since that is not a NASA functionnow,Twould imagine
it is not in your warehouse of knowledge. Could that be on what kind
of problems would-we have in your becoming or expanding yourself
for Department of Energy dissemination types of programs!

Dr. MORAI;N.As a matter of fact, you have anticipated very nicely
one of the documents in the prepared material. We discovered that
we cannot operate as an undercapitalized slIlall business within a uni
versity environment. because we do-have-to charge a fee for our
products and services ill order to stay ill there. We are not- for-profit,
but we certainly are not-for-loss either. . .

In order for us to survivein this environment, we discovered some
years ago that we had to expand beyond the initial NASA data base.
In fact, I think you could say one of the best technology transfers
that NASA has been able to effect has been the business of informa
tion retrieval. A number of commercial firms are now into that busi
ness and many of them got their start with the NASA data base, or
working on the NASA data base. .

One of theexhibits in the handont is, ill :fact, arather awesome list
of all of the data bases that we are now accessing and those data
bases, for your information, sir, are in exhibit C. Unfortunately I
have not paginated the document, but exhibit C lists for you well over
100 sources of information. Those range from the technical through
biological.isocio-economic, and we do, in fact, retrieve information
from the Department of Energy data base.

Mr. LUJAN. Selected pieces of information or just general publica
tions or what! .

Dr. MORA,I:N. Selected information. We operate, we are perhaps a
little confusing, but we operate in both an active and a passive way.
We ~re priJnarilf, thereto. respond to users who have a technical
question, We don t necessarily go out and try and find, although we
do market in avery real market sense, we generally are marketing
pieces of technology that we have already determined have a broad
appeal, suc)la~·solar. In fact; we produce a solar bibliography on a
quarterly basis. One of the previous witnesses has suggested that we
do more of that kind of activity. That is our active program.

The more important piece of the-action, really, is the passive role
that we play. People come into the office or write to us or call us and
say, hey, I have got a problem. I had a fellow the other day who has
got a problem in Tucson. He needs to extrude 500 feet of hosing
without any seams or connections and nobody has ever extruded 500
feet of anything apparently. The question is how do we go about
solving that problem.

So we do both the selected, the very selected, and also the more
general.



STEPPlNG UPjHE (DEVELOPME~T OF SrlTHETI C F~ELS ~IILL

NOT PROVIDE THE NISWER. NEH MEXIC.O.:A'IO THER.ES.T O~,- .... ,... ..-"', ..'. .

THE ~~JION.MU~l.HAYE,THE FLEXIBILiTY Of A BBQAD
RANGE OFENERGYCHQIQES;.FOR THlS REASON,TOD.I\Y'S
CHALLENGE IS TOCRE.ATEA ViIDEVARIETYOF OPTIQtISFOR
THE FUTURE, AND, IN NEHMEXICO, HEARE PRQCEEDI'IG
¥'IT!! .A PROGRAM,OIlRRES[ARQH:,A~D DEVELOPME~ITPROGRAr1,

\"H ICHHELPS PROMQTE BOTH l'nIQWIO'1 NID TECfnlOLOGY
TRA'~SFERTOACHIEVETHIS GO,AL.. (

.I\SmlE STUDyml TECWIOLOGY TRA'lSfFR ApTLY
STATED, "RESEARCHNIDDEVELOPME'IT ISPARTOFTflE

BOOMI% 'KNOi'ILEDGF l'IDIiSTRY'TH.AT IS BECO~H'IG A r~,AJOR

FORCE PI AMERICNIE'ITERPRISE, !TIS A'I 1'IDUSTRY
THAT FEEDS ON KNOViLEDGE IN ORDER TO CREATU10RE OF IT."

PROVIDI~IGi~~IOH~EDGEI:I ENERGyR &.DSO THAT PRIVATE
I'IDUSTRY NoID THE PUBLIC CNI BENEFIT FROM n ISl'!l!AT
OUR R &D PROGRAM DOES,

SI'ICE 1974, THENEVP1EXICO STATE LEGISI.JlTUREH.I\S

ALLOWED ALMOST m r'ILLIONJOR THIS R & DPROGRAM,

AND, A PRIMARY PL'RPOSE OF THE PROGRM' IS TOTRNISFER

E~IERGY -RELAT.ED TEC.H'IOLOGY DEVELOPED \{ITH PI.IELI C FU'IDS

HITO PRODUCTION BY PRIVI\TE I'IDUSTRY FOR PUBLI C BENEFIT,
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State government faces, I think in many cases they are fairly similar
and typical to what the Federal.Government is facing with this prob
lemofenergytechnology transfer. ".

In sitting through this morning's hearings, it was:yery interesting
to hear about some of the things that were talked about that were
needed. '.',. " . .".: .

In my writtentescimony, I mentioned that New 'Mexico has an
R. & D. program at-the State level. This program has spent $16 million
sinceItsinception.which.ifor a.State the size of New Mexico, is fairly
substan.t,ali,:.. ',',' "( '",' '.: ,." .:...

We havesolar t",xcreditsrn. New Mexi~o. We have solar rights
legislation. We .have a solar loan program. For the.first time,.this
State, has decided to get into the solacIoan.program.cwe are going
to be putting.out.s percent money; whichin this day and age is amazing'
for solar retrofits, . .

We have a Petroleum Recovery Institute in New Mexico dealing
with how to get more oil out of the ground. We are attempting to
start up acoal lab in New Mexico. We have three 'energy research
centers in New Mexico dealing with conservation all the way through'
to nuclear power. We have got one solar energy .institute that this year
has an additional $100,000 in its budget for a total of $600,000. We
have got Lee's Solar Development Corp., which was [ust.talkedabout
in-the previous paneLWe',anldoing things in geothermal. Last year
we spent $200,000in R. & D. moneyongeothermal research. This year
we have an ·additional$600,000for 'geothermal demonstration projects
in New Mexico. There-are a lot of,things going on in this State, but ..
we haven't solved the problems. ',H' .

The five problems that I would like to discuss 'are similartothose
that: the Federal Govermnentis facing. The first one isthat in many
cases the State governments don't knowwhat-problerns are being
faced by small business firms in the State. They don't know what type
ofinformationisneeded.Tthinkit is baSically ,a situation oflack 'of
communication, not so much from-the-standpoint of what thosefirms
can do for this State, but how can the State help them in the promo
tion of their products, how can we help them inthepromotionoft~e
research that is necessary for the development of their products!
These companiespay!taX'es to New Mexico: Some of the funds that we
spendinRresD. should becoming back to those firllls.Someho"\'\'the
State has to, get better' communications going .with small high-tech
firms and low-tech firms to help-them in the development, (jt"their
productsforthebenefitbf'outcitize,,:s.: " '. . ",' •.." '

In New Mexico the problem we have withthis$16 111illion that we
have spent so far in R. & D. is that our whole process is geared toward
universities, That situat!on tends t()ke~p out the small firms. They
can't compete with th~'uriiversity.Auniversity pr"fessor that sits
down to write a proposal that is going to be:judgedby'a peer group of
professors, kno"\'\'s what to. put down and knows how to put it.down.
The average small businessman docs not, he puts down things that
are important to him as a businessman. What we needto dovat the
State level, and I think the Federal Governlllent has to dothis too, is t()·,
address the problem, "How do we make the small biisinsssmanable to
compete!" ., . . . , .. , .
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TESTING, DEVELOPMm OF STANDARDS, IN OTHER WORDS,
THESE INSTITUTIO~ISCAN TURN THE K'IOHLEDGE GAINED FROf:L
NI R &,DPROJECT PITO TERMS, RELEVlI'IT TO ,~ ~IEED FOR
THE TECH'IOLOGYDEVELOPED AND ITS PRODUCTIO~1 CAPABIUTY,
FROfol THIS POI~IT,NE~' A))V~\ICES eNI BE RECOGNIZE)), 'IEI'!,

TECHNOLOGIES DEVELOPED,Mm, THESE INSTITUTES INTERACT
ilITH HUNDREDS OF COMPANIES EACH YEARTHROUGH.ElTHER

INVOLVING THEM DJRECTLYUl A PROJECTOR MAKING ALL THE

INFORMATION PERTAUHNGTO A PROJECT ,~vmABLE TO

INDUSTRY AS, AVAI LABLEKNOWLEDGE UPON\"HI CH TO DEVELOP,

MORE K~IOWLEDGE, AND IDEAS .;
1'1 ADDITmt TO THE ABOVE ME'ITIO'IED\"ORK OF TilE

R&D PROGRNl,NmmHOUGf lSTATE LAI;! PRESENTLY
PRECLUDES ,6~jYONE BUT I'ISTITUTIO'IS OF HIGHER, EDLICATIO'I

OR NO'I-PROFIT RESEARCHE'ITlTIES FROM SUBMITmlG
APPLICATIO~IS FOR FUNDPIGA ~IUfllBER OFS~,~LL, HIGH
TECHNOLOGY FI RMS HAVE,BEEN FUNDED, FOR SUBCO'ITRACTUAL

"'ORK 0\1 r:ORE THA'I 50 PROJECTS, I'! ADD! TI 0'1, THERE IS

A POSSIBILITY THAT THE LEGISL~TURE fIlAY CO~ISIDER

OPENING THE PROGRAM UP "IEXT yEAR TO PRIVATE FIRMS AS
i!ELL AS TO UNIVERSITIES Nln 'ION-PROFHGROlIPS, FURTf'ER-
fIl.oRE, ilHILE DIRECT FUNDING IS 'lOT ,~VAILAELE FIRMS
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Herein this State,and'",ewetelodkingat itjust thisweek, how do
you address the question of gasohol, how-do you put a centralized
clearinghouse together] We found out that. no one department ~an

do it. Our agency can't do it. because we don't have the techmcal
expertise to deal ",ith such things as agriculturalproduction. We
don't have the-background in financing that is necessary; How do you
put the proposal together with the entrepeneur] It is very clear what
we need to do. We need to put a combination of people together on
a short-term basis to 'get some of these answers and thenbuild it into
an existing system. ,

One final example of how not to do itis how the Federal Govern
menthas set up the Energy Extension Service. There there. was a
perceived need that information was important to the 'consumer.
Rightly so, but you just can't g~'outand setup a mechanism to give
information out. Somebody can't go out on the street and hand out
pamphlets. You have to go back four steps and find out where he
is going to get that information. It is going to be important to tie
in the information producers here in New Mexico, Sandia,Los Alamos,
TAO, others. You have to bring those people that' produce informa
tion, that have information, into the distribution system. You just
can't hire people to 'go out-and hand, out pamphlets. 'That is not
going to get it. We have to rethink that all the way back to the R. & D.
portion of it, be it high tech or low tech, but build that into a system
that,feeds:ultimately to the consumer and just not say,well(OK,
we ne~dsomebody to hand outparnphlets or to sit there and man
the phone because that won't do it. You need the whole thing-all
thewaybacktoR.&D. .. , '

.Mr.Ohairman, Lthank you,I didn't mean to go on.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kehoe follows:J
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PETROIEuH" RECQVFRY' REsEARcH CE'IIER

1'1 11.'1 EEFORT}O ASSIST.,TIIESTAlE'i OIL
PRODUCERS, TilE LEGISLATURE HiI,S ESTilPl!SHED THE
PETROLEUM RECOVERY RESEARCH CENTER AT NE1! MEXI CO

I'ISTIIUTE FOR TECH'IOLOGY'. JilE SEN.TEP,jiLSPORDINA
I10~l WITH THE ENERGY A"DMIN~R.~l~,DEPARTMENT,HAS

HELPED A NUMBER .0F'1E\;I MEXICOPRODUC~RS, PRlM,~RIlY

I'IDEPEN~~,~T~~N+~R~~~iR~ ;JEC0n~~~,~R~~~s~id~~~R~iAFF

AVAILABLE TOASSISIANYFIRMREGA~I;IG rENf!!bCEDOIl
RECOVERY I NNElv, MEXICO.

S0I8RPIFRGY'VlnITIITF

1'1 AN EFFORT TO .~SSIST ClTlZPISNID EUSI'IESSES
INTERESTED I'nSOLAR,illl'lD, NID BIOMASS; THE lEGISUITURE
HAS PROVI DED THE, ~IECESSARY .FUNDI ~IG FORIHE 'lEf',r~E)<I CO

SOLAR E~IERGY 1'1STlTUTEAI ~lEl" MEXICO SlUE I"IIVERSITY,
THE INSTITUTE, IN,COORDINATIO',j vlITHTHE E'!ERGY NID

Ml'lERAlS DEPAR1MENL HAS U1TERACTED HITH MORE THlW200

HIGH TECWIOLOGY FIRMS SINCE IT viAS CREATED .rx 1977.
y!ORKI'!G RELAIIONSH IPS HAVE BEEN ESlABLI SHED HITfi MMW<
OF THESECor'p8;IIFS;' AT HOBBS, 'IEI4MEYlCOj FOR'J'!~ISTNICFi

J\'IO SUCH FlRMS ,ARE I'IVOlVED INA HIGH TEMPERATURE
PROCESS STEAM ,APPLI CAII 0'1 ill THE SOUTHER'! 1"1 I0'1
REFINiriG CDr'PANY.

66-228 0 - 81 - 30
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MR. CHAI Rf'lAN,
I WA~IT TO THA~IK THE HOUSE SCmlCE AlID TECHNOLOGY

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATiO~S AND OVERSIGHT FOR
PIVITI'IG ME TO TESTI FY ON BEH.l\LF OF THE STATE OF NEW
MEXICO 0'1 THEII"PORTAtlT ISSUE OF STATE INITIATIVES PI
PROMOTPIG PINOVATION AND TECH'lOLOGY TRNISFER TO St1ALL,

HIGH TECH"IOLOGY FIRf'1S. THE SUBCO~MITTEE'S I'ITEREST
IN THE PROSPECTS AND PROI3LEMSi'lTHIS AREA ISCERmNLY
WORTH1'H ILE BEC.AUSE OF THE GREU IMPOmNCE rJF SUCH

FIRMS TO PRODUCTIVITY AND THE NATIONAL ECO'IOMIC AND
ENERGY SITL'ATIO'IS,

TECH~IOLOGY IS AT THE CORE OF OUR PITERACTIO'IS
WITH OUR ENVIRONME''!T, PERSO'ISAND FIRMS DEALING IN
rrlNOVATI 0'1 AND TECHNOLOGY ARE DEAmG 1'1 THE "PROBLEt'
SOLVI NG"·· OF IHis l'ITER.ACTION; AND, THERE is PRO!3ABLY •

NO AREA .OFGREATER lATIONALI MPAq TODAY. h'Hl CH .
DESPERATELY ~IEEDS PROBLEt'I-SOLVHIG THROliGH I'INOVATIml

A'ID EXCHANGE OF IDEIl,S A'ID TECH'IOLOGY THNI THE FIELD
I!I WHICH I WORK -- n:AT IS, E'IERGY, OUR DEPENDENCE

UPON FOREIGN A'lD NO'I-RE~IEWABLE RESOURCES HAS HRECKED
HAvnc UPO'I OUR 'lATIONS'S ECO'IOt'lY AS HELL AS THE SUPPLIES
OF E'IERGY AVM LABLE TO MEET OUR DEMNIDS. TIlE SOLUTI 0'1
TO THESE ILLS vru ~IOT BE SI"PLE A'ID, FOR EXAMPLE, JlIST



...."
,.IITH THE ~EED 8'10 PIC!"ITIVFS Pi)RPRI'J",o-fl'IG ,ADDmn'IAL

INfll'JVATIl'JN ANDTI:CHiiI'JLOGY TRANSPE:R -- HDULD BEl'JP

GREAT BE'IEPlrTI'J'IE~IMEXicl'Jo

ENERGY' EXTENsI 0'1 'SERV[ fEP'ln, 1,IEslsWI

,As, MR i, LEEiALHOR'LTEsTIFIED EARllER'TH IS,i

MI'JRNI%; ~EWMEXJCI'J HAS QUITE AN EFFI'JRT LJ'IDW'AY

THRI'JUGHTHE RECENTLY-FORMED 'lEy' MEXICI'J SI'JLAR ENERGY

I 'mUSTRv;DEVELI'JPi"1ENl' CORPI'JRATII'J~!iTI'J PRI'JMI'JTLI'ltlO\!.~c

TII'J'I MID TECH'IOLI'JGYTRA'ISFER FI'JR FIRMS 1'1 THE AR[8I'JF

SI'JL~RE~IERGY. HI .~DDnIl'JN TI'J THE EfFORTS ~1ADE THRI'JLJGH

THE CORPORATII'J'I, OTfIER WE'IUES.~RE~AVAI LABLE.

'lEY MEXICl'JiHLL BE EST~BLlSH I\IG A STATESOL~R

I'JFFI CEI'! CI'J~IJU\ICTII'JN J!ITH IIESTSU'I, THE \.IESTERf! SI'JLAR

lIT! LlZ8TIQ'I,'IF.TI·'OR!(;1"!:'E REG IO'/AI SI'JLAR OFFI CE FOR

THIS AREA/iNIADDITIOn TI'JSERVICESSUCII ASiWI'JRKSHI'JPS

A'ID TRAI~U'IG, ANDEDUCATIO'I, iTHE'J'AJI'JR ,FI'JCUS I'JF TH IS

I'JFFI CE \.11 LLB5 I'JN THEPRI'JMI'JTII'JN DF SI'JI.i.,~R E%RGY

UTI LlZATII'J'LPRACTI CES, THE Cl'JMr1ERCIALlZATIO~ I'JFSI'JLAR

ENERGY TECH'IIQUESAND SUPPI'JRVI'JF PRI'JGR.~MS DES! G'!EDm

CI'JMMERCIALIZE r1ARKET-READY SI'JLAR A\IDOTHER RE'IEI'!ABLE

TECII\II'JLOG IES 0 SMALL, HIGH TECWIOLI'JGVFlRr'S C,A'! '

CERTPI'ILY BPiEFIT FRI'JM, THE i"ORK liE JlCWM,PLlSH TflRI'JL'GH

TIl! S PRI'JGRAM 0
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MUCH OF THE WORK IS DONCEY OUR FOURENERGYlr'IS'riTlITES
HHICH ARE bIVI1JED IJP TO COYER THE ~ON~RP!El,IABLEA~J.i

RE~IENJlBLE E~IERGV RESOURCES. THE TECHNIQUES BEING
IMPLEf'"ENTED INCLUDE THE WORKI ~G KNOWLEDGEOF COMMERCIAL.; .
IZATIOW PROCESSES,FACTORS~ B!\RRIERSA'ID MECHM!ISMS;
IDENTlF ICAtrON OF SVNERG ISTIt PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTS J

IDE'HlHCATION/ OF NEi!E'IERGY~REL4TED CONCEPTSjNW
THE IDENTIFICATION OF STATE ACTIO'IS OR INCENTlVES THAT
MAY BE REQUI RED FOR THE ACCEPTANCE OF A~IEViTECH'IOLOGY,

THE RANGE OF PROJECTS U'IDERTAKEN'§O FARIS V.4ST-2
FROf'", FOR EXAMPLE,tl,pR6JECTO~IDESW! .tl,~1D tONSTRUCTIO~!

OF A PROTOTYPE SULFUR MONITORING SYSTEM TO!\PROJECT
O~I DEVELOPI~m OF ,Il,. LO\>1-COS1, "O'!~TRACimG !1E.8,T PIPE

Cm!CENTRATlNGCO LLECTOR.
SI NCETECHNOLOGI CAL PROGRESS NlD EYENINtlOV!\TION

nEPE\!11 O~! WE ,8ccur1\iLATIO" OF8D\JI\"tESI~! TI'E "STIl,TE·
OF THE ACT" AND CAt! BE MOTIVATED BY THE AVAILABILITY
OF CURRENT'TECHNOLOGY ,THE"SPIN-OFF" BE~IEFITS FROf'"
OUR R & rJPROGRIIMFORHRMS ARE GREAT. THE INSTlTUTIONS
WE DEAL !'!ITH THROUGH THIS PROGRArV~~APILY OUR E~IERGY

HISTlTUTES, NOT O~ILYCb;IDUCT WORKSHOPS, CONFERE'ICES Aml
UTILIZE oTHFRf'"EA'ISOF DISSE~lNAfI~G ,THEK'IOI'ILEDGE UPO'I
y'HICH FIRMS CIl,~1 FEED ml BUT ALSO DO t',Il,RKET RESEARCH,
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THROUGH' tm DEP.~RrME~lt'S Eco-Iorn CDEVELOP
~['IT DIVISION, rlIREcT mmcf IS EEI~IG r.1A]E~IInlHIGf!

TECH~OLOGYFIRMho ATTRACT THE~ TOTIiIS STATE, ALL
AVE'lUES OF FU'IDl'IG ASSISTIl.'ICE ARE l'JVEsTIGI\TED FOR
PERSO~IS AND OR FIRMS\"ITH P1!~OVAT!VE IDEAS BY THIS
DIVI SI0'1, I'I<~rib1TI O~LTflEECO~IOr'1!CDEVELOP~1E;IT
DIVISIO'I MAKES EVERy'EFFOhfo HELPSlIC~ FIRMS
UTILIZE THE m.rE's E~PLOYEETRAP1I'IG PIlOGP~M -'
'IOTED AS O'IEOF THE BEST TRAI~l'IG PROGRAMS I~ 'l[hI
MEXICO, ACTUALLY, O'IE tbUUlTHl'Ut OF THIS PROGRAM AS
A FORM OF "TECHNOLOGY TRiI'ISFEit;' BECAuSE 'IE'" r~EXI CO
DOES 'lOT ~,~VE ALARGE POOL OF UIBORERSTRiI]'IED t'I HIGH
TW!'!OLOGY AREAS, WE STIITE IS "I LU'IG TO SHIlRE 1'1

THE COSTS OF TRAPIl ~G RESlDEITS FOR FI RMS 'IEEWIG
PERSO'IS HITH TECH'lOLOGICAL OR OTI'ER EXPEIHISF,

1'1 ,!\DDlTIml TO ASSISTI~G FIRMS ~!ITfl THE TR!\l'!I'IG
PROGRAM, THE COMr'ERCE ,A'm I'IDUSTRY DEPARP'E'IT M,~I(ES

EVERY EFFORT TO E;ICOUR,ilGE AlID PROMOTE 1'1'10IlATIQ1'l.

ALTHOliGH THE DEPARTMENT DOES 'lOT HAVE ~ FliLL-TIr1E mFF
ASSIGNED TO MARKET RESEARCi!, m Sl!\FF OF THIS I\GE~CY

("ILL MAKE EVERY P.EASO'!.~BLE EFFOPT TO DO Sot1E PREU~I'IARY

~~.~R!<ET RESE,I\RCH FOR Sf"ALL FI Rr1S ~'H!Cf1 DES! RE TO Ir'1PLEr~E'lT
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1"1 ADDITIO~I,THE PISTlTUTE HAS TARGETED .'

SPECIFIC GROUPS SUCH PS ARCHITECTS,R~AlTORSP~1D
OTHER FIR~S OFFERI% THE~ PROGRAMS 1'1 EDUC.ATIO~L

INFORMATION Nm TRAI"1!'!G.

." . .

. IIRAN1UMPROCESSIi~GFAtll fIlES .

1:1 AN EFFORT TO STUnYTHE FEASIBILLTY OF

ATTRACTING URANI UM PROCESSIrlG FACILITIES TO NEr! MEXI CO,
THE ENERGY Arm ~I'IERALS DEP.ART~ENT .AND THE U~IIVERSITY .

OF 'IEr' MEXICO 1~IITI8TED.A PROJECT H!O YEARS AGO TO
EVALUATE THIS SUBJECT, THE FI"1AL REPORT IS '10\'11"1

. THE FI~I.I\L STAGES OF PREPAPATIO"1 A'ID CO~ICLlIDED THAT
OPPORTU~!ITIES EXIST FOR "lEYI MEXICO TO DETA!'! URNIIL!~1

PROCESSm. F.ACILITIES,

IF THE STATE DECIDES TO PURSLIE THESE OPPOR

TU'IITIES.A'ID IS SUCCESSFUL, IT COULD HAVE ASWJlFI
CNIT IMPACT 0''1 SMALL, HIGHTECWIOLOGY FIR~1S I~II'IEW

MEX ICO. PAST EXPERT E~' CE HAS I~IDI CATF)] THAT Tf'E .

ESTABLISflME'n OF .A SCIE'lTIFIC FACILITY USUALLY
RESULTS. 1"1 THE CR~ATImJ OF A ~IUMBER OF SMALL, f'lGH
TECH"10LOGY COMPNII ES NE.AR TilE FACI LlTY .: ' I'ITRECASE
OF ALBUQUERQUE, FOR EXAMPLE, THIS Sm-OFF.ACTIVITY·

HAS BEE'! TREMENDOUS. A'ID, LOCHIOII OFSUC!!FIRMS--
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Mr. LLOYD..YOIl didvmweil th~fe.I<amlUos~pleasedwithyour
presentation. . .. . " '.. '. ". .. .• ..' .' ' .

Let me ask you this question. Y011 obviously find some fault with the
Federal Government and the Department of Energy. In your inter
face with the Department of Energy, do you really think. we. are
~etting a handle on 11 solution to thisproblem OraTe we still wander-
mg around out there in ,the woodsj ' ' . . '" .
. Mr. KEHOE. I think in many cases we get some very good services

.from the DOE, but it is like anything else, it is a very big organiza
tion, there are portions of it that have problems and there are portions
that are very good. I think the lab structure at DOE" we need more
interfacewith them. They are doing a goodjob. I don't envy''the job
of DOE. There are some things they are doing good. There are others
th~t I think they could take a. lead. from what some.ofthe States are
domg, what some of thelabs are domg already to set up systems,

Mr. LLOYD. Do you feel that the interface relationship between DOE
and your area of interest, is l1dequate! Arethey really just going off
over here piecemealing the problem! . .. '" "

Mr. KEHOE. I think the comprehensive approach~ the coordination
that needs to take place, has not happened in some.areas., It is some
thing that DOE by itself cannot do. Gasohol is the perfect example,
DOE cannot lead gasohol.' ' • ' . ' .. -: .

You have to have the Department of Agriculture in it, you have to
have the research organization in it, you have to have engineering
firms in it. What we have to do is, I think, get away from saying energy
has to be all solved by DOE and they can build an empire out of it,
We have got to spread the glory and credit out to others and get them
involved in the process. I think it is unfortunate. Conservation is one
area of DOE that has been so fractured and broken down into depart
ments, they have got little pieces all over the Department of Energy,
and I think it is unfortunate. I think we need to pull those together and
come up with some consistent uniform approach. Otherwise everybody
is going off in 16 different directions. There is no real looking at what
the goals are. It is always by program and unfortunately some of those
programs are not talking to each other. Conservation just goes in four
or five different directions.

Mr. LUJAN. There is one thing thatI am beginning to see. I was set
to go out and charge on this gasohol thing that we were talking about
this mornin!\, ~o have the information available to TAC and then the
proposal writing perhaps, then NEDA who does that for SBA to
have the capability of preparing the proposals for people; but you
don't think that is the way to go, I gather, from what you are telling
me. More appropriately would be to do it through the land-grant uni
versities existing in all the States now and can take the production,
agriculture production, into account, so that is probably the place to
put it rather than two different places!

Mr. KEHOE. Gasohol, I think, maybe the lead function should be
at one of the land-grant universities or the State department of agri
culture, whatever promotion board States have. Each State is different.
I think it is going to take the expertise of TAO and others to be able
to get the input into that. You are going to need the cooperative ex
tension services who have an outreach function and are going to be
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. OUR .$TATEALSOHAS NI PIERGY EXTEIIISIQ"l SERVICE

PROGRAM, PATTERNED SDMDlHAT AFTER TfIEAGRICULTURAL

EXTE'lS I 0'1 SERVICE AS A GOOD TOOUOR DISSEMI"lATI'IG

SPECL~LIZED I'IFORMATIO'I, FOR BOTH RE'IElo'ABLE

RESOURCES AND ENERGYCO'ISERVATJON TECH'I IQUES'A~ID

TECHNOLOGIES,mUR PROGR~M HAS TARGETEDSEVER.~LGROUPS

FOR mORMATIO'1 !l'1D TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER NIDDEVELOP

MENT OFIN'IOVATIVE IDEAS. O~IE OF OI'P TARGET GROUPS

IS SMALL BUSPIESSj A'ID THROUGHOUT THIS YEAR HE EXPECT

TO FURTHER OUR EFFORTS AT REACHEIGTHISTARGET

AUDIE'ICE TO FURTHER PROMOTE THE EXCf!A'IGE OF IDEAS MID

TECHNOLOGY 1'1 THESE E'IERGYARE.~S.

SPICE I AM TESTIFYI'JG 0'1 BEH4LF OF THE STATE

OF NEW MEXICO; HIOULD ALSO LIKE TO POINT OUT TO THE

COMMITTEFTHE WORK OF ANOTHER VERY IMPORTA'ITDEPART~

MENT WITHIN STATE GOVERNMENT WHICH DOES SOMH!ORKIN

THIS PROMOTIO'l OF I'INOVATION A'ID TECI"IOLOGY TRNISFER

BUT lo'HfGH IS ALSO RESPO~1SIBLE FOR THE ROLE OFTfIE

Slm OF 'lEI! MEXICO HI THE PROMOTION !I'm LOc.mO'1

OF SMALL HIGH TECHNOLOGY FIRMS VI ITHI'I THE STATE. THE

DEPARTME:H I Ar1 REFERRI'IG TO IS THE 'IEH MEXICOcnMMERCE

AND INDUSTRY DEPARTMENT.



SMALL, HIGH TRCH,NOLOGY FIRMS AND INNOVATION

THURSDAY. Al'RILW. 11l~O

• U.~.HouSEOF REPJ.<ESENfiilVES,
COMM':TP'E ON S()IE"CFjiND 'P'91INOWGY,

SUBCO~':MrrTEEi 'ON' INVEST~:GA~IQl.i$-"A'~J{PvERS'IC;#tl\"',' -,
'C '.i';'Pbmo'na,OU1if. .

The sub!lonll)littee.met"pursuant to ';otice, at9 ;40a.m:, in the Stu
dent Union Building of the California. State Polytechnic.University,
POJnona, Calif., Hon. J:inlLloyq,presiding. . ,

Mr. LL"YD.Dr.'La,B0)lnty,why don't youcome\lp.We.already
have a panel up here.'andwe willbe unde~'jVaY;;lYhenYo"arere",dy,
wewill start. .;f,,'. .....•. '.', , ( '-:,,'

'opr: La Bounty, we :,tppreciateyour ,comiI)g today•. I would-also like
to acknowledge my two colleagues. 011 myle£t is Manuel Lujan from
New Mexico, and we wouldlike to welcome Y911 to this part of Cali
fornia. We held hearings over in New Mexico not too long ago and
had a very, very fine reception there by Manny. We appreciate it.

My colleague on my right is George Brown, who is well known
in the areas of science and technology, and has been a Congressman
from the State of California over a long period of time. HlY has been
associated with these kinds of hearings over a long period of time
and brings an expertise which is almost unique in the Congress, and
we welcome you today, George, and thank you for being with us.

Dr. La Bounty, I would like to turn the microphone over to you,
but before I do I want to thank you for the hospitality which you
have extended to this committee and the cooperation which you have
given us while we have been here. We appreciate very much being at
this outstanding institution of learning, and I take great pride in the
fact that it just seems to grow every year and fare better, and we just
thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF DR. G. LA BOUNTY

Dr. LA BOUNTY. Congressman Lloyd, on behalf of our 15,000 stu
dents, 800 faculty, 800 staff, we will welcome the committee to Cal-Poly,
Pomona.

We have more than a passing interest in the subject of your concern,
innovation, declining innovation. Our university, as its name connotes,
is deeply committed to science and technology and innovation.

We hope that your meeting here will be informative and that if there
is any service that we can perform to that end you have but to ask us.

I would like to introduce several of my colleagues who have been of
great assistance to the university and the committee in establishing

• (455)
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PITERESTED'I'I THIS AREA MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR ,~'IUMBER

OF PROGRAMS kin, ALMOST 0'1 A'DAtLY· BASIS, ~Ef"BERSOF

THE R g DSTAFFAREASI(EDTO SEARt!fFORSUcH' ALTER~ATIVE
FU'IDI'IG' SOURCES, !"E ENCOURm 130SI'IESSES TO tO~ITI'IUE

TO cO~TACT US FOR THIS SERVltE~ FOR !"EREALIZE
THAT HELPINGTOSEEKFUN])I~IG FORA~ r~INdvAtIoNIN

E~IERGY R8. DHHI'CfIPROVES FEIl.SIBLEFURTHER E~HA'ltES

OUR DEVELOPf'iE'IT OF THOSE 'IEEDED E'IEPGY OPTIONS; ,
A'IYONE PITERESTED Iii, OBTAI 'iINGEU RIflER PIFORMA":

TIO'I RFGARnFIG THE STATUS p{{h PPOGRAM'IS,y'FLCOME

TO CO~lTACT THE EtJERGY A~lD ~1I11ERALS DEPARTI1E~ITQR A'IY
OF THEENERGy:rNsTjTUTES~AT tHE'L"IIVERSITY OF'NE'"
MEXICO, NEWt1EXICOSTATE U11IVE:RSITY OR 'IE\"/1EX!tO
I'1ST! TUTE:OF'TECfI'lOLOGY;

THE E'IERGY A'ID rlI':rEPALs DEP,~RT~E'lt IS ALSO
f'iANDATED TO FURTHERFAC ILItArE COQPERATIO'! BET\'tE'l
GOVER'If"E:IT MID BUSI'IESS I'I,tHE'DEVEt.OP~~IT I\'1D
cntl/'ER.CI ALIZAT! O~I nFilEN A'1n IMPROVED E'IERGY
TECH'IOLOGIES, A'If), I'r ADDiTIO\1 TowE R ?,DPROGRAr't,
I IL8VE ALREAbY~EiITIbfIED;:TflE STATE liAS INITI.~TED A
'lUMBER OF OTHERPROGRAr'S, THE Fot'LwHIGISApRI EF "
sur1~1ARY oFtAtH OF THEM:
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Mr. Cha i nnan;,Members'of, theComnii-ttee;'

It is, .a -pf.easure to be-here "to- testifY "concerning the pl ight of .smejl ,

high technology firms', and thettv tmpactcon tnnovat'lorrand producutv'ity on our

national economy;

Innovator-s. tnventors , and .thef r associated small bustnesses .heve been

mainstays in the economic history, of', the United States. The 'fi rs t-patenbwas

issued to the Colonies .tn 1641,: one' hundred and thtr-ty-ftve years- beto-ectfie

Declaration of Independence..

Jnventf ons .endf nnovat.tons have shaped American_life styles. The

development of this country has been molded by such inventions as thesteamboat~

the Iocomotfve, hybrid seeds. the cotton gin, the lightbulb, the r-adto, .the

photocopying machine, and the printed ctrcut t.. All of these inventions have

a com~on characteristic: each~s the product of'an indiVidual or small business.

The names of Jefferson, Franklin, Whitney~ Ford, Edison, and more recently,

Land of Polaroid fame. are etched into America';s'history; ThEW represent-the:'

creativity and.platn-old Yankeeingenulty that,is:still en-umortent-resource

available in"this,-country today;'; Innovation has, and always .wil I be-e part of

American l i fe ; creating, new produtts,.improvingexisting sys tems, 'and replacing

those that have ceased to serve the country's,needs~

From the 'conception oftan: idea, to-its commerci al appl tcat ton fs normatly

a long and ard~ous process. More often than not the road ;s lined with hazards

and roadblocks, totally unexpected by the entrepreneur; Once an idea is

formulated itmust-be,evaluated in ,terms of technical, and commercial feasibility.

Providing it,:,passesthese,tests.,the next step is often-protectins the idea

through the patent pnocess followed byrthe devetopment-of.a: prototype and' finally

a plan for commercialization.
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~In! ,A~ID I~NOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES.INOllR.ST.ATE.
, .. ,'" .. . .•• '.. .. "o! ..

INCLOSING, MR. CHAIRMA'I,IYOliLD LIKE. TO

STATE THAT THE STATE OF ~E!" MEXICOfv1DST DEFPIITELY

REALIlES .~~D APPRECIATES T!'ENEED FOR PRO~OTI NG
IN'IOVATIONAND TECflNOLOGYTRMISFER F;OR.SMALL f!IG~

TECHNOLOGY FIRf"S .ALTIIOUGf! SUCHFI RMS MAY,BE SMALL

EJ SIZL HE REALIZETHEIR H1P.ACTO'1 E~IERGY A~D

SCIPlTIFI C DEVELOPI'ENTS HASBEPI SUBSTA~ITIAL. .IT
IS OL'R f10PE THAT,'THRQUGH HEARI.~!GS SUCH AS THE O'IES
CO'IIJUCTED BY TH IS SUBCOMM !TTELFIIRUfER A!·'.ARE~IESS

OF THE rMPORTANTCO''1TRIBUTIO~UflESE FI RMS CMI f"1AKE,

FORQUR NATIONS'SBE~IEFIH!ILL BERECOG~IZEDi



sur.rounding,' corrrn"unit;i~~:: .. in.eluding Rtvet-sdde •.S~n:,'Bernard;no.'<,'Fontat"!a._Corona..

O!1t~riO. UPland~_·Chino.'pomona.w~~~ Cov'ina , LaVern~. -Ha~ienda-/Hei~htS" -:p;:2((

Rivera:- a,~~"El_t1?r1te:.' ._-,~rogr~"1_cco-ntefl(,Vaii,e.s f!"o~" ,SUl:h;'~:sic_ ~~bj'ec,is ,as, ,record:;

keep; n9. advert; s i n9 technt ques . and. financ; alp1ann; ng.. to: t~e~ more.' advanced'

subjects such as taxPlahning";' industrfalrelatiOhs,arM ~mall- busfness conput et-s.
, '_ " .. '_"u _'; " . ,', "c;_, ',"_," .. ;. ,", " "', ,

In all'cases,the progra~s are condvctedby an approprJate lacu,ty member: or, an

e~i'n-JntlY qual ified me~ber-of ,the' business co~~nltY'.;,:.i(

>Ihe,SBD~,,!},sOYro,~icl~sf~ss.istance:.,in:less"direc.t:w:a,y's;. })ur highly. ,accla,imed

news'lett~r feafll.res 'adv'ic(and" iriform~tion;"Qn't~pics di re~t'ed"expr'ess'lYat ::the':

::.1

The~~~~s'lett'~r ~'l:S~ contai~~ i~fonnation ,regarding;:.
. ,.',',':-,,- ,':"'.. ,,-'-

Ot,her- .sources ;ofA~~ist<lnct::! :In:clW:le-,the. Na~:jon~a:ll Te,c!m5 ca1'1 nformat ten

Service and the U. S. Patent Office. Inventors. org'a:ni'zahonsal~O exi'st across

small 'business conmunity.

fli.turetrainjng proqrems, Itiis·~distrfbuted.: monthly: and has a' ctrcul eutcn

~'Wroxiniate ly;a ,"OQO~

the,U. S.

'Given the wide variety': of programs;n existence an'd':'sQurces :of'in·fonnatiori

<ivailkbl~, it.;s 're9rettable fu~'t this''''kct;v1ty';s so fractured. not 'f.ully: vts.tble,;;!-' ',,' ,'. ,,', ' , " "-", " ',',", .", , " ' ,,,' ,', ' .

tOAhe; JlU~J,1,C,
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facing the farmer on a .day-to-day hasis. lIe is .looking for answers
to questions. The whole system has to be built. It is not a simple one.
It has to be complex and there has to be lots of coordination and
working together. Otherwisewe will all go off on our own directions'

Mr. LUJAN. It hasgot to be simple to the,guy that wants to l'ut a
gasohol plant togeth~r. .. .. .

Mr. KEHOE. He wants an answer that is short, sweet and to the point.
The only time you can get a simple answer like that is if you do lots
of homework beforehand. He is going to go and get 16 different simple
answers, but all saying different things. '

Mr. LUJAN. Mr. Roth ! .•.. . .. ...
Mr. 'ROTH. I want to again thank you for coming here.
I want to thank Congressman Lujan for the testimony we have

heard this day. It has been excellent. I must say I am very surprised
because you have some very sophisticated people here in New Mexico.
[Laughter.] .'. ,.'.' . '.

Mr.J:,LOYD. Thank you very much. " ..•., . .
We appreciate your presentations here today. Thank you for your

time and interest. . . '. . ". .'.. ', .
We thank the audience that has jomed us here today.
I declare this hearing adjourned. .... .,
[Whereupon, at 12 :17p.m., the hearing WaS closed.]



.''±UJ.

if you wish to paraphrase or make any changes in your presentation
you may do so.

Mr. King!
Mr. KING. Thank you. .
Mr. LLOYD. Excuse me. I am sorry. I believe I am leaving George

out. He has a statement to make ..
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, if.youdon't object, I will have my state-

ment inserted in the record.' "" .' .
[Prepared statement of Mr. Brown follows:]
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this environment, and more than that some of them are the academic
leaders of programs of interest to this committee.

First is Dr. Beaumont Davis, the dean of our school of engineering
right here.

Mr. LLOYD. Welcome.
Dr; LA BolJ"N'!'Y.Second, Dr. Ralph Ames, who is the dean of our

school of science.
Mr. LLOYD. Dr. Ames. Welcome;
Dr. LA BOUNTY. Next to Dr. Ames is Dr, David Foley, the dean of

our school of business right here. .. .• .'
Mr. LLOYD. Go0<:l I!]orning.. ••.. . ..•.• .'
Dr. LA BOUNTY; I.would hasten to add oneof our colleagues is sitting

across from yon, Dr..\Vayne-williams, is '" director of our small busi
ness.development center. Wayneis right here:

Mr. LLOYD. Dr. Williams. Welcome.
:or. LA BquNTY.The vice president 'foracademic affairs;'whomakes

so many of these things, Dr. PaulWeller, .' .' .. ' . .
And last but not least the}ellow whoreally did all theworkand

gave us leadership in settil.'g .the mee~ing.up, Dr, Niel Gerard.
Mr. LLOYD; Thank youjNiel, Appreciate It. . . . 0

Dr. LA BouNTY. Again weapp~eciate deeply the opportunity to
host this hearing, and we look forward to worki~g with you through-
out the day. Jim, have a nice meeting. ·.·..0 "

[The prepared statement of Dr. La Bountyfollowsr]
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HIGH-TECHNOLOGY SMALL BUSINESSES HAVE BEEN KEY IN OUR

SUCCESS AND HAVE 'CONTRIBUTED A )JISPROPORTIONATELY, LARGE

SHARE OF INNOVATIVE IDEAS, A STUDY BY THE NATIONAL~CIENCE

FOUNDATION, FOR EXAMPLE CONCLUDED THAT OF THE 319 INNOVATIONS

PRODUCED ,BY UNITED STATES INDUSTRIES BETWEEN 1953 AND 197~,

24% WERE :RODUCED BY COMPANIES WITH LESS THA,N100 EMPLOyEES,

AND ANOT~R 24% WERE ,PRODUCED By COMPANIES WITH 100 - 999

EMPLOYEES,' UNFORTUNATELY, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS NOT

ADEQUATELY NURTURED HIGH7TECHNOLOGY SMALL BUSINESS.

A STRIKING DISPARITY/lPPEARS TO EXIST Iiml~EN THE

CAPABILITIES OF HIGH-TECHNOLOGY SMALL BUSINESSES AND THEIR

'>.UTlLlZATlON BY FEDERAL AGENtI ES. SMALL Bus INESSES RECEIVE

A RELATIVELY MINOR AND IlECLlNING PROPORTION OF FEDERAl. R&D

FUNDS "cQNLY THREE PERCENT, WHILE~4 PERCENT:~~ GOVERNMENT

R&D FUNDS GO: FOR DEVELOPMENT NoRMALLY INVOLVING VIRGE

INDUSTRIAL FIRMS,

FEDERAL PROCUREMENT PROCEDURES ALSO RESTRICT THE USE OF

HIGH-TECHNOLOGY SMALL FIRMS IN CARRYING OUT FED.ERAL AGENCY

MISSION R&.D REQUIREMENTS. FOR EXAMPLE,

o FINDING OUT WHAT THE GOVERNMENT WANTS AND PREPARING

PROPOSALS IS EXPENSIVE AND TIME-CONSUMING TO A POINT

FREQUENTLY· EXCEEDING THE CAPAB III TI ESO{SMALL FIRMS.

*. . .,.
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, "SCIENCE INDICATORS 1976"
(NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD; 19,7>.:,

66-228 0 - 81 ~ 31
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Today there are virtually no programs to.assist-the :innovator through:the

entire process .. .there are ,howeve.r;seve,:a:l ,government/univer'slty par-tnetshtps

which provide varying Aegrees of assistance. The University ofOregonhasde~

veloped a computer analysis to assess the feasibility of new ideas. Utah's

Innovation Center is. under edict to develop a "Snall-Bus tness Stat-t-up" program;

They will take a project from start to finish, but have very restrictive

eligibility requirements. The Carnegie Mellon.univers;tY'P~Qgramis -attned at

stimulating and promoting faculty and graduate $tuden~ ideas coming ,from research

and 1abo. discoveries. M. I.T,'s Innovation Center retains its' _thrust of ."teaching

the method of invention."

These are: examples of:programswhi ch exist today and are des igned .toassts t

the tnnovator-durf np the developmental stages. Here-at Cal Poly .the Small Business

Development Center- has the capability of assisting the entrepreneur during the

commercialization and operattcnstepes 'ofvthe business.

Founded, in December, 1976 the SmalL Business Development Center offers

free consulting services and training programs -to'all small business persons.

During, the course _of a.year this center provides consulti ng .servtces to

more' then 1.000 individual s. seeking .ass tstence in "starting- a small buslnessor

in solving a problem in an already established small business.

The assi?tance requested ranges from advice regarding "the licenses \equired,

and the process-to be followed when starting a new business to the development

of an entirely new marketing plan or the installation ofa small computer. In

responding to. these requests, the SBDC util tzes a small internal staff,-the

faculty, senior- level bustness-edmtnts trat ton students' 'and members .of a local

vo'lunteet organization (Service Corps of .Retired -rxecuetves) . Naturally-'the

resource used depends on the nature of the problem.

In addition, the SBOC conducts approximately 100 training programs involv

ing about 3,000 attendees. The programs are conducted in nearly all the
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SUBCOMMI TTELI SACTI VE,AS YOU ,CAN SEE FROM' TODAY ',S HEARING,

AND ,THE SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGYSUBCQMMITTEE, WHICH

CHAIR, HAS ALSO BEEN WORKING TO PROMOTE SMALL BUSINESS.

I WOULD LIKE TO TELL YOll BRIEFLY ABOUT WHAT MY SUBCOMMITTEE

IS DO'ING'ININ~OVATION'AN'DPRODUCTIVn;y, AND WHAT 'SPECIFICALLY

WE' ARE DOING THAT Wi LLHELPSMALL BusiNESS; IN THE LASt

vEAR' THE' SUBCOMMITTEE HAS HELD "OVER 20 'SESSIONS OF 'iNNOVATION

AND PRODUCTIVITY HEARINGS O~ TOPICS INCLUDING PATENT POLICY;

lJNiVERSITY-INDUSTRY RELATIONS,f'DANEW DRllG REGULATION, FEDERAL

LABORATORY, UTIUZATION AND OTHERS.

THE SUBCOMMITTEE HAS LEGISLATIVE JURISDICTION OVER THE

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDAT'ION. LAST MONTH WE REPORTED ANSF

AUTHORIZATION BILL WHICH 'INCLUDES A $10 MILL.ION INCREASE OVER

LAST YEAR 'IN' THE SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION' PROGRAM~ AND A

NEW:$S'MIL.L'roN PROGRAM To ESTABL'ISH A CENTER FOR INNOVATION

DEVELOPMENT. THE FUNCTI ONS OF THE CENTER 'WOULD 'INCLUDE'

(1) DIRECT EQUITY FUNDING FOR THE START-UP OF FIRMS WISHING

TO DEVELOP AND BRING TO MARKET A PROMISING INNOVATION, (2)

GUIDANCE TO SMALL BUSINESS IN UTILIZING FEDERAL ASSISTANCE

PROGRAMS, AND (3) MANAGERIAL AND TECHNICAL,ASSISTANCE TO

FiRMS THAT ARE FUNDED;

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ALSO HAS LEGISLATIVE JURISDICTION OVER

FEDERAL PATENT POLICY, AND ON THE FIRST OF THIS MONTH WE

REPORTED H.R. 5715, A PATENT POLICY BILL THAT HAS,AS A BASIC
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Mr. LLOYD. Thank you very much, D~. L,a Bounty. WeaPl'reciate
all the' help that we have-received from you. With that wewiR get
the meeting underway.• ,,' " ,'> ,.".,' • .' '",

I alll very pleased to b~ here in P~monll, my h~me district. I wel
. come all of you this morning to discuss a very important subject-

small, high technology, firms and innovation..».
I have already welcomed lllY colleagues, and I would, like to say

only this, that I think this is a very important field that we are in:
volved in, and I think -that the testimony that we will hear today
will be of great value in hopefully solving some of the problems which
will manifest themselves as the witnesses make presentations.

I think that we musttake steps to meet the-financial needs of "mall
businesses and to modify Federalpolicies that tend to favorbigbusi
ness over Small business, and, of cours~, it begs the question of why is
this so important., ',' , "

Simply stated, small business contributes 'so much. In the 1969~77

period small businesses were responsible for 96 percent,o;f ..tlJ.~.n,e;w
jobs or the jobs that were created in the private sector. In contrast the
top 1,000 industrial corporations provided'approximately 4 percent of
the jobs created in the period,

During the 1953 to 1973 period small business accounted fur one
i,·1f of the U.S. major innovations. Added to these impressive statis
tic s small business produced 24 times as many innovations per research
and development dolll.r,as do large businesses, yet they receive onl:y,
3112 .percent of the Federal research and development dollars. As a
former small businessman, I am: concerned about this situation and
will do all I can to promote Federal policies that encourage innova
tion and increased productivity. As a matter of fact, I think this is a
major weakness in our economy today. We havs not stimulated the
growth the way we ought to have, and I am in no way shirking the
responsibilities that do indeed lie in Washington.

I am very pleased to have the first panel, Radford King, Mr. Stam,
and, of course, Wayne Williams, and I would like to take this oppor
tunity to welcome the three of you. Again it is my pleasure to welcome
today my colleagues, Mr. Brown, George Brown, of California, and
Mr. Lujan of New Mexico, and at this point we will start with the
first witness. Rad, since you are on the left, you get to start first.

Is that all right!
Mr. KING. That's all right, Congressman. Thank you.
Mr. LLOYD. Could I interrupt. You do not have a written statement,

is that right!
Mr. KrnG. Not at this time.
Mr. LLOYD. All right. Nor do you have, is that right, Mr.Willill;ms!
Mr. WILLIAMS. I do have, yes, sir.
Mr. LLOYD. You have one!
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. LLOYD. I have you having a written statement, do you have any

copies!
Mr. WILLIAMS. Absolutely. ',
Mr. LLOYD. If you have, I would remind those who are testifying

today if you have any statement, the Chair would be most pleased to
accept that without objection on the part of the other members, and



.Mr. LLOn>. Without objection so ordered.

.Now you are.recognized, Mr. King.

STATEMENT OF RADFORD' G.KING

Mr. KING. Fine. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to say I welcome this opportuntiy to discuss small busi

ness and its role in innovation and technology, and I would like to pre-·
face my remarks by quoting from thetestimony of William H. Mock,·
Jr., ,Deputy Administrator ofthe Small Business Administration to
the Committee on Small Business, House of Representatives, March
4,1980.

We must meet .the challenge of renewing innovation inorder to Insure.Amer
lea's continued viability, increased productivity, strengtbin Our competitive
society, moat fmportantly improve the quality of life for every American. The
commrttee In.approvtng small business's position is bolstered by a recent National
Science Foundation study- which indicated smceworld War' II firms with less
than 1,000 employees have: accounted for one-half of the most significant innova
tions, and small businesses have accounted .for more innovation per dollarof
research than the large firms. .we therefore must identify mechanisms to en
courage small firms to seek Federal or R. &. D. contracts, make it as easy as
possible for an individual to' follow' through, develop an Idea; Which-indeed may
have a .tremendous potentlalrWe must make it possible for that person to follow
through over a period of time ,with that idea in an independent mannerso that
his only, option willnot be oneor selling his product to a major corporatton and
collecting dlvidendsandroyaltfes. '

I would like to say that I wholeheartedly support those. comments
and also am extremely pleased to see the ty.pe of activity that has been
occurring during the past year basically represented by the White
House Conference on Small Business, the currently pending Govern
ment Patent Policy Act of 1980, the President's position on industrial
innovation initiatives, the small businessinnovation report, and the
current House bills, JI.R. 5607, H.R.5126, H.R.5330, and H ..R. 5702,
and I would like to at this time comment totally support thepositions
that are taken in each of these various activities, as such will limitmy
remarks today to those areas that I feel are not covered within the
positions that are represented by those various bills at this time.
A~ a little background information I am the director of the We~tern

Research Applications Center, University of Southern California,
and.within ourprograms includes the NASAIndustrial Applications
Center. ..

We are part of a network of six industrialapplications centers and
three State technology application centers acrossthe country.

The system has been operating since about 1967. Wehave been 10-
catedat the university since 1969. ..

That center is predominantly involved in computerized informa
tion retrieval especially .as it pertains to the technological areas and
function ina technology transfer mode, .. ..

At the current time we are handling over 1,500 problem statements a
year and conducting over 5,qOOsearchesa year w~rking.withapproxi
mately 500 individualcompaniesper Year.

A part of that program also includes a NASA-Small Business Ad
ministration j~int project in. which ",e deal with small firms, pre'
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"FIELD HEARINGS ON INNOVATION AND SMALL,

HIGH TECHNOLOGY FIRMS"

APRIL 10, 1980
POMONA,CALIFORNIA

STATEMENT BY HON. GEORGE E, BROWN, JR,

CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

U,S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MR, CHAIRMAN, I WANT TO THANK YOU AND MY OTHER COLLEAGUES

ON THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT FOR THIS
.....

OPPORTUNITY TO COOPERATE ON INNOVATION AND HIGH-TECHNOLOGY

SMALL BUSINESS. My SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND

TECHNOLOGY, HAS BEEN CONCERNED WITH ALL ASPECTS OF INNOVATION

AND PRODUCTIVITY, AND YOUR FOCUS ON HIGH-TECHNOLOGY SMALL BUSINESS

IS A WELCOME COMPLEMENT TO OUR ACTIVITIES,

ONE OF THE MOST POTENT WEAPONS IN OUR ARSENAL AGAINST

INFLATION IS INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY. INCREASE IN PRODUCTIVITY

IS ACHIEVED MAINLY THROUGH INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES. OUR 

COUNTRY'S. TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIVENESS OVER THE PAST SEVERAL

DECADES AND THE RESULTING NATIONAL EcoNoMIC AND SOCIAL BENE

FITS DERIVED FROM THE APPLICATION OF OUR INNOVATIVE TALENTS

ARE UNPARALLELED.



I would like to preface that statement or qualify that statement
by saying that we consistently see the major cause of the failure is a
lack of management competency. . . .

Many times this just comes as.a startling remark, but I think we
have got to recognize that the major difference between the small busi
ness firm and thelarge business firm is the large firm is able to spread
staff capabilities in almost every area of legal services). advertising,
whatever else it is across its overhead base, and the small firm normally
does not have the same type of capability.

As such Lthink.that the support from the.Federal sector as it relates
to providing sophisticated, effective, efficient management and techni
cal assistance.to the small business sector is veryimportant. •

The other area, is the area of information services. We find that
this is a rapidly growingfield, that the cost-benefit return that is now
being demonstrated by using sophisticated information service in
small business planning, problem solving is creating a very sizeable
return.

These areas that type of system needs to be developed, and it is
important to a much greater extent. At the current time less than 1
percent of the firms that-we are dealing with have ever used informa
tion retrieval as a consistent part of their business activities, and that
is a staggering thing.

That area to give another example a small manufacturing could in
volved in making nozzles, bottles, caps, closure predominantly for the
hair spray industry. recognized the problem coming-about due to the
ban on a.erosols, and it developed a nonpressurized container, was
havingn problem on designing the nozzle. Women today and men do
not like to have hair spray that spits and comes out in globs. As such
the nozzle design is very critical, spent 6 months attempting to design
the nozzle unsuccessfully; .. .

Through theNASA program we ran a problem search for him on
that, identified, a hundred different citations.Two.of.those'showsd him
exactly how to design. the nozzle. In 30 days he had working proto
types. The last time. I talked to him his sales were goingvery, very
welLHe was quite pleased.

In the area of financing and especially as it relates to the program,
etcetera, I am very much a proponent from the standpoint that we
need the financing programs to replace the lack of venture money,
especially as we see in our current market and as.it relates to R. &D.
·A.t the Same time I would place caution on the fact that we consis-

tently report numbers, and itis easy to say.look how many dollars I
have loaned, how many dollars new companies that T have loaned
moneyto. We have a tendency to look at how many of them failed, how
manyof them defaulted on their loans, and to look at what is the
cause for this, how COme that is happening.

. I think that wewouldfind that through the provision of sophisti
cated systems and feasibility analysis prior to loan especially as it.
relates in the technical, areas that the default.irete and the success
stories can change rapidly, thatthere isa requirement for providing
an •• ongoingmanagement,technical assistance to companies during
their I(rowth phase until they reach a point oistability.

In the area ofpatents, and I will keep my commentsvery short on
this because we have one of the leading experts. sitting right next to
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o MOREOVER,'FUNDjNG FOR FEDERALR & D WORK FREQUENTLY

LACKS STABILITY, THIS STRAINS THE FINANCIALcCAPABILI-

TIES OF SMIILLFIRMS.

I HAVE BEEN CONCERNED WITH THESE AND OTHER FEDERAL POLICI ES

ADVERSELY AFFECTING SMALL INNOVATIVE BUSINESSES SUCH AS TAX,

PENSION FUND 'AND SECURITY POLICIES WH'ICH MAKE lTHIIRDFOR SMALL

R&D FIRMS TO ACQUIRE'CAPlTAL; GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS PLACING

DISPROPORTIONATE AND DISCRIMINATORY COMPLIANCE BURDENS UPON

SMALL BUSINESSES; FEDERAL PATENT POLICIES PROVIDING INADEQUATE

PROTECTION TO SMALL R&D FIRMS, AND THE ELIMINATION OF

QUALIFIED STOCK OPTION PLANS, WHICH ELIMINATED AN IMPORTANT

INCENTIVE FOR.JOP SMALL BUSINESS EXECUTIVES,

FORTUNATELY' THE FEDERAL'GOVERNMENT 'ApPcEARS TO ;BE WAKI NG

UP TO THE IMPORTANCE'OFHIGHcTECHNOLOGY 'SMALL BUSINESS, THE

PRESIDENT PLACED EMPHASIS ON SMALL BusiNESS IN THE INDUSTRIAL

INNOVATION INITIATIVESHE.ANNOUNCED 'LAST FALL. THE HOUSE

AND SENATE SMALL BUSINESS 'COMMITTEES ARE 'ACTIVELY WORKING ON

LEGISLATION TO PROMOTE SMALCBUSINESS, AND THE SMALL BUSINESS c

ADMINISTRATION IS STARTING TO REORIENT ITSELF TOWARDS HIGH

TECHNOLOGY.

THE FULL COMMITTEE 'ON 'SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PARTICIPATED

IN JOINT HEARINGS WITH THE HOUSE AND SENATE SMALL BUSINESS

COMMITTEES LASTNoVEM~ER.T~E'tNVESTI GAl'I ONS A~D OVERSIGHT
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guess, and they all need further development before they reach the
marketplace. .But we are dedicated to the proposition of acquiring
title, and we feel that we can transfer the technology better, than
Government, Soa good deal of my time is,spent in working with the
existing legislation and agency regulations to acquire .title to inven
tions so we can do it. , , ,,. " , , '

In agreement with Mr. ICing we have found that You need an exclu
sive license to protect the private risk capital necessary to cross the
bridge betJween the research laboratory and a commercial product.
Essentially the whole licensing effort .is .to assure.ourselves that the
product we are trying to get on the market is feasible .and is commer
cially viable and then to find the right businessman and convince him
,that necessary investment oughtto be made and can be protected.

Now, we have found that we can grant exclusive licenses and we
consummate about four or five per year. They ar,e, s,ubjectto d,iffic,n,Ities
in acquiring title, and they are subject to reservations that the Gov
ernmentmakes in granting title to us. What, I wouldlike togo into
is first to explain that in a licensing program one possible answer to
all this might be to vest Litle in the Government, you know. Then, theo
retically, the royalties that are collected would go back into the public
coffers and it would be made available to everyone, However, this
doesn't, work very well because the .Govornment patent licensing pro
gram is so extremely large as to be unmanageable. It has, to be passive.
NASA, for example, has almost 4,000 patents in its portfolio, it pub
lishes them in a large book, without delineating the dross from the
good .ones, This makes it almost impossible for anyone to.find com-
mercially feasibleinventions. " '

By contradistinction, any small business or university has a small
portfolio which can be actively, personally, and aggressively pro
moted 011 a personal man-to-man basis. The scientists who created the
invention are generally still available and interested in helping pro
mote it because at most universities, a percentage of the royalty income
is paid to theinventor, $0, fora variety, of-reasons the Government
patent Iicensing p,rogr,am,,ha,snO,t worked as, 'Well. as .private programs.

I saw some statistics which .indicate that NASA" owning 3,750
patents, hadS exclusive licenses.Bllt at Cal-Tech, with a portfolio
of a.bout250 patents.iwe have about 20 products on the market. We
Iieensed or 5 new inventions a.yean out of maybe 20 or so recent acqui
sitions. At any rate, we are strongly dedicated to the proposition that
the private approach and the small portfoliois the best way to trans,
fer the technology.' ",

Now, for .some reason or other,and I am going to expound on those,
it is difficult for universities to acquire title, one large problem being
the lack of uniformity in the Government patent policy. ,

Despite several Presidential messages.whieh purportedtog-ive
standards, it develops that each agency, either by virtue of its notion
of its function or sometimes.by legislativefiat, as inthe case of DOE
and NASA, feels compelled to Write its own regulations and to inter.
pret the.regulations and ,the Presidential message, differently from
the others. .i\.,ecordingly, we h",Ye,,,,,different patentpolicy .from every
agencj', '-," . :' " .: ",', ',". "'C' ,', .

Tli"He",lth, Education, and Welfare group, which, has changed its
name receritly and NSg have.whatthey call institutional patent agree,
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UNDERPINNING THE PROVISION THAT FULL TITLE TO INVENTIONS

DEVELOPED UNDERFEDERALR &D CONTRACT 'SHOULD GO TO THE

CONTRACTM-~ SMALL BUSINESS INCLUDED,

ON MARC~ 25 IINTROI<UCED H.R.6910, THE "NATIONAL TECH-

NOLOGY FOUNDATlONACT." TH I,S, ACT WOULD ESTABLI SH AN I NI<EPENDc

ENT AGENCY TO FURTHER TECHNOLOGY FOR THE NATI ONAL-WELFARE.
. " ',' .. " . : . ,.• ', __.. ,- ·,t·...... ·:.'. . '." "". '. ',' '

ONE OF THE MAIN BRANCHES OF THE AGENCY WOULD BE DEVOTED

TO FOSTERING HIGHcTECHNOLOGY SMALL BUSINESS, WE INTEND TO

HOLD HEARINGS ON THAT BILL LATER THIS YEAR.

'THE IMPORTANCE OF INNOVATIVE SMALL BUSINESSES IN MAIN

TAINING OUR ECONOMIC VITALITY, IN I,MPROVING OUR SOCIAL

WELFARE, AND IN ASSURING OUR NATIONAL SECURITY CANNOT BE

UNDERSTATED, MR. LLOYD IS TO BE CONGRATULATED FOR HIS

FORESIGH~ AND LEADE,RSHIP IN HIGHLIGHTING SMALL BUSINESS.

LOOK FORWAR~;TO,:~qNTINU~D COOPERATION BETWEEN OUR SUBCOMMITTEES,

IN THIS AREA. THA~K YO~.
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At. any rate,~s a result, we have .the)ackof uniformiry. whiohT
think comes from this fear of ?riticism.As a further result, we have
contract terms and conditions when weaccept rcesearch projects from
the Government, ,varying .. in restrictiveness, and. including. anawful
lot of red tape put into them to protect values which may not exist.
Itis sort of like a 1.6-inch, gun being used in a flyswatter situation
and it makssitdifficult to deal with .Government. '.•

.I have made a short list of things that trouble III.e andwill tr~ubl~
small businesses when they. accept GovernlIlent research projects,
First, we are forced to disclose too quickly; forced to tell whether
or not we wanttoacquire title.. We. are compelled to report inven
tions within 6 months ofconception or reduction to practice. Well,
mostInventions probably' don't· reach a place where you want to tell
anybody aboutthem until. sometimes years after an inventor may have
had a rough idea. This is extremely difficult to cope with.. .

At Cal-Tech we have an extraordinary record. We-have licensed about
40 percent, just slightly underAO percent, of the patent properties we
have aC'luired. The other 60p~rcent are quite often .cases in which we
were.compelledto take a patent position too quickly. Itstrikes rne, for
one thing; that this requirement for premature reporting ofunptoven
concepts ought to be changed to allow time to determine feasibility and
value,alld, more time before, being compelled .to make decisions and
make reports. . . . '. " .' .

The second factor that I: want to talk about is the reservation of
rights in Government as a.eonditioncof little transfer to a contractor,
These vary from agency to agency and have becomemore and more
restrictive. The~e can make it difficult to license and can make it diffi
cult for small business .to make use of the resul~s of Government re
search, In the beginning there wasa standard reservation of a royalty
free license to the U.S. Government for use for' governlIlental pur,
poses. Well, that is great. I think th~t is the way it ought to be if the
Government funds research, 'and it is really all the Government needs.
Then, somebody got to thinking.abont it. They added all municipali
ties, State, and county govermnents and just aboutany kind of civic
orgallization. What I run across in trying to license is that my li
censees say, "How am I going to know which of these people is entitled
to that royalty free license." We require that they charge all of this
large class of "govermnental" agencies a lesser price by the amount of
the royalty andthat no royalty be paid. The thmg is that it is difficult
to administer. It was probably not intended to be burdensornc but
it is an extension of the governmental reservation whichis.distasteful
to the jJeoplethat have to deal with it. Ldon't feelall that strongly
On this point except for the difficutly of administration ",hich I think
frir:htenssome. of the business people I deal with;

Third, the Government, in protecting patent rights,the value of
which I sometimesquestion, sometimes insists on ,a procedure called
prepublication review that is troublesome to universities; Universiti~
are dedicated to early publication and dissemination of information.
Therefore, most researchers wish topublish the results of their re
search quickly. Under prepublication review procedures this may be
impossible. . . . .

Theproblem arose as Government agencies sought-to. protect the
illusory extremely great value of the foreign rights in inventions. Now,
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dominantly small manufacturing firms,ad,tising them for services
on a for-free basis at one time to not only function ina problem solve
mode but also to function in an educational mode.

I quite often refer toa situation that occurred to me about 2 years ago
in which I was having lunc~, was introduced to the director of a very
sizableR. &D. firm and had asked him at that time if he had ever
utilized resources of computerized information retrieval, and he said
no.

He said thatiSn't necessary: He said all the work we are doing is at
state of the art, and he said as such the Illajority of the information
that is going into the various data bases isprovided by us. We really
don't have a need.

I sugg~sted to him that he accept an invitation to go over and see a
demonstration of what can be done.

ne submitted a particular problem statement to our information
specialist, and approximately a 15-minute period she had conducted
the search, and I suggested that she print out approximately 10 of the
citations that were identified.' ',.",•. ' '.' .

The gentleman reached down, ripped off the printout sheet, and he
says my God, you just saved me $100,000, and I said how come!

He said, well, the problem statement I gave to you I just budgeted
$100,000 to find the answer to, and the answer is already right here.

We find that this is happening on a constant basis, and I will not
go any further into the concepts that we often hear, don't reinvent the
wheel and search before research.

Another center that we operate at theuniversity is the Urban Uni-
versityCenter. ,',.' .,.,' " . . '.. .

This program is funded by the Economic Development Administra
tion. and we work in a business assistance mode also in local economic
development programs witb'inthecountyof Los Angeles. " .' ,

That program IS relatively similar to the small business development
center program that Wayne Williams will be discussing I think a little
later. . .

Wealsoha,tea third.center.which is the Trade Adjustment Assist-
ance Cepter... , . ..' .

This program is legislatively mandatedimdertheTradeAct of
1974, is supported by the Eeonomio Dsvelopment Administration. We
handle 10 Western States, including Alaska, Washington.TdahcMon
tana, Utah. Oregon, California, Arizona, and Hawaii, in providing
both management technical assistance and financial assistance to manu
facturing companies that are being adversely impacted by imports.

The combination of these programs has provided us with a staffing
capability and an awareness of the types of problems that existl
think all the way from the small R. & 'D. firm to the relatively large
manufacturing companies in a competitive sense, also from the stand
point of their financing problems, and their management problems.

I would like to preface that statement or qualify that, statement
significant needs in and to state some of our though~s. '

.One is in the area of requirements of management and technical
assistance.
, We consistently hear that the major problem of cause and failure"

is a lack of capitalization.



grants and contracts have an inordinate portion of the overall terms
and conditions devoted to patents. These are included in every 'grant or
contract without regard to its nature, andofteninvolve heavy admin
istrative duties and reporting requirements relating to patents. It
strikes me, that a place like Cal-Tech, where we do basic research
and I am sure, it is true. of other universities it could be agreed in
some cases that patentprovisions are not necessaryand that the public
would best be served by early.publication of results. One of the things
I'd like to see done is for somebody to look into the possibility of chang
ing the procurement regulationsto include some sort of an appraisal
of the nature of the work to be done.and a means foreliniinating un
necessary patent requirements when such action is appropriate. Thank
you very much. .

Mr. LLOYD. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stanifollows:]
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me,mAhat area my one comment is that there is a need for providing
exclusive licensing capabilities on federally owned patents. At the
existing. time we have a system that makes it almost impossible to
create exclusive Iicensing opportunity. ..• . .. '

I do not see in the existing legislation on the patent area that that
has been taken into consideration. I would highly recommend that.

Thank you.
Mr. LLOYD. Thank you very ml.lch,Mr. King:
Mr.Stam! '.
Excuse me. Would you like to ask questions now or after !
Mr. BROWN. No. After. .
Mr. LLOYD. That's fine.
Mr.Stam...

STATEMENT OF T.LEE STAM

Mr . .8TAM. I am in the patent 'field, and specifically I am going to
zero in on just one facet of the overall subject matter of this group,
namely, the use of patents, the transfer of technology. It works out
that the majority of the patent licenses that I am responsible for re
late to patents acquired by Cal-Tech and the nature ofthe technology
is such that the opportunities.are greater for small business than for
large companies because most of our inventions am in high technology;
They represent small potential cash flow.opportunicies.and it devel
ops that if you deal witha major corporation it won't look at anew
product that doesn't have a tens of millions cash flow sales potential,
whereas for small business sometimes the creation of anew product
having maybe a $100,000 annual cash flow potential can be good for
its growth. . . .

So.rour relationship to the small business area is that, to the extent
that our patents are used to induce people to invest in completing the
development, marketing them to small business is a key factor.

In order to tell you· where' we come from, I guess I ought to explain
to you Cal-Tech's policies arid history in this regard. Way back in the
1930's Cal-Techrecognized that patents were a means of transferring
technology and could be used to induce private risk capital input to
placing new products on the market. .

By policy, even though they said "we will make no money on
patents," the stated policy was that they. would acquire patents and
seekto license them. It developed that this could become embarrassing,
because in order to pay for the program th~y had to charge a royalty
on the things they did license, and if they ever hit a block-buster they
were .going to. be .in breach of their own policy.. So the policy was
changed. It now 'says that we' recognize that the primary function is
to transfer the technology, but if we make any moneywe will spend it
only on fostering education and research: '.' .•.• . . .' ...

Now, Cal-Tech in this regard is a very small, and prestigious, I
think, educational institution of aboutone-tenth the size of Cal Poly.
We. have just 1,~00 students. But weoperate Jet Propulsion Labora
tory: We are in the space program. We do between aquarter of a bil
lion and a third of a billi~nin research annually; It is all highly b,,:,ic
research on the campusandspace'onentedresearch at JPL. So, the in
ventions wehave.are high technology, except fora few exceptions I
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would therefore never be in a position where they might know
ingly contribute to suppression o~ the development cfa new
producti~favorcfa prior, established commercial position.

with these unique aspects in mind, I would like to:discuss
the legal aspects of: university conducted funded research,
including: the legal aspects and the problems involved. in tech
nology transfer-by'_patent_ ..1icens~ng. In'recent,'years,"Congress
and the eqencd.es have, taken noticeof the special position of
universities ?~d non-profit research laboratorie~,andha~e, in
7act, made.concessions to'th~ differences' between them, and
industrial cont~~ctors. _ However, there are still uncertainties
and problem areas, the gre~test of which is' the lack of uniform
ity of policy amongst the various 'agencies concerning the dis
position of title to inventi~ns created in the performance of
research funded by G9vernment~ Thus, despite a succession qf
PresidentialmessCl:ges, which sought to standardize the,Government I s
policy on the granting of rights to contractors, -and,in spite of
the evolution of,a GSA standard on, the subject, there is ~good

deal of variation iri the applica-t;.ioI\,'of such guidelines so that;
in fact, each agency appe~rsto hav~an individual,policy_differ_
ing from that of many other::agencies. -

DOE, DOD and NASA ail haveprogr~s for consideration of
waiver of title' to the contractors, 'with differing'results,
based on subjectiv~qecisionsof the persons or groups who make
these decis~ons'for~hevarious agencies.

NSF and DREW agencies have Institutional Patent Agreements
with many ,universities ~hichpe~it the univers~ty rather than
the agency to decide whether it'will take title-or'not~

These variations in policy ~ndthevarying degree of
uncertainty as to whether or not a university will actually
acquire title to patent properties can result in a good: deal of
delay relative to efforts to transfer technology to the,pr~vate

sector so that the, public may benefit from the 'use thereof. The
Bayh-Dole Bill (S414),' if it'becomes'law, wiil standardize
Government patent policy insofar, as it'appliestouniversities
and sm~ll,b~siness an~, by leaving title with such,entities,
create a much healthier atmosphere for possible'earlyuse,of
new technology by tnepublic. Otherwise stated, if universities
and sm~ll busine~s knew immediately that they had the right to
do so, they could begin to 'seek manufacturing,-licensees at an
earlier date and could deal with such licensees: with a firm under
standing that they had the right to do so: At the present time,
in order to expedite tneiritr6duction of new products, Cal tech
often begins to seek' licensees :for LnverrtLons ofnoE,' non' and NASA
origin, even before it knows that it will acquire title 'to
patent properties, gambling on the possibility or probability
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ments(whichare granted to qualified universities and whiohallowthe
university to decide whether or not it wants title and feels It can trans-
fer technology. .'. . ". ..
. DOE,NASA,and more recently, DOD, have fairly restrictive re

quirements, sometimes in their enabling legislation, which require
them to take title, and under which theymay. waive title back to the
contractor. Small business runs into the same things as universitiesdo
in contracting with the Governmentc and are subject to these varia
tions in how the Government agencies apply the same rules.

DOE and the agencies from which it evolved have traditionally been
extrem~ly tough. You just can't easily and quickly get title to an in
vention. Given the same set of circumstances NASA is much mor~

liberal. DOD is in a state of flux, They rewrote the DOD regulations,
a few years ago to make them more difficult than they had been.

There is no uniformity. We have to deal on a different basis with
each one ~fthe (ioverriment agencies.

We hope the Bayh-Dole bIll-Senate 414-will be passed, because
it will resolve these difficulties, and we will be in a positi~n from the
very beginning, when we become aware that there is an inyention, to
go out and try to get somebody to put it on the market and create jobs
and help the economy. . • .

Atanyrate, in conlJ.<~ctionwith all of this, there is, at present, a lack
of uniformity. It is probably caused by what I will call a sort of para-
noia, if you will. .' . ..' '. . .

There is strong sentimentthronghout the country, in consumer ad
Yocategroups, and in some congressional quarters thatinyentions
which are funded in part or in whole by Federal Government should
be, one way or another, in the public domain and available to anyone.
People holding this opinion believe that, if a royalty is paid, the public
somehow pays twice for an invention and that this is inappropriate
and shouldn'tbe. '. . ..... '. .' '. '. . .. .'

Well, the fact remains that ifyoulmow anything about patents you
must disagree.· In the first place, I think these people don't understand
how patents can operate to assist the natiollaleconomy. Second, I
think they place an out-of-proportion value on inventions of the type
created in the performance of basic researchoraerospac~ research.
Patents operate, through the protection of an exclusive lioellse, to con
vince people to make the investment necessary to create a commercial
product out of a project, and I think that the people who advocate
simply putting inventions into the'public domain don't understand
that at all.

Moreover; and for the-same reason; there appears tobe a tendency
to give great value to these uufinished inventions. Theway I look at it
I think tlIere is a bridge that has tobe crossed to movean invention
from the laboratory to t)1e marketplace and these people are over
looking the fact that the bridge is there. Accordingly, they attach
great value to these inventions. These highly vocal people, have, I
think, created a kind of fear within the agencies that they ar~ going
to have to explain and justify tosuch people if they give'titleto one
of these inventions to anyone. T think this is counterproductive, ftll\l
I think it needs to be fought. I would hope a mai~rity could cometo
understand the business requirements and the realities of whatpatents
can do in moving innovation into the marketplace. '. . ....
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1. The inclusion of difficult, complex: and restrictive

patent clauses in substantially every grant and con
tract with9~t app~opriate regard to the nature of
the work to be performed'.

2. Reporting requirements which lead to premature 'filing
_6'f:p~ten:t applications. .

3. Pre-oc9~pation with-preservation of rights in'fo~eign

patents. .

As to the concept that, the,'Govetnment'- is buying 'inventions
rather thanresl?arch when it funds a basic research project,
this is a fallacy., Inventions, if there'.are any, are ·incidental
fall-out.. What the public paid for was the research and not
the invention. What iS,most .important is that a new, and improved
product may h~ve been ~ade available. If the charge'ofa'~ea

sonable ,royalty -is "necessary to suppor-e the patent program (or
help support a University', for "t7hat..matter} the pUblic' benefits.,

There appears to bea basic misconception concerning the
value of the' patents involved. Except in,rar~instances, in
ventions resulting from Government f'undedu-eaeaz ch are not
market ready.., A menuzeccurea- seeking to commercialize is
normally faced with some or all of the problems relating to
redesign for the 'coIlUllercial marke"t7,tooling t _ deve.l.opmentr-of
manufacturing proceduxes , debugging, market surveys, "etc ~

Accordingly, very few of the patent properties involved repre
sent "giye-aways." Alth()'IJ,gh theY may.presentopportunities,
they generally'~re high risk investments. Theproblem~n
techn910gy transfer,i~.to understand the size and nature· of
the privateris~ capital investment necessary to move the
technology to thema~~etplaceandtoconvince industry that
the rewar~sof,asuccessfulcommercialization make such
expenditures good investme:p.ts. There are seldom any "give
aways."

It follow'~ from:'.the preceClin~r-paragraphthat it may be
a gross m~s~9nception to ponsid~rth~~patentscreatedin the
course of covernrnerrt funded r-eaeaxch'<ehouLd be "made ave.t'i.eor.e
to everyone , ". Th~s ,View does not take into account the risks
involved in moying t 7chnology lparticularly high technology)
from the r_esearch.'laboratories to the 'marketplace. In the
absence. of some pxoceocd.on , as in the form of-" a period of
exclusivity under a patent, the investment necessary_to bring
about comrnercializatiop will simply not b~ made by _anyone',
The grOupsadvocatingp~oced?reswhich woul~ place'such'patents
in the public domain ~Ci~l,,~orec()griize th.e significan913'~(pCi,terit

66-228 0 -81 - 32
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in theUnited States 'w"ha'vea:lyear grace period in which you ban
file a valid U.S. patellt 1 year after publication, public lise or sale. In
most foreign countries, the important ones, if you publish 1 day before
the filing in any one of thecountries that operates under the Geneva
Convention you can't get· a valid patent. 'So in .order to protect these
foreign rights we are compelled by certain agencies to permit the
agency to conduct a review of every proposed publication befOre re
lease. This sometimes takes a long time.

Now, the review itself wouldn't be bad if they would let it be done
by the contractor, since· we could give our people a 1 day turn
around and thus quickly release any proposed publication not .con
taining patentable subject matter. If there is somethingpotentially
patentable in a proposed publication without regard to values or with
out regard ·to whether anybody would waste the large amounts of
money required to get foreign patents we still would haveto hold up
that publication until somebody takes patent action.

We had one case in which one agency withheld the right to publish
for 1'12 years, trying to l1lake up its mind as to whether or not it was
going to file an application: In order to obtain a release and permit the
poor researcher to publish the results ofhis work, we finally took some
of Cal-Tech's own money, and filed a patent a.pplicationourselves.

The real answer to all of this, as I look at it, IS that, in publications
involving basic research, and the kind of research some small business
performs, in looking at 100 potential .publications, might find perhaps
1 that has a reportable invention in It. Of. the reportable inventions
found, there are probably less than 10 percent which would warrant
foreign filing. So it develops that we are delaying publication of 1,000
publications on the small possibility that 1 or 2 might warrant foreign
patent action. Somehow the cost of administering this prepublication
review program, in agencies such as DOE when they insist proposed
publications be sent to .them 800ms unjustified. They have. to have a
large bureaucracy and people who ought to be doing more important
things administer all this, and I really wonder just how much money
is being wasted on the protection of v"ry small values. .
If I were to make any recommendations based on those things I

have said I gness I would recommend, first that efforts be made to
develop trnly uniform and mandatory patent policies. GSA came out
with standard regulations that favor most of our points of view and
suggested they be uniformly adoted, but they are voluntary. I don't
know of a single agency thatadopted them. .

Second,Government should ease requirements for the early report
ing of concepts and maybe develop new standards as to when an inven
tion should be reported and when decisions have to be made. Currently,
and awful lot of time and money is being wastedon the attention given
to unproven concepts and on the filing of worthless patent applications.

.An<i third, there ought to be a provision that certain types of re
search 'should not require publication review because the nature of
the research is such that .the possibility of an invention and/or the
possibility of foreign filings is remote. This would cut down a good
deal of cost and a good dealof aggravation. In this connection, there
ought to bea simplified prepublication review requirement..•.

And, as a last 'recommendation, I'd suggest that terms and conditions
for basic research grants and contracts be simplified. Many of our
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As ar~~ultof the ,views ~eld in. some; quarters concerning
what I have al)~ded, t(): a,s "misconceptions," ,there have: .been
pressures .ori _admin:i.strative _a,gencies. and ,the: ,Legislature, 'to
evolve highly_re~trictiv~rights:indata,andpatent rights
clauses. Such restrictive and di,ffictlltprovisJgns,,_.and all
of the administ~a~ive ~equirements thereof-dc-not appear to
be justified:i~the~ajorityof thec~se~i~which they are
applied,and.itwould appear, that the amount of expenee.iend
difficulty involved in theadminis~rationof, such_cq~tract
pxovf.sdcne are totallY, .out; of pxopor-tdon; in -many,,:respl:;!_c~S_, with
the values ~o~ght 'tabe protected. -

It is a fact that a vast majority of basic research grants
and contracts are extremely. unlikely: to: resul:t in patentable
dnverrt.Ions c . Moreover,.itcould,probably be accepte(i,in advance
that if,~nventionswerecreated inconnection'with such projects
they could hardly be of. commercial significanceor~arrantcon
cern about protecting foreign. rights.: Some exampl~sof such
projects which come to mind might be'<l) the conduct of asur-vey
of population growth trends "air pollution ()r the.like ; (2), the
monitoring .of seismographic,.infomatioll on ,pre-exist:ing instru
ment installations; (3) the development of math~matical theories
or models, etc. It, is entirely out of perspective for projects
such as these to be encumbered ~ith the full boilerplate relat
ing to patents and withthe~dministrativeandreporting dut~es

attendant to patent administration. ~twouldappe~r thatt,he'
greatest benef~tto the public would accrue from a simple;puQ~,
lication .of:the:.res'U}ts, of, such pxoj eot.s , "

A second4if~icuitywith the patent clauses resulting
from fear, of, losing rights are reporting requirements which
contractually obligate the contractor to report inventions
within six months of conception or reduction t.o. pz-actiLce and
which force.,the contractor to make a Lmost; immediate decd.e.Lcns
concerning whether or not to seek title,tothe,invent:i?ns;ancll
or to file patent applications. The fact is that it is almost
impossible.. -in m9stC?\;3,eS ,.-t:():evaluate or even aenad.bLy report
an Lnven'tdon wi thin,si,:x:, monchs of: concepedon , ,The, result, of
being compelled to try to deteo is, that important an.d._ex~eIl

sive decisions must,necessarily be made,before.thE!:tr~emerit
of the invention is recognizable. Moreover, the Government,
and in Durcase,somet~mes theuFive~si~y, is ,~eft:open,to

embarra'ssment,by pxemacure publicELtio;n of such conceptis. in
those instanceswhe.rethey turn out to be not feasible. '

A further out-of-proportion ~ffor~~n th~ partdf
Government which. i~£orced,upon,.cont.r-actioxs is the. preoccupa
tion of Government with;,tj:J.epr~tectionofforei;gnrights. in '
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LEGAL ASPECTS OF GOVERNMENT PATENT POLICY
AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO THE UNIVERSITY

COMMUNITY AND :I'O'SMALLBUSINlCSS

Any overview of theGovernment'sroie in-thesupport'of
research must be concerned wi.th the ultimate benefits-of such
research..The primary and direct result of baaLcc-eseexch Ls
the advancement of man's knowledge and the increase of ,his
ability to understand and utilize natural phenomena. However,
of increasing importance is the question of how the results of
such research and of the advances made can become useful to the
general public in the form 'or the availabiiity of new and
improved products; in the benefits to be derived by the public
in using such products; and in the economic advantage in employ
ment and profits derived from their manufacture. The process of
moving new technology discovered in the course of research into
the public and economic sectors has been termed technology trans

.fer. Such transfer and Ultimate use by the public may be brought
about, at times, simply by dissemination of the results of the
research. However, where private risk capital investment is
necessary for the completion of development and marketing, the
protection offered by patents becomes an essential ingredient.
I intend to limit this paper to a discussion of that portion of
the technology transfer function which relates to patentable
inventions; the disposition of title thereto, and the utiliza
tion of such inventions in making new products available in the
marketplace.

While many of. the factors to be discussed relate in a
general sense to all Government administration of patent matters,·
I intend to emphasize the university position and role in this
function, based on my experiences as Patent Officer of California
Institute of Technology, and to discuss the involvement of small
business. It is my intention to look at the question of tech
nology transfer from the point of view of the university com
munity and to point out some of the problems I think exist in the
present policies, regUlations and attitudes of the various
Government agencies in connection with the technology transfer
process.

It should be understood that universities are unique in
their relationships with Government in the areas of performance
of funded research and the transfer of teChnology to the business
sector, respectively. In contrast with industry, universities
are dedicated to the free and early publication of the results
of research rather than the suppression thereof for profit pur
poses. Universities differ also in the area of technology trans
fer (by patent licensing) in that licenses are normally geared
to insuring appearance of new products on the market; to foster
ing competition; and to guarding the public interest. Insofar
as new product development is concerned, universities are not
in commercial competition and accordingly, are not concerned
with competitive aspects such as might exist in industry and
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STATEMENT OF WAYNE WILLIAMS

Mr. WILLIAMS.. I will try and make my remarks short-and tOithe
point. •. '" ..' .... , ' . •... .' .
It is a pleasure to be here to testify concerning the plight of small,

high }echnol()gy firms and their impact on innovation and produc-
tivity on our national economy. . ' .

The problems that we see most often, as Mr. Kinghas mentioned, is
the lack of managerial capability, the .lack of understanding on the
part of the inventor or innovator of the entire process going from
development. to commercialization, and the lack of capital available
to these individuals.' "

I wish I had answers to them.
Mr. LLOYD. Well, we are going tope asking some '1uestioos. We ~re

very ple~sed to have this panel ot persolls, obvi()Il~ly capable and un
derstandmg of.the problem. I thinkthat weIUay even have some an
swers up here. I know that there is some legislation which Congress
man Brownwill addresshimself.to, and we will begin with questions
from Mr.Lujan.., '

Mr.. LUJAN. Th(liIlk you,Mr.,'Ch~irman.' . ..
I only have one question as to how.rwhat you gentlemen feel)Vould

be the best way to go. M our. hearings the last tiIUe we addressed an
alcohol fuels program..It seems like it is a program where the tech
nologies people can build alcohol fuel plants, but the fellows that
have the raw materials, one, don't have the information as to where
to go, what kindofa plant i~ thebest one, and, second, although we
have from the Department of: Agriculture a loan, $100 million in
loans, for that purpose, only $1 million. has been lent out ' .

So the problem is, of course, No.1, of getting the information,
No.2, the men.thathavetheraw materials,and secondvsome vehicle
for him to find out about the financing. . .' .,

Maybe the two of you on the end, Mr. King anileMr. Williams,
canaddress each-side of it, one, the technology .end of it, how we
could -getit to that farmer We will say, and, .second, how We get this
information, financing information, to him. '"

Mr. KING. I would, one, 'would like to raise .the financing end, and
because we have seen similar situations right, in that particular, area.

Ofcourse,right now QUe of the problems is the interest rate.
Even with the. guarantee programs we are 'now seeing. that the

various agencies are only allowing a' half over prime. •
Automatically the banks say hey, we don't deal with a half over

prime, and the businessman is looking at it from the side how can I
afford to pay 21, 22 percent, especially where in a number of the
funding situations for pilot situations are relativelysmall. They are
small grants.

Funding for an economic and viable operation that is going to
create a 'return then there is an equity requirement that exists from
the standpoint of the investor, the developer, -that many times carries
with it the requirement of continuing guarantees, the individual is
being required to put up everything that he has, and what this does
is it creates a stigma of failure that we have in the form of our bank-
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that the Government~will waivetit~e. It is our understanding
that most research organizations ,do ,not do so and may delay
even the filing of a patent application until after the question
of title disposition is resolved. If the Bayh-Dolebil1 should
become law, existing problems relating to title dispositi?n will
be alleviated. However, the Bayh~Dole bill is not yet law, and
it is likely that many of the present attitudes and practices
will continue even if it,is signed,into law. Accordingly, the
following discussion attempts to analyze the reasons for,the
difficulties involved in the administration of Government patent
properties and some of the factors which have caused the
uncertaintie~'which,present1yexistandwhichmay continue to
be a problem even if 8414 should bec9me law.

Uncertainties as to the dispositicinof -title are apparently
due to what might be te~rned a lack of perspective in some
quarters concerning the values inyo1vedand ~oncerning how best
the public may be served by_bringing about; utilization of the
fruit-sof the Government supportE!d ';esearch.These are' reflected
in what appear to pe ..out;:-()f-:--pe:r:spectiye concern with patents in
the contracting for'research to be performed for the Government
and in failure to properly understand how patents should be used.
I would like to expound on thq~~ areas on which I think the
policies, regu1ationsand'administration of patent? resulting
from Government sponsored research are based upon inappropriate
concepts and are counterproductive in result. :Sorn~ of _the
factors tending ~o cause out of perspective handling of patents
seem to ~e:

1. Misconception conc~rning the ,purpose o~ Government
funded basic research. .

2. Misconception concerning the:,valt.ie 'of the patierrt.s
involved.

3. Failure to recognize or accept ~hef~~t th~t making
patents available to a1~,rnay have a negative effect
on-the transfer process. .

4. Failure -t.o accept..as a fact the,diffi.cu1ties irivo1ved
Ln-covexnment; operated licensing pr-oqxams ,

These factors,and;the_resu1ting,pressuresonaam~nistra
tive agencies have resulted in regulations,and contrac~ terms
and conditions which are out of perspective with,rea1ity and
which,in-rnany instances pose difficult and impractical require
rnents:onboth Government and the, contractors. Some of these
requirements ,are:
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trend in the economy and inflation, and all of these can be related in
some way to the inadequacy of the patent law, and we are moving
toward some legislation in this area.' . .

The Science and TechnologyComlllittee will consider legislation
in the next couple of weeks, The subcommittee has already reported
out a bill. .

The hangnp stems from that attitude of paranoia that: you men
tioned on the part of some other parts of the Government,,,wluding
I think to some degree in the Judiciary Committee, which also will
have to review any major changes in the patent legislatioa.and we
are trying to work with them to overcome this paranoia and focus on
the real economic significance of what we can do here to improve the
system, and one of the things that I would like to ask ~ou is whether
you or others with the same typeof a concrete experience might be
able to testify before the Judiciary Committee after our committee
has acted favorably-on this .!e~slationand pe:rhaps give a little extra
impetus to gettmg some action m that forum-in theCongress,

Mr. STAM. Yes, sir; . ." . ."
Mr. BROWN. Mr. King, I have been interested in the operation that

you have for a number of years, I guClls it stems from the technology
utilization program at N'ASA. ..' . ..•....

Mr. KING. Had its begirining, yes.· .
Mr. BROWN. Can you give me some indication of how your funding

has progressed over the ;rears and whether you havecompetrnce or
the resources to engage m any what you might call extension type
work! Are you able to provide competent personnel, field personnel,
to work with small business and to utilize the information that you
generate in your system there! .

Mr;KING. OK ; not from a standpoint directl;v of the NASA Indus-
trial Application Center. ." "

However, what we are. doing is in our university center, which
works on a one-on-one basis with the small businessman, and also the
same. thing within our Trade Adjustment Assistance Centrr, we estab
lisha line item in those centers whereby they then can use the services
out ofthe NASA Center, and itisona funded basis.

The fact we have been suggesting to NASA and to Commerce, to
the SBDC programs, the technology commercialization center pro
gram, the. business development center program that each of. these
programs should have a line item within their contract to utilize the
informational services that are available from the NASA sectorvbe
cause they are the .one that is dealing on a one-on-one basis with the
client. ..'.": ..: > .••..•. .. ', .•

-. The biggest cost in most of the assistance programs is the cost of
outreach, the cost of identifying people' who do something for, and
theadministrative cost, and we have to look at instead of creating a
lot rnore of small centers of centralizing resources and having lOcal
representation that then identifies the needs, andyo~ have got the
resources in the centralized, efficient basis that they canrelate to.
Unfortunately we see that doesn't happen. Each agency wants-to do
itsown thing. , . . , ,"; ", F

Mr. BROWi'<. ,Well,. I have been recalling more' often recently-the
Federal Government's first experieneewith technology transfersys-
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protection in bringing about.the availability of new and im
proved products on the marketplace.

Related to the questions 'of the value of patents and the
-availability of exclusive licenses is the role which can be
played by small business in the entire technology transfer
process. "It must be realized that insofar as, the development
of new products is concerned, large corporationsseldom:have
interest in new prod~cts having sales ,potential or cash flow
potential less than millions of dollars annually. The nature
of most of the inventions resulting from basic or space
research are such that such' po~entialmar~ets are, seldom, if
ever, involved. However, when an invention of apparent ffieFit
is recognized as haying maFket potential as low as $100,000
per year or even less, the development of and marketing of
such inventions may be o~:major importance to small and moderate
sized businesses. At Caltech most of our inventions are of this
nature and most of our license agreements have been with, small
or moderate sized business, resulting in useful growth for the
business establishments and in the appearance of new high tech
nology products in the marketplace. It is considered that this
is a very significant facet of the technology transfer process
and that greater importance, should be given to it.

There is a rnisconc~ption or lack of 'perspective con~ern~
ing the relative merits of ,Government yersusUniversity pro
grams in the,lic~nsing of new technology. I~ could be argued
that retention of title by the GOvernment and licensing by the
Government could achieve all of the a4vantages of licensing by
the university and have the further advantage:that management
of such licensing might be more in the ,public interest; if man';"
aged by Government employees. ,The fact remains that Government
efforts at licensing spin-off inventions has been totally.
unsuccessful fOLa variety of reasons. I do not know the degree:
of success Government has had, but I do know that at Caltech,
for example, we have succeeded in effecting license agreements
involving almost 40% of the patent properties to which we have
acquired title. I am certain, from.what information I can
derive pf,.the Government e~fort,~hat its percentage,is:much
lower. The :r:easonsforthis,arethat the Government portfolio
is so large as to be unmanageable, whereas individual univer~

sity port£o~iosare quite small. What is more important, the
large Government po~tfolio must necessarily be handled on a
passive basis whereas smaller portfolios may be personally
and aggressively promoted. Moreover, at most universities the
inventors m~y become involved in both finding a licen~ee ,~nd

assisting him in his efforts and are motivated to do so
because itis the practice.,at most universities to give the
inventor a portion of any royalty income developed.
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Have you any comment that you might offer on soIUethingof
that sort]

Mr. KING. I understand that there has been some pilot programs
and that have dealt with satellite use as it relates to the transmittal of
the printed materialitself.

Mr;'BRow". Yes. . .. . . ..
Mr. KING. Now, that would be of major advantage. From tile

standpoint of a comparative use of satellite as compared to telephone
lines,.at cetera, I really have not looked at it from what are the cost
relationshipsstandpoints. . ...

Right now it is so fast, anyway, you really wonder as to what the
improvement would be. .' ... . ..

Mr. BROWN. Well, I don't think it would improve the speed. It
might improve the cost if there was a sufficient volume of similar
type information. .. .

Thank you. . .
Mr. LLOYD. Thank you very much, and I thank the panel for being

with us this morning. .
We will take alO-minute break.
[Recess.] . .
Mr. LLOYD. I am sorry. We have been aIittle sl6w,Ihope we can

make up the time, ... .... .
Mr. LUJAN. We can keep the questions short.
Mr. LLOYD. Oh, no. Not at all. I want to hear from everyone.
As soon as she sits down, the Chair will recognize Elaine Donald

son, and we say welcome to ~ll of ;you. lam very pleased to see you
here today, and Ithank you for joinmg "S. '.. .

I know that Elaine has some comments to make. As I remember,
she was a participant in the Small Business Conference back in Wash
ington, D.C., as were others I believe; Phil Schlosser, who will be
testifying, was also back there' y:?umay begin.

STATEMENT OF ELAIN];DQNALDSOl'l'

Mrs. DONALDSON. Thank you, CongressmanLloyd.sand may I say.
to you gentlemen 'welcome to California, and I amdelighted you have
been going .around the country and particularly pleased that you came
"o our-area.· ,."

I think my real value in appearing before you today lies not in my
cxpertise in the area of science or technologyb)it rather I believe in
my involvement over the past 18y~ars ill the lP'0wing of the small
business from scratch and the other side ofthe com 16 years ofserving
in a local elected capacity, 4 of them as city councilwoman and 20f
them as mayor of this city of Covina. ..

My husband and I started our ownindustnalsupply business in
ID62 with $5,000 and 400 square feet of building space and 2 em
ployees, my husband and L We now. have 17 employees and 4,000
square feet of building space, and the last fiscal year we. gro..sse.d. $2.

million.' ' .. ". . ." .
Now, that is not really a big deal in the business world, but we

are proud of. it, especially that we have-created jobs for 17 people.
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ruptcyand from the standpoint of. social actions, and yet every time
a .loan that is made we require these continuing guarantees, includes
their homes, all their assets, everything that they have.

Now, I think this is especially critical as it relates to R. &:0.
Mr. LUJAN. Well, that is the problem. You are stating tile problem.
What I want to know from you is in your center do you have the

capability of punching a button and telling the farmer this is the
kind ofa plan that you need because you have waste or you have some
thing else. Thatjswhat I was trying to find out,

Mr. lUNG. From a technical standpoint we havethecapability of
being able to provide to th~ individual where the information is, how
it can be gotten. We can get it for him in a printed format if it is
available from that standpoint. . .'.

We can identify who the people are who are knowledgeable and
providethem with the list of n",nies. .

Sofrqm that standpoint, yes. .'
Mr. LUJAN. D()all theseothercentershave that capability!
Mr. KING. I would say inmost cases. Now, they all will fromthe

standpoint of the computer information side. We have also what we
call a tech coordinator system. ~nour case it is Dr, Goldbrand at
AmesResearch Center. His task is in identifying the information that
does not exist in a published 01' printed format. Phone interviewing,
he has a list of experts all over the country, be it within NASA Re
search Centers themselves or the Bureau of Standards or other Fed
e,ral,agencies, private companies". universities, :et cetera.

So, yes, we have bothsides.·' , .
Mr.. WILLIAMS. The SBDC's working through the SBA do have

the capabilit;r of taking this a step further into the operational stages,
helping the individual set up these things. . '

Te.ehnically we don't have the types of background from-from the
business standpoint wedohave the background. We have one problem
in the way SBDC's are funded, It isa set amount per State. Nevada
would receive the same amount that .California would regardless of
the impact. From the SBA's standpoint they don't differentiate be
tweena shoe store 01' a deli and a' high technology manufacturing
firm. .

There is also a problem in getting into a firm on a long-term basis.
Unfortunately SBA's-'-'-Or SBDC's are pretty much adireotreflection
of the SBA, and I have a lot of respect for these people naturally,
but direct reflection of the SBA; the type of work that the SBA gets
into is oftentimes very superficial, They expect SBDC's to do.the same
type ofthing.· . .••.• . '

It is very difficult to get into long-term relationships that are really
the type ofwork that is necessary in these areas.

Mr. LUJAN. Thank you.
Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Brown!
Mr. BROWN. Yes., '. '-. . • . .' 'i-:

Let me comment briefly about the patent situation. and then. I want
to say that I very much appreciate the testimony of Mr. .Stam ",nd the
comments based·uponhisactualexperience.... . '.

The time seems to be ripe for some changes in tho.patent situation,
primarily because of our concern with the productivity and. down-
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Today, however, it is becoming more and more clear to moreand
more people that the American economy has not exhausted its capacity
for growth, that in fact we. are probably a largely underdeveloped
country, and even more important there isa gathering realization that
public policy basically designed in a desperate time to deal with the
set of bewildering and unprecedented short-time circumstances and in
the long run produced the very conditions chat they set out to correct.

'. I. believe that today after 50 long years of deep changes occurring
and that finally a pro enterprise rev(}lution is gathering mome",tum.
We seem to be talking about revolution this morning. . . ..': .

We had some remarks a while ago abouttheinformation revolution.
I believe that we have a pro enterprise revolution.

Let me tell you why I believe that. As my husband and I gradually
came through those. early years of struggle I became a champion of
an advocate for the small business owner, the enterpreneur, ifyou will.
I have worn many hats. In1976 as mayor of my city and as a member
of the advisory board of the business department of this university I
was invited to a luncheon on campus and had the good fortune of
meeting Midge Koblinsky, who was then Director of the Small Busi
ness Administration. Asa result of that meeting a few weeks lateI' I
was appointed by Mrs. Koblinsky under President Ford to the Na
tional Advisory Council of the SBA a~ a member at large.

I have beenreaffirmed three timeshy Vernon Weaver and the pres
ent administration. My present term extends to October 1 of .this year.

A few months later as a result of my Washington involvement Iwas
asked to serve on the newly formed U.S. Chamber ofCommerce Small
Business Council. I am still an active member of that 60-mangroup;
and I served as 'chairman of their committee for the White House Con,
ference on Small Business in January of this year. . . . .

I was also a delegate to that conference ap]?ointed by Vernon
Weaver. Arthur Leavitt, Chairman on the Commission on.the White
House Conference, asked me to serve on the seven man task force on
inflationcone of eight task forces tha~ prepared oj>tion papers for the
White House Conference. . . '

I made three trips to Washington with that hardworking group.
During July of last year I was invited tothe Rose Garden by President
Carter to witness the signing of his new Executive order concerning
t~e·e:x:press needs of wome111n.'.1J.usilless,.l1n action a long. time in.com
ing and much of it is still to be implemented;

All in ~ll I made eight trips t" Washi",gton last ye;ar, including the
White House C"nference.. .: ... . . '. ....•.

It made me decide! never want to run for Congress from.the State.
of California. It isn't all that glamorous. . .. .

The action and the enthusiasm there to bring new life to the small
business community was unmistakable. 'Trade organizatioris, such as
the National Association of Wholesaler Distributors and business
groups such as the NFIB are becoming increasingly active in the advo
cacy ground as well for small business, and I am sure you probably
heard at different times that in the State of California the State
chamber of commerce has initiated a small business committee, of
which I am a member. All over the State they are promoting 'and
selling the idea of local small business councils.
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In the beginning I am afraid we had more guts than know-how,
and now we have more know-how than guts, primarily because the
years ll,tve taken their toll.

I can talk blithely about the beginning and happily about the pres
ent, but the years in between, particularly the early years, were some
times tolerable and at the worst sheer torture, lack of capital,
burdensome Government regulations, Government employees at all
levels who were itt the best uncooperative and at the worst downright
rude.............

Now we are in the more successful years we face mounting inflation
and unbelievable interest rates and the. constant threat to ~roduct lia
bility even though we only sell industrial supplies. We don t manufac
ture them.

Incidentally, as I look through all the background material, I didn't
see product liability mentioned at all, and I do think it has something
to do when you are developing your products.

As the mayor of my city I became acutely aware of the strong need
in our Ameriean society to undergird the efforts of our business com
munities, particularly small business, and a continuing effort to keep
our ta... x base stron.g and...vi.able and to be less.and less dependent upon
State and Federalfunds, .

This indeed should be your thrust for small business. Guide us. Don't
regulate us. Give less government, not more. Listen to us. Don't preach
to us. We have been through it. We have coped with taxes and OSHA
and more and more Government forms .that cost us an arm and a leg
in time and money.

You have heard this before, I am sure, and I noticed in the back
ground material that illY good friend George, who gets abalone at
~ontere:y talked to you and testified when you had your first meeting
mWashmgton, and then you also have heard from Mel Stewart, also
my good friend, who is a friendof all small business. Both of them I
think are completely dedicated to the basic American premise that
small business is inde~d basic to.our U.S. economy,

Let me go back in history for a few moments and relate an incident
I think you might find interesting that was told. to me by Arthur
Leavitt, chairman of the board of the American Stock Exchange.

IIi the autumn of 1932 a Presidential candidate stood before an audi
ence and presented a far-reaching analysis of America's economic
plight. . . . .

America's era of growth he said was over. Our task now he said
flatly is not discovered or exploitation of natural resources nr produc
iI),gIP:0re, goods. It is the sober business of.administering the resources
aridplants that we already have at .hand. M.ore growth he continued
could be dangerous. The American economy, which in 50 years has
lifted a whole nation of immigrants from poverty had finally reached
the winter of maturity. Our headlong pursuit of production had gone
too far. Now he said the problem was something new and unfamiliar,
something called underconsumption.

That speaker's name was Franklin D. Roosevelt. Less than 6 weeks
later he was elected to the Presidency, and what he told that original
audience in 1932 became the basis of nearly a .half century of public
policy. It was in a sense a declaration of a curious 50 years war on the
enterprise system.
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J.'.L ••erne W~ Donaldson
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subconand ttee .9I} 1nves,~i<JCl~.~.o~s,a.nd :qver'si9I1F.

My realyalue ~n_i:lJ?pe~5ing befor~ yOl.1today lies not

in my expel: ti~e:in the area. of Science and/or Technology,

but rather, I bel~ev~, in ,myinvolvem~ntove~ the past 18

years in gr()winga ,S:111",,11_bl1s~Qes~ f~om:'scratch and the

other side of the co i n-e--Lf years;,of serving in a' local

elected capaci.ty fOu(_of<themas~a'C~tY-Counqi~worna~~and

two of them. as Mayor_8f;the .Ci:tyof cov Ine ,
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'.
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N?W that I S not ~eally,a_b~g".aeal in" the_,l:lU~iness .wor Id-

but we are proud of it~,:""e.sPElc~GlHY~l1at;-we hav~::created" j()~~

for l7.peopl~. In the geginni~g r'm,afraid we had more ,guts,

than know",:I1ow. "Now we have m9re know-how than 9u''l:s:~prim,aLily

because the years have taken there toll. I can talk bli~hely

about the beq inning~na,,h~ppi~yabout..'the pr es enu-e-bu t the

years in"betwElen--particl;lla:r)..ythe,ear,ly yep.rs--liIere at 'l:;he

best tolerable and at t.he.iwor s t-o-sbeer tortur:e:.:,Lac!<"of

capital, burdensome g?vernment regulati~ns, government employees

at all levels who were at the best uncooperative and at- the

worst--aownright rude~ Now, in our more successful years we
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Product liability law reform, which as I stated before I think is of
particular importance to you gentlemen, is of particular concern to
the small business owner. I am vice chairman of the California product
liability task force, and we are working this year to limit seller liabil
ity wherever possible, is a real problem for those in my type of busi
ness, and as I said, certaiuly should be of concern to you.

The kinds of organizations that are becoming interestedin that last
point I might say I spoke to the Los Angeles Industrial Distributors
Association regarding the new laws that are being promoted not only
at State level but at the national level, and that organization alone
represented $126 million in gross sales in Los Angeles area, and it. is
something that they are tremendously concerned about, and I think it
is a rising tide. .... .. . .. .. .

Yes, I find in final terms a pro enterprise revolution has come to
pass. People and. legislators are beginning to see that growth, be it in
innovation Or technology or small business in general, is not something
that can be legislated or contrived. We cannot produce innovation the
way we produce sausages. It is then not the product of a plum but of
an attitude, a climate tolerable of enterprise and innovation. Growth
begins when people are free to find new paths. That is my basic mes-
sage to you this morning. .. ..
If the Federal Government is to increase the utilization of small

business for research and development field it must reduce the regula
tory burden, 'especially new product regulations, require agencies to
adoptuniform management practices for research and development
contracts, let competitive bidding expand access to research and devel
opment contracts for small businesses, adopt .Government policies that
will increase the availability of venture capital to high-technology
companies.

But more than that the Federal Government must listen to the
mounting roar from the small business community, Every Federal
agency should be aware of the 60 options that came out of the White
House Conferenee On Small Business. After almost 2 years of meeting
all over our country and groups that involved all together 30,000 small
businesspeople. I am sure that those. 60 options are very available to
all of the gentlemen on your subcommittee. Some of them point
directly to innovation and technology. A lot of them point to capital
formation retention, which I think also goes along very much with
what you are trying to promote, and last but definitely not least make
the risk and the hard years of work in becoming an entrepreneur
worth the effort by enacting legislation that will help and encourage
small business ~y eliminated regulations that strangle us. Our economy
depends upon It.

Thank you. ..
[The prepared statement of Ms. Donaldson follows:]
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of 1932, a Presidential candidate stood before an..-aud i ence

and presented afai-reachihg,'analysis of Amer iea 1 stdeepen i nq

economic plight.

America;s great era- of growth, he said, was over. "Our-

task now," he said flatly, "is not discovery or exploitation

of natural resources or ,. producing more goods. It i5the

soperer, less dramatic business'of administering resources

and plants already 'at hand." More growth, he continued,

could be ,(:i.angerou~r~ The American economy, which in' fifty

years had lifte¢! e wbo'Le nation bf -immigrants from poverty,

had finally reached-the winter of it~maturity.

Our headlong pursuit of production had gone too far.

Now, he said/'the problem was something new andurih.miliar';'';';'

something called "unce rccnsumpt ton''.,

The speaker's n~me was Franklin D~ Roosevelt. Less

than six weeks' "Latie r he was elected to t.he- presidency. And

what he told "tha't 6'riginal audience in 1932 became> the basis

of nearlyhatCa century of pub'Li.c policy~ It was, '~in a

sense, the declaration of a curious fifty-years war on

enterprise~

Today, h6wev'er I: it' is'becoming more and more clear to

more and more people that the American economy has not

exhausted its capacity£orgiowth~-t-nat, in fact-,' we' are

probably still a largely underdeve~oped country. And, even
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more important, Eh e r e is a 99-theringrealizatlon.;j::hat

pub.Li.c policies hastily. designed ina"desperaj::e _time to

deal with a set of bewildering and unprecedented shqrt~

term circumstances have in the long ~un produced the ve~y

conditions they set out to correct. ':1 believe, that

today, after fifty l~ng year~, a deep change is occurring

and that finally a pro-enterprise rivolution is gathering

momentum,

Let me· tell you why I believe this. As my husband and

I gradually came through t.hoae early years of:;;..truggle, r

became- a champion of an~ an advocate for the small business

owner--the entreprene~~-~i~ you will.

I have wor n many different hats. In ,1976,as\Mayor

of my city, and as a member of the,AdvA~PFy,Board'o~the

Business Dept.:of this yery un Lver s Lt.y , I ,wa,s Lnv Lt ed to a

luncheon on campus and had the goodpfortune of mee~in9

. Mi tch Kobelinski, whowas then Director of. the BmaLf.. Business

Administration. As the result of that, meet.Lnq , a few weeks

later, I was appointed by.Mr. Kobe,l~nski, under President

Ford, to the National Advisory Council of the S.B.A. as a

member at Larqe , I, neve been r e a f f .i r med three times by

Vernon Weaver and the. present administration. My present

term extends to October Ls t , o~-, this. year.•



A few months lafer, as a result of my'Washington

involvement, I was asked to serve on the' newly 'formed

U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Small Buslhess Council'., I am

still an active member of that 60 men c;Jr"bup'imd'sefved

as the Chairman ofiEhe i.r Committee' for the White House
'.

Conferebce on Small B~siness-in Jahuaty of this year~ I"

was also a delegate to'that conference, appointed by

Vernon Weaver. Arthur Levett "Chairmari 6f the Commission

on the White:Ho~l:ieCl:)rif~r~nc~~sk~d me to~~r~e:on'the

seven man TaskForce on 'Inflation, one Jof eight task'forc'es

that prep~red'bption p~persf6r the White House Conference.

I made three tr ips t'6:'~ash:fngt'-ori 'f6 meet wit'hthat ha'rd

woxk Lnq group.

During-July c>f'iasty~a£'I was irivited to the"R'o~e

Garden by President Carter to witness the 'sighing 6f his

new executive order concerned ~iththe. expre~sneeds of

Women in BCi~iri~ss-;;an ae,tibn ~'i()hg"time in 'coming ';~nd

much of it has'still'not-'been dmpLementied ,

All iri i:tii'~:I m~c:ie e',{ght. trips:'to' Washington last

year includins{the White Hc)\:is~Corifererice. ThEi ac:t':t'orl aNd

enthusiasm 't.hereto br ing' new life to"t.he sinb:l1 bllsIness

oommundt y ~~s "'hhmista,~abie.: Trade organiza:t.1dns'iiuch as

66-228 0 - 81 - 33
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the National Associat~pn_9f_Wholesaler Distri9uto~s and

business groups. _such as,~ .F. ~ .B., a,~e beccm i nq _f~l;:~~a~in91y

active in the advocacy_groundswe~l for small bu~ines~., " ,,'," - - . ',,- .....,
In the State of CaUfornia,the State,Champe,r.':.of.,

, .

Commerce has initiated a Small Bl,lsiness,Committee,l, -l:?f

which I arna member , ,All over the state they,.,ar~promoting

and selling the idea of local small business councils.

Product Lia~i1i~Y'law r eform is of:p",:rqclliar concE;lrl},

to the' small bu s Lne aa owne r , ,am.Yice,Ch~iJ:man Of' ,the:

California, Product Liabil~~y Task Fqrc:~ and 'we are_,.wClJ;,~~ng

'this yeart9 eli~inate ~eller li~~i~i~y wh~rever possib+e;

a real problem for those in my type of,bus~nes~.

Yes, finally, a pro-enterprise revolution has come to

pass. Peop~e-;7at"!d :113:9 is~ator:!? a~7 beginning to ..5:ee., that

growth--be it iI), Inncvac Lon or t,echtl0log~-:".-or. small business

in qene r al, is not somethiI}g th~ t ,.cai1 l?e le:g Ls Lab ed or '., ?,on

t.r Lved , We ?a.~n?,~,:produ.ce:innov~tio?: the:~ay; ~e:.pro?-uc:e

sausages. It is •not the,p~~d,u9t.of ~'.p~urn but .of an

,

;11 d,

:1,

attitude--a climate tolerant.of enterprise and innovation.
, '.".' .... '.,.....: --'. ',,,'.' ,:,.: .. ":)':'.;.',

Growth beq Lnswhen people are. free. to find new paths.
' __',"', .__ . .. ..:.' C',' ,'.' " . ",'. ,','

If the.Federal ,~ove~nmert is to increase the upli

zation 'of small, busines~;-;in the r esearcnend deve Lcpment;

field, it must reduce the regulatory burden, especially

new product regUlations; require agencies to adopt uniform
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us. Our economy depends ~ it.

ma'Aagement practic~s,forrese:~rch"and develoJment contracts

let through competitive bidding; expanaacces$ to: research

elimfna"f.ihg'·regulations that stranglesinall bus Lneas and

And l~pt·,.but d~finatelyn~t l~~~:~,:~ak~ the r i ak and

years of hard work Ln-beccmfnq 'a'nentreprenelirworth the

effort 'by enac~ing legisla,ti'on ~'h~,~ will heLp vand.vencouraq e

and deve Lcpmen t.ccon t r.ac t.s ..for SlT!all bus toeeses i.jano. adopt

government po+icies that will increase the availa~ility of

~enture.,H"Wital, to high_.tec.h~o:log-ycompaniep.,'~

But 'more:than th~t, the~Federal government mus't"-:riEh.e'n

to the mounting roar from the,Small ,BusinessCp~unity~;

EyerYFeaer~l Ag~ney should be aware of the sixty options

th~t cemecou.c of ,;the .White nouee.tconf er ence on' Sma-II,;B.usi--'

ness qfter almost two yeai~-of ~eetings all ov~~ o~r count~y

arid <that -invoLved 30,000 small business people.
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Mr. LLOYD. Thank you very much, Mrs. Donaldson.
Dave,I believe youhaves.OIlloonewith you who.will speak for.you,
Mr. ORMISTON. I would Iike to present Earl Kieselhorse to speak

for the Chamber this morning.
Earl!

Mr. Knis.i:HORSE.:t WlUlt to co~<=tratethis mo~l~g 011 a very
serious problem of the small businessman which has been made more
acute as a, result of today's credit crunch, and that is the inability of
the small businessman to get capital, to get loan funds, or to earn
sufficient profitstoreinvest in the business. .

Cecil Bird, vice president of the Bank of America, in charge of
urban affairs, advises the small entrepreneurs to cut back, to stream
line their operation, tobe cognizant ·of the high costs of money today
and to use any kind ofcas~tbatca~be generated internally. .. . .....

The Bank of America "will not cut back on its small business loan
program. Last year the bank made 467 loans in the amount of $52;3
million. The goal this Year is 490 loans in the amount of $60.2. In
other words, they are going to increase the 'average loan for the small
businessman.from.Sl.Iz.Ouu to $122,000 this year.

Of course, not every business is going to be able to borrow. It is
only going tobethe most liquid and viable businesses, ••.

Some businessmen are not. even goingto make small business loans,
The Bank of America is going to concentrate on their existing
customers.

William Mauk, the Deputy Administrator for the Small Business
Administration, said that they are making a move to keep up with
inflation by asking Congress to increase the top limit, on the average
loan, from $500,000 to $750,000.

Now, I think that is the wrong approach. It seems to me instead of
raising the ceiling on loans like the Bank of America is doing or the
Small Business Administration is asking Congress to do we should
lower the floor on loans.

Now, of course, theoretically there is no floor. The only floor is one
that the banks have imposed themselves.

Very rarely do you see a bank lending under $100,000. Most of the
loans are above that figure, yet the critical area in business is the man
who needs $50 or $60,000.

One reason for this high figure on loans is the result of the Small
Business Administration's definition of a small business itself.

Now, here are the size standards for a small business according to
the SBA. A small service business is one who has annual receipts not
exceeding from $2 to $8 million a year. A small retailer is one who has
receipts of not exceeding $2 to $7112 million. The small wholesaler is
one who has receipts not exceeding $91j2 to $22 million, and as for
manufactu.rers they don't use dollar figures. They say the small manu
facturer WIll have from 250 to 1,500 employees.

Despite the multimillion dollar limits on small business, let's see
how small, small business really is in the United States.

Consider this, that only 2 percent of all businesses in the United
States <1.0 over $1 million a year; 93 percent of all proprietorships and



77 percent of all partnerships do less than $100,000 a year; and 45.2
percent of all corporations do less than a $100,000 a year.

Now let's take retailing. Ninety-six percent of all retailers do less :
than a $1 million a :year. Actually 59 percent of all retailers do less than
a $100,000, and 81 percent of the retailers in the country emplo:y less
than 8 people. . •. .. . ...•

So you see business is reallyqriite small. When it comes to whole
salers remember that limit was annual receipts of from $9'h to $22
million. Actually only 1.4 percent of all wholesalers do more than $10
million a year, and "",f"r manufacturersSa percent of all firms in the
country employ less than 50 individuals. .

So it seems to me we want to greatly reduce the size of the defini
tion of what really is a small business. I am in hopes that this will help
to channel funds down tothe very, very small business person who is
unable to getloanfunds today..

When you consider the cost of paperwork and servicing of any loan
is about the same, you can understand the banks' preference for. the
larger loans. So if the banks do.not want to go below the $loo,ooO.level
it seems tollle that the Small Business Administrationis going to have
to seek more dir"?t loan funds for this purpose, . ...

Today the SBA is into the 7th month of its fiscal year,.yet no more
direct loan funds are available for the rest of theyear,That is how
critical it is for the verysmall business. . .,. ...

I just got word the day before yesterday that the Small Business
Aq.,ninistration is planning to revise the size standards and the defini
tiop ofsmall business. It is a very complex affair. They are attempting
to classify business into three categories: one, industries that are com
petitive; another group of industries that are concentrated, that is, the
industries wheremaybe four businesses dominate the sntire industry;
and then, a third category, a mixed group, where you.don't have any
businesses dominating the industry, put still with quite a large num
ber .of .sizable businesses. Instead of using dollar figures theSBA
plans to use. the number of employees as the guide to what constitutes
a small business instead of dollar amounts.

They will be starting hearings next month in Philadelphia, and the
hearing on the coastwill be in San Francisco on May 20.

1.<;10 hopethose hearings will succeed in reducingthe limits as to
what constitutes "small business.' .• ;

The benefits of preserving the health of small business were very
ably stated by Stahr! W. Edmunds, dean of the graduate school of
administration at the University of California in Riverside at the
hearing of the Senate Select Committee on Small Business Novem
ber 6, 1979. He made some very good points on what can be done
to help small business...;.... . .

One thing is to eliminate unfair competition, get rid of discrimi
natory taxation, and reduce the burden of Government regulation
and paperwork. •.... ... .

Milton Stewart of the Small Business Administration stated that
taking total taxes as a percentage of net worth that 30 .percent will
be for the small business doing less than $100,000, and this burden
declines to the point where it is only 11 percentfor businesses that are
doing over a $1 billion-a very unfair tax burden on the small
enterprise.
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,Time doesn't permit me to go into the details of his report, but he
has granted permission to submit his report as part of these pro
ceedings. I, want to .commend you gentlemen for .your interests in
attempting to provide a ,wholesome climate for small business, and
thank you for enabling us toappear beforeyou today.

Mr. LLOYD. Thank yon, Mr. Kieselhorse.
Do yon have any other comments.Dave l
Mr. ORMISTON. That covers them. Thank you.
Mr. LLOYD. Mr. Clardner!

SrATEMENT OliJOHN GAR.DNER

Mr: ClARDNlCR. Yes; thank you verjmucb. for asking me to testify
here today. " , ". . .' '.,

I appreciate the thought, although I had a little wonderinggoing
through my mind when you first asked, and when I first heard you
were asking for expert witnesses, and although I have been out of
business for sometime, I have spent almost 30 years in business as a
private small businessman before I retired to this 80-hour-a-week job
as chief executive, in other words, as the executive vice president of
the Covina Chamber of Commerce, that job where it, doesn't put me
in the category of a small businessman any more, but it does permit
me to speak on their behalf. '. . ,....,

r know in talking. to. them today in regards to today's subject one
of the things they 1Vanted to cover immediately as to actually part
of the need and it SOon developed ifsmall business has produced about
one-half of the U.S. inventions since World War II and have been
far more economical in doing so, then surely they deserye better con
sideration than just 4 percent of the financial development help, con
sidering they pay almost one-halfof the taxes paid by business.

It would appear that small businessrepresents a great potential for
producing of new technical innovations and high economic produc
tivity. Certainly there is a need for a progm.m of encouragement.

In our Covina area we have been blessed with a substantial number
of small businesses, many which are in the high technology category,

In our good line of communication we have with business here plus
some additional requests for input on. slIlall business' problems of
productivity and innovations one basicproblem was almost unani
mous in their concern. It was simple and understandable,

In large firms, agencies, nonprofit organizations and educational,
institutions, one or more employees, even whole departments wer~

staffed with personnel having the expertise necessary and whose sole
functions were to obtain grants and contracts, both private and pub
lic, for the use of research and development. No wayconld a small
business 1Vith 1, 10, or 100 employees competee'xcept in the. lIlost
limited way against these skilled personneL The onlyconclusion the
small business person had with the unfamiliar forms and regulations
was that it was redtape, redtape, redtape.

To add to this problem the small business person had another large
deterrent that was due to the inability to, have ,access to the library
of knowledge stored in computers containing technology advice and
conclusions developed and paid for by public funds. ThIS access seems



to be restricted to the "in" crowd, who have been the most successful
in obtaining grants and contracts through the years.

There ..re. other problems such as slow g'()vernment payments or
even greater problems concerning not allowed or nonrecoverable
costs that are really part of the development and production. There
have been times when this has happened in Covina.

In our conversations with high technology menibers of the Covina
Chamber of Commerce and others we asked not only their problems
but also as to their thoughts on improvements. We did arrive at some
positive conclusions in our opinion. ..

One: Help small business to help themselves by:
(a) Setting up regional advisory committees made up with knowl

edgeable businesspeople to be assisted by some in authority in gov
ernment who ' have the direct contact with decisionmakers. This
objective would enable conclusions with the minimum of redtape for
the small business pers(}n lacking the expertisein forms, procedures,
and regulations; ....

(b) Make available to the library of already developed technology
to enable the small business person to further develop a project 0Il
service in a ,g-iveIJ, area: ," " , ," ,:'

Two: Set up in computer form a listing by various technological
categories the. small business firms and their capabilities of produc
tivity. This would enable prime contractors to become more knowl
edgeable of all the firms available to improve technology:a,nd produc
tivity rather than just their firms who havebeen blessed with the
personnel to make themselves known.

Three: Set up in a given geographical area where there are sufficient
small businesses of the high technological nature and are in a some
what concentrated area like Covina a pilot program that would utilize
these firms and recommendations set forth. This would enable us to
work out and refine the programs and then when possible expand to
other areas in the Nation.

Foul': We recommend that this Subcommittee on Investigation and
Oversight pursue the recommendations of the White House Con
ference on Small Business in regards to innovation and technology.
They are recommending the following:

(a) Support aud urge passage of S. 1860, the Small Business Inno
vation Act of 1979, and companion bill H.R. 5607, as presently drafted
with flexibility for minor future amendments covering: Small business
research and development set-asides, small business innovation and
research programs, as already encompassed by H.R. 5126 and S. 1074,
patents, retentions, amendments to the Internal Revenue Code, and
regulatory flexibility.

(b) Existing Federal research and development procurement as
sistance, and tax laws and policies must be modified and new laws
enacted to: First, eliminate unfair advantages enjoyed by Govern
ment agencies, nonprofit organizations and educational institutions
which compete with innovative small business in providing goods and
services; second, mandate statutorily a national policy of reliance on
small business; third, prevent the Federal Government from dissemi
llating proprietary information; and fourth, prevent the Federal
Government, through the use of its own personnel including Federal
research centers, from competing with small business.
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(0) Increase the amountof Federal research and development prime
contracts awarded through small business set-asides by 1 percent per
year of each agency's research and development budget, until the dol
lar value of the set-asides reached atleast 10 percent of that agency's
total annul research and development budget. ,

(d) Clarify the "prudent man rule" to. broaden it and insure that
securities of small issuers are not excluded from those securities eligible
for purchase by funds subject to ERISA, and exempt those securities
from planned asset regulation issued by the Department of Labor,

(e) Institute specialized capital gains treatment for generative capi
tal invested in technology based firms starting with 25 percent in the
first year, decreasing by t> percent per year to, 0 after 5 years and,
further, defer taxation on such gains whenever the proceeds from sale
of investments is reinvested into a small business within the next 12

months. , .: • ". .'.We believe the goalsyou are seeking are obtainable. We believe that
with your help the small businesses of this Nation will stand up and
be counted, . . ..' '

In an effort to help, the Covina Chamber of Commerce is now in the
formation stage of a small business council, wide in nature to free
itself of the competition that exists among local cham):>ers of corn
merce in their economic development programs, yet in a positive step
for small business to help themselves, to help this Nation maintain its
freedom which has as its base the free enterprise system. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Garduer follows:]



John L,Gardner, Executive Vice President
Covina Chamber of Commerce
153 E. College "
Covina, Ca, 91723
(213) 967-4191

IMPROVING THE CLIMATE FOR INNOVATION BY SMALL,HIGH TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS

I S THERE A NEED
If Small Business:has produced aboritone' alf of the U.S.

Inventions since lVbrIdWar"rrand have 'be nfa~'more economi

cal in doing so, then su~elY they d~ser';e betterconsideration

than just 4% of the'financiai"'developme~thelp, cona Lde r-Lng

they pay almost one half of the taxes paid by business. It

would appear that Small ,Business represents a gr~~~ P9~e~~~al

for producing of new tec~niC~!, innovations "a~~,~iJ~ e~,on()iJiic

productivity, Certainly there is a need f,or ap',rog.ra~ ,of .en
courugernen t ,'

IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEMS
In our Covina area, we have been blessed with a substantial

number of sma'libus'{nes'se's, many are in tbe higb technology

catagorY.

In ~ur:'good line: of cOlTUnunick'tion wefiave wtth jnrs tnees here,

PIUS,SOfrle addi tion,al, req'~e.st·s:fo;r in~ut'on .'~tnall business

~roblems Of, productivityand' innovat,ions, one basic problem

was almost unanimous in their concern. It was simple and

understandable'. In large i'irms, agen:cie:""""n?n-profit organi

z atLon s and educational institutions, one' or more' employees;

eveitwhoie dep'artmen1;s were si::affed Vlith' per-sonnet having the

expertisenecessaryand'whose>sole' functions were to obtain

grants:', and contracts,:'both"priva'te and, public, for the use

of research and development. Noway'cbtilda small business

wi t h- one , ; ten ,or one' hundred 'employees e'ompe t ejoexcep t .dn

the:,m'ost.. LdmLt ed way against these skilled pez-aon ne L, The

only cone Ius-ton the small' business person had wf-t h the un-.

familiar forms' and regulations, Was that it was're'd tape, .red

tape ... .e-ed- t epeco-
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To add to this problem, the' small, buefne's.a- pe'r.son had' anc t her

large deterent that was due to the imi.bili~-i;yt'c(·h~ve'acces~

to the library of knowledge stored in computors contairi~ng

technology advise and conclusions developed and paid for by

public funds. This access seems to be restrictE:!d to the "in"

·cr,owd, who' 'have: be'enthe moat suc:cessf~j in obt~'in'irig:gra~t{

and contracts through the years.

There ar other pr-obLems such ;:t13,Slowp;overnment"payment~;or

~~Em gre ter problems once'rn ng I)ot;apqwed,.or non-recov:er-

':~bl c~s ~ t hat .~re:r;' Ly pa t of ,the 'd~vel~pment,;~n~ pro-

due on. There h~ve n t~mes when this has happened in
'Cov a.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In our ;5i~~e~s~ttons ~ithhigp technology members of,the
Covina Chamber and others, we asked not only abovt~h~i~

problems, but also as to their thou~hts on improvements.

We did arrive at some positive conc tueronevunour opinion

1. Help pmal \ Business ,to.help t hemaeIves ,by:

w-. S,et~ing' up.. reg-ip,J:laladvi,s.ory ,;c~mm,i~tees made up

with knowledgeable business people to,b,~~s,sist

ed by some, in~u;~,hor,~t,Y:.,of gO\;~rnmeIltwh,o have

the direct contact with decision makers. This

'~b~,eC.~i:,~~.'.~ou\~, .~~;~~i~c~n·~:'~~'~i?ns'w~~h;.Jh~
minimum of red,~ap.~,f.o:t:"< tne sm.allbusin,e,ss ,pe;r

son lacking the exper-t t se in for:ms,.,proce<ltires and

regulations.

b: Make available to the lip,r"~l',Y,_p! 8.:lr~aclY, de:-

ve Loped ,technology"to enable, the -ama.Ll. busd.neas

per-son. to .fur-t he'rc.deve Lop .a- 'project on service
,in a.given area.

,}" Se t, up.,:i.n·, a~,computer form a listing by- ver-toue:

;te<::J:mological'catagories. the: sme.a i-ouemeee.serfme:

and" their .,capabi,l·Hies. of; pr-oduct.Lv i t yc This wou.Ld

enable prime: contractors to become,more'knowledgeable

of all the firms available to improve': technology and

productivity rather than just their firms who have

been blessed with the personnel to make themselves

known.



3. Set up in a g Lven 'geographical area, where there

aresufficient:small businesses of· the high techno

logical'nature and are' ·ina 'somewhat concentrated

az-ea.vLd ke..Covtna . A p i.Lot.cpr-og-r-am that would utilize

these firms and recommendations set .ror-tb . This

would enable us to'work out and refine the program and then,

when possible expand to other .areas in the ne.t i.on,

4. W,,: r-ecommend that . this, ,Subc,ommittee, on, Invest f.ge.t t on

and Oyersightpursuethi2! "recomm,end;atipns,of the White

House conference .on . Small Business Lnvr-egar-da to rnno

vat ion and "Pechno.Logy , J'hey ::'l-r~ recommending the follow

ing:

a. Support .and urge pass ag e of .13.. 1860, the

Small Business Innovation Act of 1979, and

companionbillH. R. 5607,as presently draft-

ed wi th',flexibility .ror-mtnor. future amendments

covering; small, business research and development

setc.as rdea ~small -busmeas innovation and re

search programs (as already encompassed by H.R.

5126 and S. :1074), patents,' retentions; amendments

to the Internal Revenue Code; and regulatory

flexibili ty.

b. Existing Federal research and development pro-:

curement assistance, and tax laws and policies

must be modified and new laws enacted to:

1) eliminate unfair advantages enjoyed by govern

mer/tal axenc-tee non-cpz-ofLt; organizations and

education'aI ins't'itntionswhich compete with in

novative small business hi 'providing goods arid'

services and, 2) mandate statutorily a national

policy of reliance' on' small business, 3) pre-

vent the Federal govnrnmont from dt ssenunut me
pro~riet'ary i~formatioif,4) pr~~ent" th~.~elie~a~
gover-nmen t , 'th r-ough the UgC of tt s own personnel

including FedeFa.l'-' Research Centers, from" competing

withsmall'business.
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c.. Increase the -amount of .Peder-alt.r-esear-chvand .

development, prime contracts ",awarded .t hr-ough

small business set-asides_.-by one .oercent 'per

year .of each agency's r eaear'chtand 'development

budget ,'untHthe dollar value of-the :set-asides

reached-at least ten percent of that:agency's

total annual research and development budget.

'<'-d. C13.rifYthe-"pt"i.i.d~n{m'a:n'rule,'j"to broaden it and

irisur'e 'tli~t' securit'iesOfsina'lli'.sSuers are not

'excludedirbm'those~ecuri;ti~'s~i'igible' for pur-

o chasE!' bv funds :S~bje-c'f--\o'ERIS'A, ~'abd> ex'emlPt those

securities from planned asset regulation .Lesued
.'by': the Department 'of :Libo~.

e., Lna t.Lt.u't erapec La'l Lze'd .cap Lt.a I'r.ga.Lns treatment for

generative capital Invested' in technolo~y based

firms e t a r-t Lngcwf.t.h 25% tn.vt he first year, de

creasing by ,5%per~ year,to'zero'a'fter five years

and, 'further, defert'axatt'on':on,such gains when

ever the, proceeds from sale'of investments is re

invested .fnto..a smal,l"business within the next

twelve months.

SUMMARY

We bel eye the goals yp~ ar~?eeking~re,obt~i~able. We believe

that w th y0'Ur)lelp, the, SmaL]. auatnesses 9,f,t,\:lis nation will

stfl.lld ,up, ,~nd be, c,oun.te)~,.

Inanl;!ffor 'to help,,.t~~ Covina Chamber of Commerce is now in the

form~tiqn.s ~~c of a Sma)lRllSiness,Counp~l w~4e in nature, ~o

r ree .it~elf of ,the",competition 't ha't . exi s t s b,~;~~,een local Chambers

of ,GomTll~rce in their e9onom~c,d,'7velopml':!n,t "prpgrams, yet in aposi

tive s~ep for Small Bu~~n~ssto ~~lpth ms~lves; to help this na

tion maintain its freedom which has,~si t-s,.base, the free enter

prise system.



Mr. LL()YD. Thank you very much, Mr. Gardner.
Mr. Lujan!
Mr. LUJAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think allof the statements were excellent.
I might say, Mrs. Donaldson, that-i-I was in the insurance business

before I went to Congress; I am.familiar with the whole product lia
bility thing-and we did pass through the House a bill allowing groups
to self-insure without----e-. .

Mrs. DONALDSON-. Uniform product liability. Has that passed
through the Senate.yet!

Mr. LUJAN. I don't believe.it has passed through the Senate, but it
has gone through the House already.
. I am not sure that that.is really the answer, to allow self-insure-c--c

Mrs. DONALDSON. No,no; it offers an option.
Mr. LUJAN.It is a step in the right direction,
As.totho deregulation that all ofyou talk about, it sounds fine, but

when you do start it, it has been started in the trucking industry now;
and now all of a sudden in the trucking industry it is a very unpop-
ularword. .

We face that going into the radio stations, communications media,
and all those sorts ofthings, '.

So while we all. say 'get the' Government off our back when we do
start to get the Government off people's back there is a rebellion, just
get them off as, far as the forms are concerned, but don't touch my
turf; don't let anybody else come into my area.

So it is kind.of.difficult to get it.done, It sounds like a good idea, and
it is a. goodidea,as a.matter. of fact. We are-dedicated to doing. that
and as much of it as we can.

Mr. LLOYD. Lthank you, Mr.Lujan. I was going. to ask Mrs. Donald
son, who has really had tremeudous experience, and is a prime example
not only of a small business person but also of someone whohasbegun
to.jmderstand the complexity of .the labyrinth of government, and
I know this because I have watched the progress that you have-made
with great interest.in the area of small business, and you have certainly
exemplified yourself as being one of.the people who is really trying to
communicate. My question then is with the understanding that you
have. regarding government, we will say Federal Government in this
case-State and local government is another problem.and.it is a prob
lem-s-but with your understanding of the Federal Government-how
"an we communicate with people going into business or smallbusiness
men who are already there the problems that may exist for them in
the development of their products or the development of their busi
ness area.. I know that, we can cut down on the paperwork and I co
sponsored bills which are supposed. to,accomplish that, and I know that
Manny has done the same thing.

We came up with the idea it was time we did indeed talk to the small
businessman to try to communicate that indeed, there is somebody back
there in Washington who is interested, but whim you use that term
back in.Washington oftentimes the people don't understand the sepa
ration of powers, the difference, f01" instance, between Jim Lloyd as
a Congressman who is responsible supposedly to his own constituency,
to his district, .and.the hea-dofthe.SmallBusiness Administration.or
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the head of OSHA or 'EIHSA or the Department' of Energy and the
conflicting orders that might result. " '. •..

I have found that most people in business unlike yourself really don't
understand what areas I canbesomewhateffective in-'--l wouldlike to
be more than.L'am-s-as compared to the areas over which Lhaveno
control.: I can't make the Small Business Administration grant a loan.
I just cannot do that.

How do I communicate that! By the way, any of you are welcome
to answer this question. .

Mrs. DONALDSON: I think that, Congressman Lloyd, the first thing
that came to mind as you talked aboutit was the word education, and
I think that basically our educational system has got to do a lot more
from the aspect of teaching this to students as they go through school
and to get it back to the directio~ of yes, there is a free enterprise
system out there. You don't have to go out and work for somebody
else. You can work for small.. business and then look to something
better.

Now, that is an area that I feel very strongly about and one of the
reasons that I am very interested in the new Department of Educa
tion .to see if they are going tointroduce anything at all in that area,

I think that Wayne Williams and his Small Business Development
Center offers an. excellent opportunity' of getting information to
people on a local basis. I watched that center develop. It has been a
controversial issue, and that I know. Even on the National Advisory
Council there are those who 'feel strongly that "academia" Cannot
teach small business people, that they havetogetitinother ways;

I don't happen to agree with that premise, and I don't know what I
would do without the SBDC here at Cal-Poly, because I get so many
questions' from people in the community who are concerned about
problems, who want to know where-they can find the answer, and I
amconstantly. referring 'them to Wayne.

Those two things come to mind, and Ithink that you have touched
on.aproblemtharis one that isfar ~eaching and one that a lot of
things· can be done about it, but it .is' difficult I am sure from your
level.in-Washington to get that information to people.

But, there are ways, and I wouldn't overlook the chamberofcom
merce.Theyhave ways and means of getting these, this kind of infor
mation, to people.

I have purchased, or our company has, because I am interested in
this whole field a new film that was put out by the U.S. Chamber
called Small Business .Keeps America Working.' .

. I have been showing this to the various school districts in the area
and education councils in the hopes that they wiIlutilize movies like
that not only at the high school level but at the college level.

There are I think lots of areas in the realm of education that could
be improved.

Mr. LLOyn. Yes, sir. " . . . .
Mr. KIESELHORSE. With the score ace program the chapters through'

out the country are doing a marvelous job of educatingsmall business'
men in sound business practices, and. one of the problems 'we are
running into and one of the tragedies M our present inflation I think
is the fact that we see too many familiesbeing pressured into getting a



second breadwinner in order to keep up with inflation, arid they, in
desperation, decide to openup a small retail business or a restaurant,
and they get themselv~!committed with an onerous lease a;greement,
and then, when they begin to lose their shirts they COme in for coun-
selling. ',,'

,So we are trying to develop .publicity and some way to reach people
before they get .into business to realize some of the marketing, plan
ning, the financial planning, and the controls that they have to exer
cise in operating a business successfully.

Mr. LLOYD., Well, Mr. Gardner, and Elaine mentioned the cham
bers of COmmerce, and Dave,you are making major, changes, and I
know that John is. You are trying to ,be more responsive. You are
trying to encourage the business community, but one of ths.problems
we,do hlfve is that, of educating the community as to what cannot be
done by certain .Federal entities, 'the Congressmen for instance versus
the .Administration, and we are not one and the same by any matter of
means.

How call,you communicate that to your people!
Mr. GARDNER. I think actually what we are doing, as you know,

Congressman Lloyd, weare setting up 'a Small Business Council, and
we did really take some pains to be sure we did not confine it to our
normal marketing area, because we wanted to have it be for the
benefit of the slUall business, not get a division ora part o,f the com,
munity chamber of commerce. The idea, intent .of that is simply to
set up an education proce;;s to take and have them have a forum to
come with their particular problems and see what can be done.collec
tively, In other words, this, IS to help them help themselves to formu
late and concentrate on their ideas.

We think that also in turn that putting up 'a computer imprint that
is available to the larger firms.fhe prime contractors, where they can
say hey, we need this particular item, a base for a microphone, what
ever the case may be, and set it up in their particular manner and
they can then out of that computer come to have the information that
those firms that are capable, of producing that or making changes or
development this way, rather than leaving it-let's put it this w'ay~
!the people in the past, the small business person in the past, when he
looked at what he had to do to gllttIiis on the market development or
something he gave up when he saw the long line of things that he
had to,do. '

True. He hit a problem. He called Congressman Lloyd. You have
got a beautiful reputation of helping people, no question about it, but
he may call, but there is a limitation to their knowledgethere.Tt may
not have been! the thing that could have gone through your office and:
could have been something they could have developed for themselves
if there was a forum to help them,encourage them.·" !

It.is a matter of education. I think it has to be a .two-way street,
not small businessgoingto Government only. The!Government has to
come back and help them a little bit in some form rather than just
-saydo.itthisway, 'and they look ,at a stack offorms to fill out."

Ml'.ORMISTON. Once we find out the .problems, what they are. and
once they come to us, we can use.expertise like Earle's, retired busine~s

peo,ple, to st"art chanellhI~ those problems to speci?9departlUents that
can hslp them, , " , '
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I think that is what we are trying to do through theehapter.
Mrs. DoxALDSON. I would b~ remiss if I didn't mention the Depart"

mentof Advooacythrough the SBDC through Mel Stewart.
Lthink that.is a fine area to work through from the Federal area

level. I think he is doing one bangup job.
I was concerned from the time. I was on the AdvisoryCouncil that

there wasn't more being done on the basis of advocacy. That was one
of the mandates originally of SBA. .

It is my understanding that Mel Stewart is responsible more to
Congress than he is to the administration, and I like that, and I think
that he works under that premise, and he is doing a great job. I think
he needs more help in that area, and I think that would be a good
place to-start, . '. . . . , ...

Mr. LLOYD. ·Well, do you think, for instance, here in your regional
areas. I would use Kellogg Hill, as an example, that has always been
a very difficult problem not only for business but also, you know, for
me and my operation. Maybe we should have some sort of a regional
data bank coordinated with the 'business people here at Cal-Poly
for bask information!

For instance, someone decides, as you mentioned, Mr. Kieselhorst,
the mom and pop operation, people leap out, and, you know, you issue
a business license in the city, which costs you X number of dollars.
You put an ad in the local paper doing business as and you are in
business, nothing mor,e t~an that,

Maybe we should have mor~ restrictive covenants in the issuance
of business licenses and that there should be an input from, knowledrre
able business people who can accurately say how much money is needed
to capitalize this business. For example, they might say $50,000, and
the person doesn't have $5,000. They are in trouble before they start,
You know it, and I know it, and they walk in, and they say I am
going to go into business, but you say, well, who is your banker. Really,
I don't have a banker. I guess I will go down and talk to the Bank of
America.,....., ..

You know automatically. they are in trouble. If they don't know
who their .·kanker is by name and reputation, there is no way you can
be in business unless you can call up Joe at DCB and say hey, Joe,
I havegot.to hav« a $1,00001'$5,000 or $10,000 or whatever it may
be, he says OK, and he already has your financial statement, and all
of those that have been in business know those things. How can we
communicate that! . ...

Mr. KIESELHoRSE. The trouble with the $5,000 ,and $10,000 it is
not available. They are up to $100,000. That is the point I am making.

We have got to got banks willing to come down and lower their
sights on loans to help these business people..

Mr. ORMISTON. I think that is the system we' are trying to create
where Cal-Poly becomes the master cog and the chamber of commerce
becomes the front door. to small business within thecommunities. nnd
then we can begin .tocoordinate the different sectors, the financial sec
tor, the governmental sector with the problems of the small business-
man. '

Mr. LLOYD. I get people who call me up and say if I would only in
tercede with the SBA and help them got this loan I would solve their



problem-and I askquestions ,such as; welt, who is:rollrbanker!Well,
ldon'treallyhavea,banker." ,,', "",

Now you know they are not going to get an SBA loan unless they
have a hank who is willing to loan the money. They assume that some
howLor Manny or people like us are going to wave that magic wand
that we have in our office. ' " , '

This is' one of the toughest of all things to communicate topeople
who are leaping into business, and, as was aleadypointedout forys,
inevitably they showup on my doorstep having a problem with an
SBAloan when they may have defaulted onthe lo~n or whatever it
may be, and I am now supposedto pickup the pieces and put it back
together for them. '" " '"

One,in all fairness I don't think I am that good a businessman in the
first place. Second, it is tough to look somebody in the eye and say T
just don't think there is a solution for your problem.' I would love 'to
send them here to Cal-Poly. I would love tosendthemto John Gardner
in Covina or Dave Ormiston over in Pomona-or whoever it maybe in
one of the other cities that are in the district and say have you really
checked with these poeple, ", , " '

I would love to have that kind of cooperation; because, you know, I
am a visible point, and they come to me not understanding what my
limitations or capabilities may be, and you people who deal in this
area need to-maybe we don't communicate enough. Have I failed in
that area! ..' "" , ' " ,,'

Mr. ORMISTON. I think we haveasuccessful program in the Pomona
area. Earl is dealing with over 600 businesses a year in counseling, be
in/! coordinated through Wayne Williams at Cal-Poly. ,

There is a need to get more communication. There is a need to get
the story out more than we are doing, and we at the same: time need,
to be able to duplicate the services that we are offering in the Pomol)-a
Valley elsewhere to begin to reach more than 600 business people, and
I think that is the key really in the system, duplicating the system.
I think we demonstrated locally the workbeing done.

'Mr:'LwYD. Go ahead. '
Mrs. DONALDSON., I might point out it occurred to me a little bit

ago that during the years I was Mayor of Covina I was also president
of the San Gabriel ASsociation. of Cities, 21 cities, and T had two or
three meetings out hem at the time that was in order to get the
mayors together to help them to ul)-derstand what was offered here in
the way of counseling for small businesspeople, because in my way of
thinkinq; a mayor. who doesn't realiz.e the importance of the !;>lisic
economics of the CIty and the fact that thesuccess of small business
is important to himis making a big mistake.

T think working through you you are in a position certainly to get
this kind of information to them, to, the local government officials,
who perhaps can assist in some manner.

Mr;LLOYD. I will take that to heart;'
Yes. Did you have 'something!
Mr. VILTER. I would like to make a statement to the commit¥e
My name is John Vilt~r. lam a small. businessman in Covinachave

a firm,management consultant, called Executives; , ,
I am currently vice president of governmental affairs for the Covil)-ii

66-228 0 - 81 - 3~

/
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Ohal11oor. of Commerce, and I am hopefully one of those who is instru
mental in starting this Oovina Valley Small Business Council,

I. am concurrently the chairman of the southern California section
of the American Chemical Society, and looking at what Lbelieve is
the heart of this whole diSCUSSIOn that to have high technology
industry and innovation is not a matter of just simply a small busi
ness. but having access for the small businessperson to employ high
technology specialists.· '.. . . •.. '

This afternoon over at Mount San Antonio College-they are having
an Edison conference for high school students in business to inform
the student inhigh school about the problems of smallbusiness, Last
night I had the honor of presenting the southern California section's
highest award of achievement at Cal-Tech to Dr. Harry.Gray for
the work that he is doing there, and in the process of meeting with
rather prominent scientists there. and from throughout the country
and Europe todiscussthis problem. .. ..'

I have spoken with his staff on this area of the employment of the
technically competent people, and one of the things that we do find is
that in trying to set up some sort of an access to governmental agencies
or to hightdchnology large corporations it is difficult for an individual
unless they have .a trackrecord to even have access to information or
to be considered as on a bidder's list, and when you areIooking at this,
we tried during the last crunch in 1969 to 1971 insetting up individ
uals who had credentials, they had degrees, and they were with
prestigious companies one day handling multibillion dollar contracts,
and, Congressman, and I have talked on this in detail, and one day
the pink slip arrives,and they do not have access to Government fund
ing, and yet. the .day before they controlled it, and because of the
manipulation thac is being done by industry.i.by education, and by
the Government. .... . .

It is diflicult,extremely difficult, for people who get together like
the starting of the Rand Corp. or startmg of TRW or any of these
with a group of people who had the technical competence andthe bril
liance to do somethmg to bid, to make an effort,because they are no
longer there. They don't represent anyone, and they also .had nothing
that they can do. ••.• ...,

Ina small business council it should not 00 considered a competition.
I seem to understand from Pomona that we arelooking fora small
business council, and.itis not one that we are looking to or assistance
to come intothe Small Business Administration, because. that is done
very well. . . ... '. ... . -.'

In my committee in theCovina Chamber we are very. interested
in governmental affairs and in seeing that those things that are im
portant to small business. are acted upon or brought to your attention,
and these are the things that we 9.0. .

As far as access to information there is no doubt, that ·the .con
ference here-and when Reed Powell was here and setting up the
center here, it was the intent to make it. accessible to everyone, and
so this is all to let others know about it, but thereareother concerns
that small business people have that has to be acted upon in a con
certed effort, and that is the one Elaine is addressing-in the product .
liability. The Small. Business Council would do this, but the other
aspect that we have not addressed and the one thing that we are very,



very conscious of in the scientificcommunity, arid I havebeenfollow
ing these statistics since 1969, specifically since I am inv<;>lviWin south
ern California and also nationally onthetransientnatureof employ
ment in high technology areas, because once the person has received
an' advance degree in left-handed navigational systems, allof a sud
den the Federal Government makes it a right-handed navigational
system, and he is out of ajob..He is too old to go back to be trained.
.' In fact right here we had tried for a master's programin environ

mental engineering, and we were screening people in 1969 through
1971 to fill these fields to get them proper applicants t<;> take part III
this progralll, and we made a very tight screen with a Ph. D. After
the people had gone into the crash program for 1 year they came out
and were looking for jobs, because no one had ever heard of a mes-
ter's degree in environmentalengineerin~: .'

So the reaction and action seems to be In the wrong way.
It is always a fact that we are loqking for someone to take an action

part rather than a reaction part, and what we do rieednow is access
within the Federal Government to bidding on high technology pro
grams by individuals who are very, very competent. We try. We our
selves in the southern California section had setup a legal entity so
that we could receive funds in the ei/;"ht basic areas wewereto lookat
in conjunction with NASA. Solid waste management was one we had
in California. Seatechnology was active in San Diego. We developed
the eight areas,heartresearch,and we hadpeopleeminentlyqlialified,
and we could not get any one large company or government agency to
let funds to us because we did not have a track record, and this ishap-
pening again and again:' . .. .

Mr. LLOYD. John, could I get you to finish. We have another panel.
Mr. VILTER. Oh.Thatis my question, or I would be very happy to

answer any questions about these, but there is work being done. There
are people qualified for innovation .if we only had some way to
approach it." '. , '

Mr. LLOYD. Thank you. We will have the next panel, and thank you
v.e,':Ymuch. AP..preciate it,.
,[Recess.]"; .

Mr. LLOYD. Are we ready to go! I guess we will start with theother'
end thistime, start with Mr;Petker. .Isthatall right!

Mr. PETKER.Yes.
Mr. LLOYD. All right. I have your statement, and without objection

that will be included in the record. Feel free to paraphrase or go for
ward with it, and weare running out of time, The last panel always
has less time. You realize that. '

But we will go forward right away on it. Go ahead, Mr. Petker;

STATEMENT· OF lRAPETKER

Mr. PETKER, Lguess reallythi~isan aside, but.I.believe verystrongly
that the way to learn about, you know, the nature .ofinnovation and
high technology comes directly I think from a study, of those companies
and the experience of people, you know, as they live it within and
what happened through the years.

In a sense it is unfortunatethis panel is last, because Lthink there
is a :hlt:probably thathasto.besaId, but I have been a technologist
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foJ." about 30 years now, and practically all of that time-has been in
the a~rospa~ industry, which means that in a-sense I haveulways
worked with and for the Government, and I certainly have a lot of
experience in the nature of Government contracting and also thekinds
of people, you know,many, many Government people through the
years and Iiterally I say there are hundreds that I have associated with,
some that I got friendly with, many I have gott~n to know v~ry ,,:~ll,

and I have found at least a sector of the people that I have dealt with,
youknow, and they.have tended to be engineers, they tend tobe scien
tists, technical people themselves, that as a group, you know, my
experience has been that their integrity is as high as that of industry.
Many of them work as hard and work harder, you know, than counter
parts in industry. I could quote really a good variety of, you know,
good experiences rather than a poor one.. . .

I think the Government, you know, just Iike companiesitis difficult
to get individualized. Every company is different and has, different
problems, Every technology has different problems in its .evolution.

What I can talk about, yon .know, what I can speak from is my own
experience as a technologist and as a businessman, Which has been some
thing over 5 years now, and i,t just so happens thatmy becoming a
businessman was an evolution. It wasn't something that I figured 20
years ago that is what Lwanted to be, yon know, and then I would.be
it som~day." , "

The evolution really gr~w out of theexperiences I had as a worker,
as an.engineer, as a technologist, in aerospace companies, and it also
happened that the problem of innovation and the creation of tech
nology was one that I developed an interest in. a, long .time ago, and
the issue of productivity, you know, for people also happened to be
one that developed within me a long time ago.Itis something I was
very interested in, and the formation of my company really grew out
as much from those considerations and my ideas and thoughts about
how to create more technology for less, how to get more productivity,
because I b~F~v~, people want to be productive,

'I'he issue really, you know, it takes a couple-or thrss things. The
one thing that unfortunately enough attention is not givento is rhe
people who are involved, you know. Innovation is created by people,
Creativity is one of the unique things about human beings-We want
to understand innovation then I think we havs tounderstand more
about the people who Innovate. I think we ought to understand some
thing more about the environment; because it isa combination of
people, enivornment and resources that either leads to moreor Iess of
anything in innovation or productivity.

So in asensevyou know, the intent of my company was really to
explore some of these kinds of things to be involved in the context of
my technology, which is composite material.

I have been a worker in composite materials for about 23 years, The
technology is about 30 years. So it means that I have been around and
part of it for a long time. I know an awful lot about composites. .

Composites area class of lightweight materials that can be used for
almost all the things that metals are used for. Those are their basic
characteristics.

Certain classes of composite materials whiohars the ones 'that we
specialize in called advanced composites have-the potential of bnilding



all airplaneathalf the weight; same size, with the potential of building
an automobile at a' thirdofthe.weight, same size, and all the same
ability"alldwhat it means is that thefuel costs and the energy "9sts
and potentialization are dramatic. . ... ' ' ' ' ',. .";

Composites are potentially, you know; the technology field that WIll
touch everybodyifthey are successful, the') if they do prove themselves
out ultimately. >. .'. .•. .'. ',1 .•..•

It is also a technology that many large companies became. interested
in quiteearly,.becaU'seit was-obvious, for-example, to an ~irplane
companythat if composites .are going to beused ·on airpla~es, if they
are going to change' the nature and the weight and the efficiency of an
airplane, then they sure had better develop a capability. .; "','

It is also a technology that the Government has had a very strong
interest in and has supported in a variety of ways, because there are
a host of things, a host of applications of composites in a whole variety
of defense systems, almost any vehicle starting with airplanes.

Now, we chose a path with the company which was one that in es
sence eliminated early, you kuow, equity mouey corning into the com
pany. The opportunity for financial resources was limited to begin
with, true for any small company. Because of the nature of the tech
nology, where it was and the nature of the company the only real inter
est in equity money would be coming from capital 'and companies who
had an interest in the technology, and we decided very early that we
didn't want that kind of money, because we didn't want the influence.
We started a company as a result of experiences in industry, and we
thought we could do better, something more productive, 'and essentially
we had to follow 'an independent path, and it is very, very difficult.

The nature of our problems, at least looking at Government support,
Government funding of composite technology, as I said, it has been
pretty widespread, the tendency has been for the major funding to go
to the companies who tbe Government feels will be utilizillg the tech
nology rather early, and that means that the technology is going to be
used on airplanes, then the heaviest funding will go to an airplane'
company, but if it happens that the airplane company has an aggres
sive interest in the technology and sees use for it in the future, they
will, as they did in 'Composites, start to build up in-house capability,
and what has happened through the years is that the major money that
has come down has stopped essentially at the prime contractor level.
Very little is trickled down into small companies, and even though,
you know, we have proven time and time again that we can build com
posite structure of higher quality at lesser cost ,at better efficiency that
many of our, you know, large competitors the ability, you know, to
l;av:eat least a fair share in the funding that comes down is very, very
Iimited,

The ability to obtain financing, you know, lending money has also
been very limited again from the nature of the company. A small, high
technology company when it is young is a risky thing, and I myself
who professionally work within my company take risks, and they take
risks, not simply because they anticipate financial benefits. They take
risks because they get to work in a manner, they work on things in
a way in which they can believe in what they are doing. The fact that
risk is high means that financial resources are limited, and the higher
the risk appears the less there is availability for money.
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lsuspootthat one of these tlri~s thatthe.Government might con
sider a bit is the whole idea of risk and whether or not because the
nature of high technology companiee-e-Iittle .onesare risky, and it is
risk they are worried about, because the payoffs can be very big for the
investment; and I .dOil:tbeli~ve there are ma!1y mechanisms really in
Government funding m :WhICh, you know, risk can be accepted m a
natural way, and it might be It whole issue that maybe some attention
should be put to. .: .

There really are It lot of things I have to say.Tthink I would rather
stoE maybe right here. And let the other guys saysometlring.
. lThe biographical sketch and prepared statement of Mr. Petker
follows:]


